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Abstract 

This thesis presents the mechanical design of a rocker-bogie mobility system for the 

Canadian Space Agency's 30 kg Kapvik micro-rover. The design of the wheel drive 

system, a planetary differential mechanism, the integration of single-axis force sensors 

above the wheel hubs, structural analysis of the rocker and bogie links, and the cross-

hill and uphill-downhill static stability are outlined. 

The development of a net traction estimation algorithm is also presented. The al

gorithm uses multiple Unscented Kalman Filters to estimate drawbar pulls, resistive 

torques, wheel normal loads, wheel slips, wheel-terrain contact angles, and several 

other states in normal operation using on-board rover sensors. Polynomial fits to the 

estimated data are used to successfully recreate models of drawbar pull and resistive 

torque as functions of normal load and slip. A two-dimensional multibody dynamic 

simulation of Kapvik traversing rolling terrain is used to validate the efficacy of the 

algorithm. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement and Motivation 

Early exploration of planetary surfaces was performed predominantly by stationary 

landers. Although providing invaluable information about the area in their immedi

ate vicinity, their immobility placed major constraints on the scientific return of these 

missions. The Russian Lunakhod rovers, the first of which landed on the moon in 

1970, began the mission model of using unmanned robotic vehicles for space explo

ration. After a long hiatus, NASA's Mars Pathfinder mission landed on Mars with 

its rover, Sojourner, in 1997; this prompted a resurgence in research and interest 

in planetary rovers. Sojourner was the first planetary exploration rover to use the 

rocker-bogie mobility system, a spring-less suspension system designed to equilibrate 

ground pressure on all of its six wheels. In 2004, two NASA-built Mars Exploration 

Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, landed on Mars [1]. Their planned three month mis

sion was successful beyond all expectations: Spirit had a mission duration of over 

six years; Opportunity is still operational at the time of writing. The Mars Explo

ration Rovers, as well as the Mars Science Laboratory rover, Curiosity, all utilize the 

rocker-bogie mobility system, indicating NASA's continued confidence in the design. 

1 



2 

Long time delays in transmissions and limited communication windows have moti

vated a trend toward increased levels of autonomy in planetary rover research. This 

trend has extended to many facets of rover design and operation: path planning, lo

calization, mapping, acquisition of scientific targets, traversability analysis, traction 

control, and soil property estimation. Planetary terrain tends to be soft and sandy, 

making it easy for the rover to slip or become stuck; because of this, the fields of 

traversability analysis, traction control, and net traction estimation are particularly 

important to the continued operation of the rover. Slip decreases the efficiency with 

which the rover operates and in the worst case causes the rover to dig itself into 

a rut and become stuck. Large slips were frequently reported on the Mars Explo

ration Rovers, particularly when climbing inclines [2,3]. The Spirit rover eventually 

succumbed to a traction-related failure, becoming stuck in soft sand and unable to 

escape [4]. Optimal control of a rover for trafficability or power consumption is ac

complished through the favourable distribution of forces amongst the rover wheels [5]. 

In order to apply the optimal distribution of forces it is necessary to model the rover's 

net traction relationships; the rover's net traction relationships are the net moment, 

termed resistive torque, and the net forward force, termed drawbar pull, applied 

to a wheel by the soil under specific operating conditions. For wheels driving on 

deformable terrain, there is no proportional relationship between the applied wheel 

torque and the force delivered by the terrain. Additionally, the force delivered by the 

terrain is sensitive to normal load and slip in a non-linear manner. Thus, in order 

to implement proper traction control there is a need to estimate the net traction 

relationships; it is preferable that this be accomplished using on-board sensors, since 

conventional methods require several instruments that are unlikely to be included on 

planetary exploration missions because of their additional mass and relatively low 

utility. 
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1.2 Purpose and Approach 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a method to perform net traction estimation 

using the rocker-bogie mobility system. This includes the mechanical design of an 

instrumented rocker-bogie mobility system, or "chassis", as well as the development 

of a net traction estimation algorithm. 

The Canadian Space Agency has recently invested heavily in the development of 

rover technologies. Kapvik, a 30 kg terrestrial prototype for a planetary micro-rover, 

was recently developed collaboratively by MPB Technologies, Carleton University, 

Ryerson University, the University of Toronto, Xiphos Technologies, MDA Space 

Missions, and the University of Winnipeg for the Canadian Space Agency. Carleton 

University's role was to design navigation software, the rover's cab, the rover's avionics 

box, and the rover's chassis. The assignment of the design of the rover's chassis to 

the author provided a unique opportunity for the addition of sensors advantageous 

to net traction estimation. In addition to the typical suite of sensors included on 

a planetary rover, single-axis force sensors above the wheel hubs and a vision-based 

velocimeter were desired. Although the velocimeter was not included in the final 

design, its possible addition to future versions of Kapvik would not be problematic; 

the force sensors, the addition of which required extensive alterations to the typical 

rocker-bogie design, were included. At the time of writing, the chassis has been fully 

manufactured has undergone assembly and preliminary testing. 

In order to develop and test a net traction estimation algorithm without access to a 

real rover, a two-dimensional simulation environment was developed for a rocker-bogie 

mobility system. Since the most challenging environment in terms of traction is rolling 

terrain - not flat ground - the rover was simulated in the world horizontal and vertical 

directions, as opposed to from above. Fully dynamic two-dimensional multibody 

simulation is developed and performed. The wheel-terrain interaction forces and 
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moments are calculated using Wong's terramechanics equations and incorporated 

into the dynamic simulation. A simplified but accurate polynomial approximation 

to the terramechanics equations is used to both increase the speed of the simulation, 

and as a means to reconstruct the net traction models through estimation. A set of 

three Unscented Kalman Filters are developed to perform net traction estimation; 

the use of both two-axis force sensors and single-axis force sensors (as are installed 

on Kapvik) above the wheel hubs is considered. 

1.3 Previous Work 

Previous work has been performed in all of the disciplines enlisted in this thesis. This 

section outlines previous work directly applicable to this thesis. 

1.3.1 Terramechanics 

Terramechanics, the study of the interaction of wheels and tracks with the ground, 

was pioneered by Bekker in the 1950's. Bekker's theories provided a means to analyze 

the steady-state motion of tracks and wheels on deformable terrain. Typically this 

analysis was used on large military and agricultural vehicles [2,6], but it has found 

recent utility in analyzing the traction of planetary rovers. Wong refined Bekker's 

theories to incorporate the effect of slip. Particularly important were his 1967 papers 

in which he used soil-wheel stresses to predict rigid wheel performance in deformable 

terrain [7,8]. Despite recent interest in the field, there have not been any signifi

cant advancements in terramechanics since Wong's improvements in the late 1960's. 

Computationally heavy discrete element methods have been getting some attention 

for their potential to more accurately reproduce experimental results [9]. However, 

Bekker and Wong's steady-state terramechanics equations are still typically used for 

analysis of tracked and wheeled vehicles on deformable terrain [2,5,10-12]; Wong's 
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terramechanics equations are used in this thesis. Ding et al. recently published a 

thorough experimental study of rigid wheels driving through lunar soil simulant [12]. 

The soil properties as well as additional insights from this study are used in this 

thesis. 

1.3.2 Rocker-Bogie Mobility System 

The rocker-bogie articulated mobility system was invented at the Jet Propulsion Lab

oratory by Donald Bickler in 1989 [13] and is currently NASA's favoured planetary 

rover design. Thorough testing and validation of the mobility system has been per

formed both on Earth and on Mars [1]. In recent years the trend has been toward the 

development of larger rovers, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The rocker-bogie mobility 

system was chosen for Kapvik because of its excellent flight heritage and obstacle 

negotiation capabilities; with reference to Figure 1.1, the size of Kapvik is between 

that of Sojourner (which is 0.65 m long) and the Mars Exploration Rover (which is 

1.6 m long). 

1.3.3 Rover Multibody Dynamics 

Analysis of a rover with a rocker-bogie mobility system is a multibody dynamics 

problem. Several investigations into the kinematics and dynamics of articulated mo

bile robots have been performed [14-17]. When the accurate dynamic simulation of 

the rover is not the primary objective, such as when it is being used to test trac

tion control, a quasi-static model is commonly used; this is the case for the research 

performed by both Hacot and Iagnemma [15,16]. More recently, Ding et al. used 

Lagrangian multibody dynamics to create a high-fidelity simulation of an articulated 

mobile robot [18]. Extending multibody simulation techniques originally developed 
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Figure 1.1: Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Mars rovers. Mars Exploration Rover (left), 
Sojourner (middle), Mars Science Laboratory (right). All three rovers use the rocker-
bogie mobility system. 

for manipulators, Ding et al. were able to simulate the rover as an articulated multi-

body system with a moving base. Through use of Wong's terramechanics equations, 

an accurate simulation environment was created and experimentally verified [18]. A 

similar method to that developed by Ding et al. is used in this thesis to create a fully 

dynamic multibody rover simulation in two dimensions. 

1.3.4 Soil Property and Net Traction Estimation 

Preliminary estimates of the Martian soil properties were performed on the Viking 

missions. A small trenching experiment using a backhoe enabled the estimation of 

two soil properties: soil cohesion c and soil internal angle of friction (f>s [19]. This 

was a dedicated instrument that added mass to the overall payload, and could only 

determine the soil properties in the immediate vicinity of the landing site. 
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Estimation of soil properties using on-board rover sensors was performed on the Mars 

Pathfinder rover Sojourner in 1997 [20,21]. The Sojourner rover was commanded to 

hold five wheels stationary whilst moving the sixth [21]. The wheel torque, obtained 

from the moving wheel's motor current, was used to deduce the soil shear stress rs; 

several techniques were then used to obtain an estimate of soil cohesion c and soil 

internal angle of friction 4>s [20]. This experiment was outside of the normal operation 

of the rover, meaning that it consumed additional time and power. As is shown in 

Chapter 2, cohesion c and internal friction angle 4>s are just two of numerous soil 

parameters required to fully characterize the net traction relationships. Predicting 

the net traction given only these two parameters requires that representative values 

be chosen for the remainder of the soil properties. 

An on-line, linear least-squares method for estimating the same two soil parameters, 

cohesion c and internal friction angle 4>s, was presented by Iagnemma et al. [10] using 

a simplified stress distribution [22] and the assumption that wheel sinkage can be 

measured. Measurement of the sinkage angle was later shown to be possible using 

a camera to image the wheel-terrain interface [3]. Iagnemma's technique does not 

require that the rover stop to perform a dedicated experiment; however, the downfalls 

of estimating only two of the many soil properties again apply. 

The net traction relationships estimated in this thesis, resistive torque TR and drawbar 

pull DP, were estimated by Ray et al. in deformable terrain on an unarticulated four 

wheeled mobile robot using an Extended Kalman-Bucy filter and a fifth unpowered 

wheel to measure velocity [11]. Normal loads W were not sensed directly but instead 

calculated using sensed accelerations. 
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This thesis consists of six chapters and four appendices. This chapter provides an 

introduction to the problem that was undertaken. Chapter 2 reviews relevant ter

ramechanics background, numerical evaluation of traction parameters, and develops a 

method for approximating the terramechanics equations using two-dimensional poly

nomial fits. Chapter 3 presents the design of Kapvik's rocker-bogie mobility system 

together with supporting analysis. Chapter 4 outlines the use of Lagrangian mechan

ics for multibody dynamic simulation and its application to the Kapvik articulated 

rocker-bogie rover in two dimensions. Chapter 5 shows the development of the net 

traction estimation algorithm and presents simulated estimator results. Chapter 6 

concludes the thesis, summarizing the main points and providing recommendations 

for future research in the field. Appendix A provides information on polynomial 

fitting of the net traction relationships. Appendix B contains additional details of 

the Kapvik chassis design. Appendix C outlines the calculation of dynamic simula

tion variables specific to the two-dimensional rover simulation. Finally, Appendix D 

proves the observability of the Unscented Kalman Filters using linearized process and 

measurement models. 



Chapter 2 

Terramechanics 

This chapter provides an overview of both Bekker's and Wong's formulae. Bekker's 

formulae are briefly outlined to illustrate some basic concepts of terramechanics prior 

to refinement by Wong. The subscript B is used to indicate the Bekker version of 

formulae for which the Bekker and Wong forms vary. Wong's formulae are used for 

simulation in this thesis. 

2.1 Bekker's Terramechanics Formulae 

A diagram of the forces and stresses acting on a single rigid wheel driving in loose 

mineral terrain is shown in Figure 2.1. Terms in the following development adhere 

to the nomenclature outlined in this diagram. In this thesis, the wheel is assumed 

to lose contact with the terrain at a point directly below the wheel centroid. This 

approximation is commonly valid [7]. The x axis of the indicated co-ordinate system is 

parallel to the terrain; the z axis of the indicated co-ordinate system is perpendicular 

to the terrain. 

A basic assumption made by Bekker in his derivation of wheel-soil interaction is that 

the normal stress acting radially at any point along the rim of the wheel is equal 

9 
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Figure 2.1: Wheel co-ordinates, kinematic values, and dynamic values. Adapted 
from [7]. 

to the pressure that would be exerted under a plate at the same depth [6]. This 

means that the normal stress at any angle 9 between 0 and 90 along the wheel can 

be computed based on sinkage depth [6]. 

GB = iv+k<) ^ = (v + h*)[rw (COS e ~cos ̂ o)]ns (2-1) 

where OB is the Bekker normal stress, kc is the soil modulus of cohesion, k^ is the 

soil modulus of friction, bw is the wheel width, zs is the sinkage depth, ns is the soil 

deformation exponent, which is usually close to one in sandy terrain, rw is the wheel 

radius, 9 is the angle along the wheel rim, where 9 — 0 directly below the wheel 

centroid in the z direction, and 9Q is the total wheel-soil contact angle. 

For loose mineral soil of the type experienced in many planetary environments, the 

shear stress rs developed by the soil is related to the displacement of the soil from its 
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original position. The relationship is given by [7]: 

Ts = (c + atan0S) ( l - e ^ ) (2.2) 

where c is the cohesion of the soil, a is the normal stress acting on the soil, (f>s is the 

soil's internal angle of friction, j is the shear displacement of the soil, and Ks is the 

shear deformation parameter of the soil. 

The maximum shear stress TSmax of the soil is found by setting the shear displacement 

j to infinity 

T8max=c +atan.<j)8 (2.3) 

Shear displacement is not properly considered in Bekker's formulation. It is assumed 

that the shear stress takes the maximum value TSmax along the entire contact patch. 

Substituting Equation 2.1 into 2.3 the Bekker shear stress TB is given by: 

TB = rSmax = c+ [-^ + kA[rw (cos6 - cos90)]ns tan4>s (2.4) 

A reaction force is exerted by the ground to support the normal load W bearing down 

on the wheel. This is exerted by the components of normal and shear stress perpen

dicular to the ground. However, in Bekker's analysis, the perpendicular component 

of shear stress is neglected [7]. By force balance: 

Y^ Fz = 0 = -W + / bwrwaB cos 9d9 
Jo 

V Fz = 0 = -W + bwrw (7^ + kA I [rw (cos 9 - cos #0)]ns cos 9d9 (2.5) 
\bw J Jo 

There are two contributors to the force parallel to the terrain: the parallel component 

of normal stress, which opposes motion, and the parallel component of shear stress, 

in the direction of motion. By integrating these stresses around the wheel rim, the 
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net force acting on the wheel can be found. The net parallel force is termed the 

drawbar pull DP. The resisting force is termed compaction resistance Rc, and the 

forward driving force is termed thrust H. The force balance parallel to the terrain is 

as follows: 

Y^FX = DP = H -Rc 

DP = / rwbwTB cos 9d9 
'o 

, ,, / n J- I 

TwbwGB sintf d9 

DP = rv,k f 
Jo 

c + | - — h k^ J [rw (cos 9 — cos 90)]
ns tan 4>s cos 9 d9 

T-w^w 
Kr_ 

+ kc/, ) [rw (cos 9 — cos 90)]
ns sin 9 d9 (2.6) 

The magnitude of the resistive torque TR acting on the wheel using Bekker's formulae 

can be calculated by integrating the shear stress around the wheel rim: 

TR= rwrBbwrwd9 
Jo 

„2 TR = bwru 
0 

c + ( —- + k,/, ) [rw (cos 9 — cos 90)}
ns tan < d9 (2.7) 

2.2 Wong's Terramechanics Formulae 

The development of Wong's formulae is more involved because Wong considers the 

effect of wheel slip. Where appropriate, the same nomenclature as the previous section 

is used. 

When a wheel's forward velocity vw is less than the product of wheel radius and wheel 

angular velocity rwu>, the non-dimensional term slip i is used to describe the degree 

to which the wheel is slipping. When a wheel's forward velocity vw is greater than the 

product of wheel radius and angular velocity rwui, the non-dimensional term skid i is 
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used to describe the degree to which the wheel is skidding. The variable i is positive 

when the wheel is slipping and negative when the wheel is skidding [12]. 

i = 1 
rwu w 

rwuj - 1 

when \rv,uj\ > \v„ 

when \r,„uj\ < If,, 

(slip) 

(skid) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

This definition for skid is commonly used [2,12,23,24] and was created so that slip 

i does not approach negative infinity for UJ —> 0. Note that all of the subsequent 

formulae in this section are for the case where the rover is slipping, not skidding (i.e. 

\rwuj\ > \vw\ and i > 0). The case of a skidding wheel is considered in Section 2.5.5. 

In Wong's formulae, which are based largely on experimentation, there are two soil 

flow zones, each with different equations governing their normal stresses [7]. The 

forward flow zone is termed flow zone 1, and the rearward flow zone is termed flow 

zone 2. The maximum normal stress am around the wheel rim was found to occur at 

the transition angle 9m between the two flow zones. Experimental evidence suggests 

that the transition angle 9m moves forward with increasing slip [7]. 

9m = 90 (CI + c2i) (2.10) 

where C\ and c2 are constants dependent on the type of soil. 

The normal stress C\ in the forward flow zone (where 9m < 9 < 9Q) is governed by an 

equation very similar to Equation 2.1: 

<?i = (h + k2bw) (ki + k2bu ~^- (cos 9 — cos#0) (2.11) 

where k\ and k2 are pressure-sinkage constants. 
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By comparing Equation 2.11 to Equation 2.1, the constants A;c, k^, k\, and k2 can be 

related in the following way: 

h = fccC"1 (2.12) 

k2 = k^-1 (2.13) 

In some sandy soils, where the soil deformation exponent ns is one, the equations 

are identical, with k\ = kc and k2 = k^. The normal stress distribution o2 in the 

rearward flow zone (where 0 < 9 < 9m) was found to decrease toward 9 = 0 with 

the same shape as the curve from 9m to 90 [7]. As a result, the stress distribution of 

the forward flow zone is scaled and reversed to form the stress distribution for the 

rearward region: 

o2 = {h + k2bw) 

Equation 2.2 shows that soil behaves elastically, and that non-zero soil displacement 

j is required in order to develop shear stress TS. The shear stress developed is zero 

if the soil is not displaced. The absolute displacement of the soil during a wheel 

passage can be found by considering the concept of slip velocity vy. the velocity with 

which the soil is slipping beneath the wheel. The absolute velocity of a particle of 

soil in contact with the wheel rim will be exactly the velocity of the wheel rim at that 

point [7]: 

va = vw + UJ x rw = van + vat (2.15) 

where va is the absolute velocity of the particle of soil, vw is the velocity of the 

wheel centroid, u> is the angular velocity of the wheel, rw is the vector from the wheel 

centroid to the wheel-soil contact point being considered, van is the radial component 

of va, and vat is the tangential component of va. 

cos (#o — 9m) cos 9c (2.14) 
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Figure 2.2: Co-ordinates and terms involved in wheel slip (left). Soil flow zones and 
angle of maximum normal stress (right). 

The normal component van is the velocity at which the wheel is pushing into the soil 

and the tangential component vat is the velocity of the sand tangential to the wheel. 

This is precisely the slip velocity (i.e. Vj = vat). Referring to Figure 2.2, we have: 

\vat\ = \VJ\ = rwoj — vwcos9 (2.16) 

This can then be expressed in terms of slip i: 

\VJ | = rwuj — rwuj cos 9 + rwuj cos 9 — vw cos 9 

i | o . frwuo-vw\ 
\Vj = rwuj — rwuj cos 9 + rwu> cos 9 

\ rwuj J 
\vj\=rwu)(l-(l-i)co8 6) (2.17) 

Using the fact that dt = —, the shear displacement j at any angle 9 along the wheel 
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rim can be calculated by integrating the slip velocity \v3\ [7]. 

r* re° d9 
3= \vj\dt= rwu (1 — (1 — i) cos9) — 

Jo Je w 

J = rw [(d0 -9)-(l-i) (sin90 - sin9)] (2.18) 

Knowing the shear displacement j , the shear stress TS can be calculated at any point 

along the wheel rim by substituting Equation 2.18 into Equation 2.2. 

rs = (C + a t a n ^ s ) ( l - ^ [ ( ^ - ( i - O ^ o - s m ^ (2 .19) 

where a = o\ for 9m < 9 < 6*0 and a = a2 for 0 < 9 < 90. 

Forces perpendicular to the terrain include the normal load W, the perpendicular 

component of normal stress, and the perpendicular component of shear stress. Since 

Wong's analysis is performed for a wheel moving with a constant velocity entirely 

parallel to the ground, the perpendicular forces sum to zero. 

/ r00 rdo \ 

Y^Fz = 0 = -W + bwrw [ j a cos 9d9 + / rs sin 9d9 ) (2.20) 

A root-finding algorithm must be used to solve Equation 2.20 for the wheel-soil contact 

angle 90 given normal load W and slip i [7]. Once the wheel-soil contact angle 90 has 

been found, the drawbar pull DP and the magnitude of the resistive torque TR can 

be calculated: 

J2FX = DP = H- Rc = bwrw{ TScos9d9- asm9d9) (2.21) 

TR = bwr2
w / rsd9 (2.22) 

w 
Jo 

where a = Ui for 9m < 9 < 90 and a = a2 for 0 < 9 < 90. 
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The drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR fully determine the net effect of the 

terrain on the wheel. Using Equations 2.20, 2.21, and 2.22 reduces drawbar pull DP 

and resistive torque TR to functions of normal load W and slip i exclusively for a wheel 

of fixed dimensions driving over homogeneous terrain with constant soil properties. 

2.3 Wheel Dimensions 

The wheel dimensions for Kapvik are necessary to determine its tractive performance. 

The wheel dimensions shown in Table 2.1 are used throughout this thesis in all cal

culations and simulations. 

Table 2.1: Wheel dimensions. 

Dimension 

Wheel radius rw 

Wheel width bw 

Value 

75 

70 

Units 

mm 

mm 

2.4 Soil Properties 

The soil properties used in this thesis are shown in Table 2.2. These values are pre

dominantly from a soil simulant used by Ding et al. [12] in their thorough experimental 

study of driving wheels' performance on planetary soils; this soil simulant was made 

to closely resemble lunar soil. In Ding et al.'s paper, the pressure-sinkage constants 

are presented in terms of kc and kf, however, using Equations 2.12 and 2.13, Ding's 

value of soil deformation exponent ns, and the Kapvik wheel width, equivalent values 

of k\ and k2 are found. It should be noted that these soil properties were chosen for 

two reasons: they are made to closely resemble values on the lunar surface; and this 

soil has undergone extensive experimental testing, allowing the results calculated in 

this thesis to be compared with empirical data. 
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Table 2.2: Soil properties. 

Soil Property 

Soil deformation exponent ns 

Cohesion c 

Internal angle of friction 4>s 

Shear deformation parameter Ks 

Soil modulus of cohesion kc 

Soil modulus of friction k^ 

Pressure-sinkage constant k\ 

Pressure-sinkage constant k2 

Maximum stress angle modulus c\ 

Maximum stress angle modulus c2 

Value 

1.1 

250 

31.9 

11.4 

15.6 

2407.4 

12.0 

1845.3 

0.18 

0.32 

Units 

-

Pa 
o 

mm 

kPa/m"*-1 

kPa/mns 

kPa 

kPa/m 

-

-

Reference 

Ding soil simulant [12] 

Ding soil simulant [12] 

Ding soil simulant [12] 

Average from Ding soil 
simulant [12] 

Ding soil simulant [12] 

Ding soil simulant [12] 

Ding soil simulant [12] 
and Equation 2.12 

Ding soil simulant [12] 
and Equation 2.13 

Empirical, loose sand [7] 

Empirical, loose sand [7] 

2.5 Numerical Evaluation of Traction Parameters 

This section outlines the numerical methods used to calculate the traction parameters 

of interest: drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR. The calculations are first shown 

for a slipping wheel, where 0 < i < 1, in Sections 2.5.1-2.5.4 and then extended for 

a skidding wheel, where — 1 < i < 0, in Section 2.5.5. The goal of this section is to 

create a function that takes as inputs the normal load W, the wheel centroid velocity 

vw, and the wheel angular velocity UJ, and outputs the drawbar pull DP and resistive 

torque TR exerted on the wheel by the soil. This function will be used for dynamic 

simulation in subsequent sections. 
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2.5.1 Slip 

The evaluation of slip is complicated by ambiguities arising when the signs of vw and 

UJ are different, or when vw = 0 and/or UJ = 0. Wong's formulae are developed for 

a wheel in steady-state (i.e. constant velocity). In this thesis Wong's principles were 

extended reasonably in order to resolve these ambiguous situations. 

Consider a single wheel moving from left to right where a rightward wheel centroid 

velocity vw is positive, and a clockwise angular velocity UJ is positive. Two pieces of 

information are required for evaluation of DP and TR. the magnitude of the slip i, 

and the direction dir (either + 1 or -1) in which to exert the drawbar pull DP and 

resistive torque rR. The treatment of different cases in finding i and dir is outlined in 

Table 2.3. The general function for slip/skid i for any combination of wheel centroid 

velocity vw and wheel angular velocity UJ is then: 

i(vw,uj) = < 
1 _ J>w_ | \r UJ\ > \v 

(2.23) 
rwijJ _ -y 

where the function is subject to the case treatment in Table 2.3. 

2.5.2 Stress Distribution 

In order to calculate drawbar pull DP, resistive torque TR, and wheel-soil contact 

angle 90 it is necessary to calculate the normal and shear stress distribution around 

the wheel rim. Equations 2.11, 2.14, and 2.19 allow this calculation to be made for a 

given wheel soil contact angle 90 and a given slip i. These stress distributions will be 

integrated, so sample points are required. Two methods of integration are considered 

in this thesis: Riemann sum integration, which requires a large set of sample points; 

and Simpson's rule integration, which requires a total of five sample points (two in 
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Table 2.3: Treatment of different slip/skid cases. 

Case 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Case 

5 

6 

7 

\rwuj\ > 

\vw\ 

/ 

/ 

X 

X 

u = 0 

/ 

X 

/ 

\rwu\ < 

\vw\ 

X 

X 

/ 

/ 

vw = 0 

X 

/ 

/ 

sgnvw = 
sgn a; 

/ 

X 

/ 

X 

A c t i o n 

Normal range for slip 0 < i < 1. Set dir = 
sgn UJ. 

Wheel rotation and wheel centroid veloc
ity are in opposite directions. Set slip to 
maximum value i = l, and set dir = sgn UJ. 

Wheel is skidding 1 < i < 0. Set dir = sgn UJ. 

Wheel rotation and wheel centroid veloc
ity are in opposite directions. Set slip to 
maximum value i = l, and set dir = sgn u. 

Action 

Wheel rotation locked i — — 1. Set dir = 
sgnf™ since UJ = 0. 

Wheel is spinning. Set slip to maximum 
value i = l. Set dir = sgn UJ. 

Wheel is completely stationary. Set i = 
0. Let rw represent the actuated wheel 
torque. If rw < TR(1 = 0), set TR = rw-
Otherwise set TR = TR(I = 0). If DP(i = 
0) < 0, set DP = 0. Otherwise set DP = 
DP(i = 0). Assume a positive direction 
dir = 1. 

the forward region, two in the rearward region, and one at the wheel-soil contact 

angle of maximum stress 6m). An example stress distribution, and its approximation 

using five points are shown in Figure 2.3. 

2.5.3 Normal Force Equilibrium 

The normal load W must be countered by an equal and opposite reaction force. 

As shown in Equation 2.20, the reaction force is dependent on the total wheel-soil 
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Stresses vs. Contact Angle 8 

Normal Stress, c 
Shear Stress, x 
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Normal Stress a, Simpson's Rule 
Shear Stress x , Simpson's Rule 
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Figure 2.3: An example stress distribution using the Kapvik wheel dimensions from 
Table 2.1, the soil properties from Table 2.2, a wheel-soil contact angle 9Q of 45°, and 
a slip 1 of 0.25. Note the distinct transition between the forward and rearward regions 
at 9m ~ 0.2 rad. 

contact angle 90. Since 9Q appears as a limit of integration and non-linearly inside 

the equation, the equation is too complex to solve using a closed form technique [7]. 

Instead, a routine using the f ze ro command in MATLAB is created to find the 

smallest angle 90 which will support the normal load W with a given slip 1. This is 

accomplished by finding the root of Equation 2.20. 

#0 = root ( — W + bwrn 

(•Go fSo 
/ a cos 9d6+ / 

Jo Jo 
To sin 9d9 9Q (2.24) 
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2.5.4 Drawbar Pull and Resistive Torque 

Once the contact angle #0 has been solved for using Equation 2.24, the normal and 

shear stress distributions can be obtained as shown in Section 2.5.2. With the stress 

distributions obtained, the integrations in Equations 2.21 and 2.22 can be performed 

numerically to solve for drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR. This is done either 

using Riemann sum or Simpson's rule integration. An example of using Simpson's 

rule integration to approximate the resistive torque TR is shown below: 

TR = bwr, 

TR = bwrl 

TR ~ bwrl 

0 
T, 

TSl(6)d9 

9o — 9m 

rS2(9)d9 

TSl(9m) + 4rSl 
9Q + 9^ 

TS1 (90 

•• +bwrw 
0m °/TS2(0) + 4rS2(

9^)+rS2(9m) (2.25) 

where evaluation of the resistive torque is broken up into integrations of the forward 

region with shear stress rSl and rearward region with shear stress rS2. 

Identical methodology is used to compute the result for drawbar pull DP. Simpson's 

rule approximation provides an accurate result with a decreased computational cost. 

2.5.5 Traction Parameters for a Skidding Wheel 

A wheel is considered to be skidding when the velocity of the wheel centroid vw 

is larger than the no-slip velocity rwui. Skidding wheels on deformable terrain have 

received very little attention in the literature compared to slipping wheels. A possible 

explanation for this is that in challenging environments where traction analysis needs 

to be performed, skidding is almost never encountered. Wong and Reece did perform 

an investigation of towed wheels on deformable terrain [8]; the formulae that they 
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developed are also valid for skidding wheels. However, by the nature of the resulting 

equations, the drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR are discontinuous at zero slip 

(i = 0). This discontinuity is both physically unlikely and also introduces stiffness 

and instability into dynamic simulations. As a result, these equations are not used 

in this thesis. 

Recent experiments by Ding et al. on rover wheels driving on planetary soil simulant 

were conducted down to skids of i = —0.4 [12]. Although this study does not cover 

the full spectrum of possible slips/skids (i.e. from — 1 < i < 1), it does yield a 

continuous result at zero slip, and clear insight into the shapes of the drawbar pull 

DP and resistive torque TR curves for a skidding wheel in deformable terrain. The 

shapes of the curves in skid are very similar to those for slip, but are approximately 

anti-symmetric about the vertical axis (i = 0) intercept. The Pacejka "Magic Tyre 

Formula" used extensively for modelling the dynamics of road vehicles produces a 

curve of the character described above [25]. The drawbar pull curve for skidding is 

the same shape as the drawbar pull curve for slipping, but is anti-symmetric about 

the vertical axis intercept [11,25]. Lhomme-Desages et al. use a similar model for 

drawbar pull that is also anti-symmetric about the vertical axis intercept. In this 

thesis, curves for both drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR were made to be 

anti-symmetric about the vertical axis intercept. This ensured continuity at slip 

i = 0 and represented the best model available using existing theory and empirical 

results. When the wheel is skidding (i < 0), the following equations can be used to 

obtain the drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR using the anti-symmetric curves: 

DP(i) = -DP(i = -i) + 2 DP(i = 0) | i < 0 (2.26) 

TR(I) = -TR(I = -I) + 2TR(I = 0) I i<0 (2.27) 

where DP is calculated using Equation 2.21 for i > 0, and TR is calculated using 



Equation 2 22 for i > 0 
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2.5.6 Traction Parameters Summary 

The full procedure for calculating the drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR is 

shown m Algorithm 2 1 The resultant traction value curves are shown in Figure 2 4 

for the wheel dimensions m Table 2 1, the soil properties m Table 2 2, and a normal 

load W of 50 N 

Algor i thm 2.1 Calculate drawbar pull DP and resistive torque rR given normal load 
W, wheel centroid velocity vw and wheel angular velocity UJ 

1 Calculate wheel slip/skid % (vw,u), and the direction dir from Equation 2 23 and 
associated conditions m Table 2 3 

2 If the wheel is skidding ( — 1 < i < 0), use Equations 2 26 and 2 27 to convert the 
problem into one for which slip i is positive 

3 Find wheel-soil contact angle 9Q using Equation 2 24, finding the first root of 
Equation 2 20 over the interval 0 < 9$ < § 

4 Compute the normal stresses {a\, a2} and shear stresses rs at either a large num
ber of points (if using Riemann sum integration) or five points (if using Simpson's 
rule integration), with Equations 2 11, 2 14, and 2 19 respectively 

5 Using the wheel-soil contact angle 9Q a n d slip i obtained m the previous steps, 
calculate the drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR using Equations 2 21, 2 22 
and the calculated normal and shear stress distributions Perform the integra
tion using either Riemann sum integration or Simpson's rule integration and the 
sample points obtained m the previous step 

6 Multiply the drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR by the direction dir found 
m Step 1 

2.6 Equation Simplification 

Despite the decrease m computational time afforded by the use of Simpson's rule 

integration, solving Equation 2 24 for 90 using a root-finding technique for every 

evaluation of drawbar pull DP and resistive torque rR is time consuming The com

putational time can be greatly reduced by using a polynomial fit to approximate the 
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Figure 2.4: The relationship between drawbar pull DP (left), resistive torque TR 
(right), and slip/skid i for normal load W = 50 N. Both the Riemann sum method 
and Simpson's rule method are shown, with nearly identical results. 

drawbar pull DP(W,i) and resistive torque rR(W,i). 

For a wheel of fixed dimensions driving in homogeneous terrain with a certain constant 

set of soil properties, drawbar pull DP and resistive torque rR are exclusively functions 

of normal load W and slip i; this is demonstrated by Algorithm 2.1. Thus the 

drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR both form surfaces in R?. In this thesis, 

0 t h order polynomial fits in two variables are used to form accurate approximations 

of these functions. Over small parameter spaces, 2nd or 3 rd order fits were found to 

be appropriate; over the large parameter space required for simulation, a 4 th order fit 

was found to be appropriate (i.e. (9 = 4). 

Using the soil properties defined in Table 2.2, a 100x100 array of results was cal

culated over the parameter space of 0 < i < 1 and 0.1 N < W < 200 N. The 

publicly available polyf itweighted2 MATLAB function was used to find a 4 th order 
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polynomial approximation of the form: 

DP = poo + Pio* + PoiW + p20i
2 + PniW + p02W

2 + p30i
3 + p2ii

2W + p12iW
2 ... 

... + P03W3 + pmiA + p31i
3W + p22i

2W2 + Pl3iW
3 + p0AWA (2.28) 

where p^i is the coefficient for the term ikWl. 

A 4 t h order polynomial was found to be the best balance of accuracy and simplicity 

over this parameter space. The true and approximated functions are shown in Fig

ure 2.5 where the black surface represents the actual values found with Algorithm 

2.1 using Riemann sum integration, and the green surface represents the 4 t h order 

polynomial approximation. The approximation was very accurate: the average er

ror in drawbar pull DP was 0.10798 N and the average error in resistive torque was 

0.0080327 Nm over the parameter space considered. A 3 r d order approximation was 

found to have average errors of 2.3181 N and 0.14527 Nm for drawbar pull DP and 

resistive torque TR respectively. A 5 t h order approximation, which was found to have 

average errors of 0.024015 N and 0.0022771 Nm for drawbar pull DP and resistive 

torque TR respectively, was judged by the author to be past the point of diminishing 

returns. The coefficients resulting from the 4 t h order polynomial fits are shown in Ta

ble A.l of Appendix A.l . For different soils and associated soil properties, a unique 

set of polynomial fit coefficients are produced. In Appendix A.2, a polynomial ap

proximation is performed using recommended lunar soil properties from the "Lunar 

Sourcebook" [26]; in Appendix A.3, a polynomial approximation is performed using 

dry sand soil properties from Wong's "Theory of Ground Vehicles" [6]. The accuracy 

of the results demonstrates that the polynomial approximation method is applicable 

to multiple soil types. Since the form of the equations for traction parameters are 

unaffected by soil type, it is proposed that a polynomial function will always be able 

to accurately approximate the drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR relationships, 
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regardless of the soil properties. 

The polynomial approximation produced is used to drastically increase the simulation 

speed. Later in this thesis, a polynomial approximation is reconstructed through 

estimation of resistive torque TR, drawbar pull DP, normal load W, and slip i. 
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(a) Drawbar pull DP true model (black) and polynomial approximation (green). 
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(b) Resistive torque TR true model (black) and polynomial approximation (green). 

Figure 2.5: Net traction parameters as functions of W and i and their corresponding 
4th order polynomial approximations. 



Chapter 3 

Kapvik Chassis Design 

Kapvik is a 30 kg micro-rover prototype which was developed collaboratively by MPB 

Technologies, Carleton University, Ryerson University, the University of Toronto, 

Xiphos Technologies, MDA Space Missions, and the University of Winnipeg for the 

Canadian Space Agency. This chapter outlines some of the work done by the author 

on the design of the rocker-bogie mobility system. 

3.1 Mobility System Overview 

The rocker-bogie planetary rover mobility system was developed by the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

(JPL) and used on both Sojourner and the Mars Exploration Rover rovers [1]. The 

rocker-bogie mobility system comprises a series of kinematic linkages without springs. 

One goal of this mobility system is to evenly distribute normal loads amongst the 

wheels, allowing each wheel to develop an equal tractive force. The rocker-bogie 

mobility system is also designed to traverse large obstacles of up to one wheel diameter 

in height [1]. The rocker-bogie mobility system designed for Kapvik is 0.782 m wide 

and 0.850 m long and is shown in Figure 3.1. In this thesis, the terms rover body 

and cab are used interchangeably to refer to the chassis' payload, shown in yellow in 

29 
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Figure 3.1; the terms chassis and mobility system are also used interchangeably. The 

left and right sides of the rover body are connected to two rocker links via revolute 

joints. The rotation of these joints is limited to ±16° with hard stops. A differential 

mechanism ensures that the joint angles of the two rockers are equal in magnitude but 

opposite in direction with respect to the body, minimizing pitching of the cab. The 

front wheel is attached to the front end of the rocker. Another link, termed the bogie, 

is attached to the rear end of the rocker with a free revolute joint. The rotation of 

this joint is limited to ±30° with hard stops. Two rear wheels are attached to either 

end of the bogie. The mobility system thus has three wheels per side. The wheels are 

individually commanded by a wheel drive system that includes electric motors and 

a gear train. Since low power consumption is more important than high speed on a 

planetary rover, the gear ratio of the wheel drive system is very high. Typically, the 

rocker-bogie system is Ackermann steered, which requires four steering motors on the 

corner wheels. These motors were excluded from Kapvik in order to reduce mass and 

complexity; the rover is instead skid steered by sending different speed commands to 

the left and right wheels. 

Figure 3.1: Kapvik rocker-bogie mobility system. 
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A manipulator, designed by Ryerson University and not shown in Figure 3 1, is at

tached to the top of the rover It serves the dual functions of taking soil samples with 

an actuated scoop and supporting an elevated camera 

At the time of writing, the Kapvik chassis has been completely assembled and has un

dergone a small number of basic test drives Additional chassis design documentation 

as well as a photographs of the assembled chassis can be found m Appendix B 

3.2 Wheel Drive System 

Kapvik'''s wheel drive system is shown m Figure 3 2 The wheel is made of Alumnmum 

and has 24 grousers, each 5 mm high and helical at an angle of 19 4° The Harmonic 

Drive is a compact, low backlash, high ratio gearhead, the particular model used 

on Kapvik was the CSF-11-2XH-F with a gear ratio of 100 1, a flange output was 

chosen for direct attachment to the wheel A custom-made intermediate plate con

nects the Harmonic Drive to the planetary gearhead The planetary gearhead is a 

Maxon 2-stage GP26B with a gear ratio of 14 1 Thus the total gear ratio is 1400 1 

A Maxon RE25, 43 mm long motor with graphite brushes was used to power the 

wheels A 500 count per turn, magneto-resistant, three channel quadrature encoder 

was attached to the back shaft of the motor to measure motor revolutions A motor 

enclosure (not shown) protects the wheel drive assembly from dust, moisture, and 

other contaminants 

Maxon brushed motors were selected primarily for their flight heritage on Sojourner 

and the Mars Exploration Rovers [1,27] The Kapvik rover prototype was designed 

with a clear path to flight in mind, the selection of these motors helped to fulfil this 

requirement The motor that best met the operational requirements of Kapvik with 

the highest efficiency was found to be the Maxon RE25 motor, rated for 36 V, but 
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Figure 3.2: An exploded view of Kapvik's wheel drive system. 

run on the rover's 24 V solar array output. The details of the selected motor are 

shown in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Maxon RE25 motor specifications [28]. 

Variable 

Rated Voltage 

Operational Voltage 

Torque Constant 

Speed Constant 

Resistance 

Maximum Current 

No-load Current 

Speed/Torque Gradient 

Inertia 

Maximum Continuous Torque 

Value 

36 

24 

32.9 

290 

4.37 

0.863 

0.0575 

38400 

13.4 

30.8 

Uni ts 

V 

V 

raNm/A 

rpm/V 

ft 

A 

A 

rpm/Nm 

gem2 

mNm 

The operational conditions of a rover in a planetary environment are unpredictable 

and it is therefore difficult to foresee all possible scenarios [29]. This makes it chal

lenging to set a requirement for the maximum torque required from the wheel drive 

system. In the design of the Mars Exploration Rovers, JPL was faced with the same 
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problem and came up with a conservative specification: that in order to avoid being 

torque-limited, each wheel needed to be able to provide a force of half the total rover 

weight at the wheel rim [29]. This specification was followed on Kapvik. Kapvik is 

a terrestrial prototype, whereas the Mars Exploration Rovers were designed for the 

surface of Mars; thus, this requirement is more stringent for Kapvik, since Martian 

gravity is only 0.367 times that on Earth. For the 30 kg Kapvik micro-rover on Earth 

with wheels that are 15 cm in diameter, the wheel drive must generate a maximum 

output torque of 11 Nm. Note that the conditions under which a torque this high is 

necessary are rare, so it does not need to be provided continuously. To obtain this 

high torque with the low power Maxon motors and the transmission efficiencies of the 

available gears, it was found that the best combination of gears was a 14:1 Maxon 

planetary gearhead and a 100:1 Harmonic Drive gearhead. The designed top speed 

of the rover was 80 m/h, or approximately 2.2 cm/s; this speed, which is equivalent 

to a wheel angular velocity of 2.83 rpm under no-slip conditions, is attainable even 

with a combined gear ratio of 1400:1. The details of the selected gear train are shown 

in Table 3.2. 

As shown in Table 3.2, the Harmonic Drive's repeated peak output torque of 11 Nm 

exactly matches the required peak torque. With the motor outputting its maximum 

continuous torque of 30.8 mNm and the torque transmission efficiencies shown in Ta

ble 3.2, the torque output of the planetary gearhead is 0.2415 Nm, and the torque 

output of the Harmonic Drive is rwmax —12.24 Nm. Under these conditions the plan

etary gearhead's maximum continuous output torque of 0.6 Nm will not be exceeded; 

the Harmonic Drive's recommended value for repeated peak torque of 11 Nm will 

limit the output of the wheel drive system. However, if absolutely necessary, this 

torque can be exceeded, as the maximum momentary torque specification is 25 Nm. 
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Table 3.2: Wheel drive gear train specifications [28,30]. t Efficiencies vary with 
load and temperature; these representative values are taken as 80 % of the maximum 
efficiency for the planetary gearhead, and at 20°C and 1 Nm output load for the 
Harmonic Drive gearhead. 

Variable Value Units 

Maxon GP26B 14:1 Planetary Gearhead 

Gear Ratio 

Transmission Efficiency f 

Input Inertia 

Maximum Continuous Output Torque 

Repeated Peak Output Torque 

14 

0.56 

0.5 

0.6 

0.9 

-

-

g/cm2 

Nm 

Nm 

Harmonic Drive CSF-11-2XH-F 100:1 Gearhead 

Gear Ratio 

Transmission Efficiency f 

Input Inertia 

Maximum Continuous Output Torque 

Repeated Peak Output Torque rrpt 

100 

0.51 

14 

8.9 

11 

-

-

g/cm2 

Nm 

Nm 

These maximum design torques are far in excess of what will typically be required 

on Kapvik. A typical normal load on a Kapvik wheel will be 50 N. With reference to 

Figure 2.4, the maximum torque necessary in steady-state operation with a normal 

load of 50 N is 1.856 Nm, occuring at a slip i = 1. Note that this is only valid for the 

soil properties listed in Table 2.2. The excess torque will be useful for acceleration, 

for climbing grades, for different types of soil, for obstacle negotiation, if a wheel drive 

system is lost, or for any combination of these five scenarios. 

The performance of the wheel drive system at the output, including the effect of all 

gear ratios and transmission efficiencies, is shown in Figure 3.3. The straight, sloped 

line indicates the limit of the wheel drive system's operation. All operating points be

low it and to the left of the maximum wheel torque rwmax are attainable in continuous 
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Figure 3.3: Kapvik wheel drive system operation. Trpt indicates the Harmonic 
Drive's maximum repeated peak torque; rwmax indicates the maximum continuous 
torque possible if the Harmonic Drive's repeated peak torque specification is ignored. 
Operating points are shown for slip i = 1 and normal loads of 50 N, 65 N, and 80 N 
(left to right) using the soil properties listed in Table 2.2. 

operation. The curved lines indicate lines of constant power consumption. Kapvik 

has a total of 24 W of power assigned to the operation of the wheel drive systems; 

thus the maximum power per wheel at which all wheels can be run simultaneously is 

4 W. As can be seen in Figure 3.3, operation of every wheel simultaneously up to the 

maximum possible wheel drive torque rwmax is possible if the wheel speed is reduced 

to nearly zero. The Harmonic Drive's maximum repeated peak torque rrpt is also in

dicated. Three representative operating points were chosen and are marked by x 's in 

Figure 3.3. Each has the design top speed of 80 m / h as its no-slip wheel speed (rwuj). 
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The wheel torques are set to the largest possible resistive torques for wheel normal 

loads of 50 N, 65 N, and 80 N (left to right in Figure 3.3). These torques are obtained 

using the terramechanics equations developed Chapter 2, the soil properties listed in 

Table 2.2, and a slip of i = 1. All representative operating points are attainable using 

under 4 W of power per wheel except when the normal load is 80 N. To develop the 

necessary torque for this operating point, the speed could either be decreased, or the 

power delivered to this wheel could be increased. 

As a structural consideration, the Harmonic Drives were placed so that their output 

bearings were coplanar with the wheel mid-planes. This was done to minimize the 

off-axis moment loading on the output bearing and thus maximize the lives of the 

Harmonic Drives. 

3.3 Differential Mechanism 

The differential mechanism minimizes the rover body's pitch by ensuring that the 

rocker joint angles are equal and opposite. It accomplishes this using two planetary 

gear assemblies; together with a torsion bar, these two planetary gear assemblies 

reverse and transfer the rotation between the two rockers. The torsion bar runs 

through the center of the rover body. The differential mechanism presented in this 

thesis is believed to be similar to that utilized on the Mars Exploration Rovers [1]; 

however, since a detailed description of its design is lacking in the literature, it was 

developed independently by the author. 

Figure 3.4 shows a planetary gear comprised of a carrier, four planet gears, an annular 

gear, and a sun gear. In the general case, the carrier and all of the gears are allowed 

to rotate about their centroids. Consider all angular velocities relative to that of the 
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LUp = UJc + UJp/c 

UJA = OJc + ^A/C 

UJS = UJC + UJs/C 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where {ujc,ujp,UJA,UJS} are the angular velocities of the carrier, the planet gears, the 

annular gear, and the sun gear respectively, and {UJP/C, UJA/C, ^S/C} are the angular 

velocities of the planet gears, the annular gear, and the sun gear with respect to the 

carrier. 

Annulus 

CJA 

Figure 3.4: General planetary gear. 

Considering the relative angular velocities alone is the same as considering the carrier 

as fixed, so: 

rA 
up/c — — Wx/c 

-rs 
UJp/C — UJSjC 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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Combining Equations 3.4 and 3.5 gives a general equation for the motion of a plane

tary gear: 

TAUJA/C = -rS0JS/c 

rA (LOA - ujc) = -rs (us - wc) (3-6) 

The torsion bar was attached to the sun gear on both sides. The left hand side's 

planetary gear system has the carrier fixed to the rover body and the annulus attached 

to the rocker. If the angular velocity of the rover body is set to zero, uic = 0, and: 

ujs = UJA = -4UJA (3.7) 
rs 

The left hand side is used to reverse the direction of rotation. The angular velocity 

of the torsion bar UJS is made to be four times the angular velocity of the rocker 

U>A in order to reduce the torque being transmitted through the torsion bar by a 

factor of four. Considering the geometry of the planetary gear, where rs + 2rP = rA, 

Equation 3.7 sets the ratio of gear radii on the left hand side: 

3 
rp = -rs (left hand side) (3.8) 

On the right hand side's planetary gear system, the annulus is fixed to the rover body, 

and the carrier is attached to the rocker; this gives UJA = 0, and: 

rs + rA . ,„ _v 
UJS = •—ujc = Que (3.9) 

rs 
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Again considering the geometry of the planetary gear, Equation 3.9 sets the ratio of 

gear radii on the right hand side: 

rp = rs (right hand side) (3.10) 

When referring to gears and not to cylinders as depicted in Figure 3.4, the radius 

refers to the pitch radius, and all of the gears must have the same pitch. The details 

of the gears used on Kapvik are outlined in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Specifications of Kapvik's planetary gears. All gears are stainless steel 
with a face width of 5 mm, a pitch of 0.5 mm, and were ordered from Stock Drive 
Parts / Sterling Instruments. 

Gear 

Left Planet 

Left Sun 

Left Annulus 

Right Planet 

Right Sun 

Right Annulus 

Pitch Diameter [mm] 

18 

12 

48 

16 

16 

48 

Number of Teeth 

36 

24 

96 

32 

32 

96 

An exploded view of the differential designed for Kapvik is shown in Figure 3.5. Ball 

bearings were press fit into housings to facilitate all rotational motion. A hollow 

shaft potentiometer was used to measure rotation of the torsion bar; with knowledge 

of the gearing relationship this allows for the calculation of both rocker joint angles. 

The gears and shafts were pair drilled/tapped and attached with set screws. Dust 

immunity was provided by a differential enclosure and the use of double sealed ball 

bearings at the rocker rotation joints. The differential enclosure was also designed to 

carry loads from each rocker to the rover body, leaving the gears free of load. Hard 

stops on the differential enclosure restrict the motion of the attached rocker to ±16°. 
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The differential was successfully assembled and tested. 

Torsion Bar Left Differential 
Mounting Plate 

Differential Enclosure 

Rocker Bearing Shaft T> 

Rocker Bearing Shaft 

.. Differential Enclosure 

Right Differential 
Mounting Plate 

Rocker 
Potentiometer 

Torsion 
Bar 

Figure 3.5: Exploded views of left differential gearing system (top) and right differ

ential gearing system (bottom). 
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3.4 Force Sensor Integration 

A novel feature of Kapvik's rocker-bogie mobility system is the addition of load cells 

above the wheel hubs. As discussed later in this thesis, these sensors can be used to 

aid in net traction estimation. Further to this, they could also be used in tip-over 

stability control by sensing when a wheel is close to losing contact with the ground. 

Kapvik's manipulator could then be used to appropriately adjust the center of gravity. 

Figure 3.6: Load cell and linear guide rail assembly (left) and linear guide rail 
off-axis forces and moments (right). 

To minimize the complexity and mass of the load sensing system, a single-axis load 

sensor of the appropriate dimensions and load range was sought. The Sherborne 

Sensors SS4000M miniature universal load cell, with a ±200 N range, was chosen as 

the best candidate. Along the sensing axis, the overload capacity is 150% of the rated 

range, or ±300 N [31]. Since the weight of the rover in Earth gravity is 294 N, the 

entire weight of the rover could be placed statically along the sensing axis without 

damaging the load cell. Despite the strength of the load cell along its sensing axis, its 
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ability to handle off-axis loading has not been thoroughly tested and was unable to be 

guaranteed by Sherborne Sensors. To take the load cell out of the off-axis load path, 

a linear guide rail is used. The guide rail's axis of motion is aligned with the sensing 

axis of the load cell; this allows the component of force in the sensing axis to pass 

through the load cell, but passes all off-axis forces and moments through the linear 

guide rail. A custom-sized THK linear motion guide RSR9ZM is used. The load cell 

and linear guide rail assembly, as well as the directions of the linear guide rail's load 

ratings are shown in Figure 3.6. The off-axis load capabilities of the RSR9ZM linear 

motion guide are shown in Table 3.4. It was determined that the linear guide rail had 

the strength to handle foreseeable off-axis forces and moments. Later in this thesis, 

it is shown that using multi-axis force sensors offers improvements to the net traction 

estimation algorithm; when the load sensing system was selected, these advantages 

were unknown to the author. 

Table 3.4: Permissible off-axis loading for the THK RSR9ZM linear motion guide 
[32]. The loading directions are depicted in Figure 3.6. The static load rating was 
larger than the dynamic load rating: 2250 N as opposed to 1470 N. 

Variable 

Dynamic Load Rating C 

Reverse Dynamic Load Rating Ci 

Lateral Dynamic Load Rating Cp 

Moment Rating MA 

Moment Rating MR 

Moment Rating Mc 

Value 

1470 

1470 

1470 

7.34 

7.34 

10.4 

Units 

N 

N 

N 

Nm 

Nm 

Nm 
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3.5 Structural Analysis 

Finite element analysis performed in SolidWorks Simulation was used in the design 

of the rocker and bogie links. In order to reduce mass, material was removed from 

a baseline design in areas of low stress. The result was the removal of material in 

the center of the beams where the material's contribution to the second moment of 

inertia was minimal. The design remains very conservative. The links were all made 

of Aluminum 6061-T6 because of its strength, weight, and availability. 

Several combinations of load magnitudes and directions were simulated. For the sake 

of brevity, the results of a single simulation of the rocker and a single simulation 

of the bogie are presented here. The links were fixed at their rotation point and 

294 N (the weight of the rover) was applied at each wheel hub in the same direction 

as it would be on level ground. For the rocker link, this meant that 588 N was 

applied at the bogie joint. The results of this simulation are shown in Figure 3.7. 

The maximum stress in the rocker was 202.8 MPa, occurring close to the central hub 

where the rocker is attached to the differential. The maximum stress in the bogie 

was 100.0 MPa, occuring close to the central hub where the bogie is attached to the 

rocker. The yield stress of Aluminum 6061-T6 is 275 MPa; thus the links were able 

to withstand the applied force without exceeding the yield stress of the material. 

Since the weight of the rover will typically be divided between the six wheels, this 

simulation demonstrates the large safety factor built into the rocker and bogie link 

designs. 
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Figure 3.7: Rocker finite element analysis simulation (top) and bogie finite element 

analysis simulation (bottom). The weight of the entire rover is applied at each of the 

wheel hubs. The Von Mises stress is shown in N/m2. 

3.6 Static Stability 

When driving a rover on sloped terrain, a typical concern is the conditions under 

which the rover will tip over. Two scenarios, simplified to two dimensions, provide 

good insight into Kapvik''s static stability. The first scenario is Kapvik in an entirely 

cross-hill position as in Figure 3.8a; the second is Kapvik in an entirely uphill-downhill 

position as in Figure 3.8b. Consider a co-ordinate system {XR, YR, ZR} aligned 
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with the rover body and with an origin at the center of the torsion bar (the rover's 

centroid). In this co-ordinate system the center of gravity of the entire rover has 

co-ordinates {xR,yR,zR}. The width of the footprint Wf is 782.25 mm, the length 

of the footprint If is 700 mm, the height of the rover cab centroid hr is 250 mm, the 

rocker-bogie dimension a is 100 mm, and the rocker-bogie dimension b is 175 mm. 

Reaction forces at the wheels are assumed to be purely in the vertical direction in 

world co-ordinates {XW,YW, Zw} (i.e. entirely in Zw) and the rover is assumed to be 

stationary. 

3.6.1 Cross-Hill Static Stability 

The cross-hill static stability of the rover does not involve the rocker-bogie suspension 

system. Consider the moments about point A in Figure 3.8a. At the critical slope 

angle 7c/i, where the rover is at the limit of its stability, the sum of the moments at 

A will be zero, and the reaction force from the right set of wheels will be zero. 

~Y^MA = -mrg cos7ch (-^- + yRj + mrg sin-fch (hr + zR) = 0 (3.11) 

where mr is the total rover mass, and g is the local gravitational acceleration. 
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Rearranging Equation 3.11 to solve for critical cross-hill stability angle 7C^ gives: 

(
Wf . R \ 

trf) <3-12> 
The critical cross-hill static stability angle 7^ for various center of gravity positions is 

shown in Figure 3.9. As can be seen, a higher or more downhill center of gravity makes 

the rover less stable. The critical cross-hill static stability angle 7 ^ is 57.4° when the 

rover's center of gravity is at the rover centroid (i.e. when [xR, yR, zRg\ = [0, 0,0]). An 

estimate of the center of gravity was taken for a fully upright manipulator deployed 

as the camera mast; this represents the worst case for cross-hill static stability. This 

data point, shown in Figure 3.9, has a cross-hill static stability angle of 51.2°. 

Kapvik Critical Cross-Hill Static Stability Angle y [°] 

-0.25 -0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 

Location of Center of Gravity yR 

Figure 3.9: Critical cross-hill stability angles. 
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3.6.2 Uphill-Downhill Static Stability 

Analysis of the uphill-downhill static stability of the rover involves the suspension 

system and is therefore more complex. Let the definition of uphill-downhill critical 

static stability angle -fud in this thesis be the angle at which any wheel loses contact 

with the ground. Although there are instances in which a wheel can lose contact with 

the ground without the rover tipping over, this definition will give a conservative 

estimate of uphill-downhill stability. 

To determine the angle at which a rover wheel loses contact with the ground, one 

half of the rover is analyzed in two dimensions on planar, tilted ground. The wheels 

make contact with the terrain at points el, e2, and e3, as shown in Figure 3.8b. The 

sum of the moments at e3 is given by: 

! > • e3 
mrg 

2 
s'm-fud (b + rw + zR) - cos7u d (26 - xR) 

+ Nel cos >yud 46 + Ne2 cos j u d 26 = 0 (3.13) 

where {Nei, Ne2, Ne3} are the vertical reaction forces at wheel-terrain contact points 

el, e2, and e3 respectively. 

The sum of the moments at the bogie joint, joint 1, will also be zero since the bogie 

joint is a free joint connected by a bearing. This can be used twice: once for analyzing 

the bogie link, and once for analyzing the rocker link. Considering the bogie link: 

5 ^ Mi = Nel [sin 7ud (a + rw) + cos -yud b] ... 

... + Ne2 [sin7ud (a + rw) - cos~fud 6] = 0 (3.14) 



Considering the rocker link: 
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^2 Mi =—TT- [sin7ud (6 - a + zR) + cos7ud (b + xR)] ... 

... + Ne3 [sin -yud (a + rw) - cos j u d 36] = 0 (3.15) 

Solving these three equations for {Nei, Ne2, Ne3} gives: 

N = mrg [(26 - xR) - t a n 7 ^ (6 + rw + zR)] 
£l ~ b+tznlud(a+rw) ^ % 

6-tan7u ( i (a+ru,) 

^ = rnrg [(26 - aff) - tan 7 ^ (6 + rw + z*)] ^ 
e 2 6-tan7ud(q+ru,) g^ . ^ \ • J 

6+tan7u d (a+r„) 

mrc/ [(6 + xR) + tan7„ d ( 6 - a + z£)] 

6 6 - 2 tan7 u d (a + r^j 

where Equations 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18, also satisfy the vertical force balance Nei + Ne2-\-

4s M~ - mis. 

When the rover's center of gravity is at the rover centroid (i.e. when [xR, yR, zR~\ = 

[0, 0, 0]), the wheel reaction forces for different slope angles are shown in Figure 3.10. 

In both the forward tilting case and the rearward tilting case, a bogie wheel is the 

first to lose contact. The critical angle for bogie instability 7& occurs when the bogie 

joint is directly overhead the wheel-terrain contact point (el or e2). 

lb = 90° - tan-1 (^JL) (3.19) 

For Kapvik, this means that in both the uphill and downhill case, the bogie wheel 

loses contact at 45°. Equation 3.19 also reveals the design motivation for a low bogie 

joint: to increase bogie stability. 
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Figure 3.10: Wheel vertical reaction forces on an uphill-downhill slope where the 
rover's center of gravity is at the rover centroid. 

In the same way as for critical cross-hill stability angle 7^ , the critical uphill-downhill 

static stability angle "yud can be found for various center of gravity locations. Fig

ure 3.11 shows the center of gravity envelopes under which the wheels all maintain 

ground contact. For the critical uphill static stability angle shown in Figure 3.11a, 

the left-most vertical line and top-left diagonal line indicate the loss of contact at e3. 

The right-most vertical line represents the loss of contact with el and/or e2. For the 

critical downhill static stability angle shown in Figure 3.11b, the left-most vertical 

line and left-bottom diagonal line indicate the loss of contact at e3. The top-right 

diagonal line represents loss of contact with el and/or e2. To maintain full wheel 

contact at the angles indicated by the contour labels, the center of gravity must stay 

within the prescribed limits. An estimate of the center of gravity was taken for two 

extremes of manipulator positions: extended fully forwards as during sample collec

tion; and deployed fully upright as the camera mast. These center of gravity locations 

are shown in Figure 3.11. With the manipulator extended fully forwards, the uphill 
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Wheel Static Reaction Forces 
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critical stability angle is -45° and the downhill critical stability angle is 38°; with the 

manipulator acting as the camera mast, the uphill critical stability angle is 45° and 

the downhill critical stability angle is 45°. 

Kapvik Critical Uphill Static Stability Angle yud [°] 

o o.i 0.2 
Location of Center of Gravity x 

(a) Uphill. 

Kapvik Critical Downhill Static Stability Angle y [°] 

O O.I 0.2 

Location of Center of Gravity x 

(b) Downhill. 

Figure 3.11: Critical uphill-downhill stability angles. 



Chapter 4 

Multibody Dynamics 

This chapter first presents Lagrangian mechanics, which are used to simulate a rover 

equipped with a rocker-bogie mobility system traversing rolling terrain in two dimen

sions. The particulars of the rocker-bogie numerical simulation are then developed. 

4.1 Lagrangian Mechanics 

Lagrangian mechanics reformulate classical mechanics in terms of work and energy. 

These formulations are useful in multibody dynamic simulations and are typically 

used in manipulator simulations. A rover with a rocker-bogie suspension system 

comprises an articulated multibody system with a moving base [18]. As a result, the 

principles of Lagrangian mechanics are also useful in simulation of the rocker-bogie 

mobility system. The Lagrangian L of a system is defined as: 

L = T-V (4.1) 

The term T represents the kinetic energy of the system [33]: 

T = ]C 2 (m*ViTvi + uiTliui) (4-2) 
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for n& bodies, where body i has mass ra%, absolute velocity Vi at its center of mass, 

angular velocity u>j and inertia tensor / j . 

The term V represents the potential energy of the system. In this thesis, this term 

represents the gravitational potential energy [33]: 

V = g z\ z2 

-|T 
m i m2 . . . m nb 

(4.3) 

where g is the local gravitational acceleration, {zi,z2,... ,znb\ are the heights of 

the mass centers of each body in world co-ordinates, and {mi, m2,... , mnb} are the 

masses of each body. 

The Euler-Lagrange equation gives utility to the Lagrangian [33]: 

d dL dL , 4 ,. 
= T9 (4-4) dt a$ <9$ 

where the system has n degrees of freedom, $ is a set of generalized co-ordinates 

{$ i , $2) • • • j ^n), 3> is the generalized velocity vector, and Tg is a vector of generalized 

forces acting on the system. 

If the Jacobian matrices of velocities Vi and u>j with respect to generalized velocity 

4? are given by JVz and JU1% respectively, then Equation 4.2 becomes [33]: 

1 / T = E 2 (^(-^*)T(^*) + (J^fli(J^) 
i=i 

nb -i 

T = E 2 (m**Tj^Tjvi* + * T J « . T / . J « . * ) 
1=1 

1 / nb \ 
T = 2 *T ( E m^Tj^ + J^TIiJ^ I * 

T = - $ T H $ (4.5) 
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where H is an nxn symmetric system inertia matrix given by the term in parentheses 

on the second to last line. 

The potential energy V is not dependent on generalized velocity «3?, so Equation 4.4 

becomes [33]: 
d dL dL r » • • dL 
— —v - - ^— = H$ + H<f>-—- = rg (4.6) 
dtd$ <9$ <93> 9 v J 

where <£ is the generalized acceleration vector. 

Algebraic constraints \I/ to the motion of the system can be implemented as follows 

[33,34]: 

Position: * ($ ,£ ) = 0 | * G RUc (4.7) 

Velocity: * ( $ , t ) = * t ( $ , t ) + * * ( * , i ) $ = 0 | * * G iT c X n (4.8) 

Acceleration: * ($ ,£ ) = * * ( * , t) + * # ( $ , £)$ + * * ( $ , * ) * = 0 (4.9) 

where \I/$, is the Jacobian of the constraints \P with respect to configuration <&, \l>t 

is the derivative of the constraints \l/ with respect to time t, and nc is the number of 

constraints on the system. 

The principles of constraints and virtual power can be combined to solve for the 

acceleration of the system. Firstly, the generalized forces rg in Equation 4.6 can 

be broken up into applied forces r a and constraint forces rc . The Euler-Lagrange 

equation then becomes [33]: 

H$ + H3>-~ = Ta + Tc (4.10) 

The principle of virtual power states that the constraint forces r c deliver zero power 

along the possible directions of freedom of velocity [33]. In other words the dot 
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product r c • <fr is equal to zero. The generalized constraint forces r c can be set to [33]: 

TV. = * * T A (4.11) 

where A G Rn° is a set of Lagrange multipliers {Ai, A2 , . . . , Anc} that form a linear 

combination of the columns of \&$ and allow the constraints to be satisfied. The 

Lagrange multipliers determine the magnitude of the force that acts along each con

straint "direction". 

From here, Equation 4.11 can be substituted into Equation 4.10 to obtain: 

H$ + H<& - | ^ = ra + * * T A (4.12) 

Equation 4.12 can be combined with Equation 4.9 to form a system of (n + nc 

equations in (n + nc) unknowns [33,34]: 

H * * T 

* * 0 

$ ra - H$ + g§ 

.\J> _ ^ r . $ 

(4.13) 

If the nc constraint equations are independent, Equation 4.13 can be solved through 

matrix inversion [34]. However, enforcing the constraints using the acceleration equa

tions leads to errors when the equations are integrated numerically. This is because 

if?(<&,t) = 0 has the following general solution [34]: 

*(<M) = a1t + a2 (4.14) 

where a\ and a2 are constant vectors dependent on initial conditions. 
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If the initial conditions satisfy the constraints then both a± and a2 will be zero vectors. 

However, due to roundoff errors during the simulation process, these vectors will 

assume non-zero values. Due to the ait term in Equation 4.14, a non-zero vector a± 

will cause a continuing increase in the motion constraints \&(<fr, t), leading to growing 

constraint violations [34]. In order to stabilize these equations during numerical 

simulation, Baumgarte stabilization is used. Baumgarte stabilization incorporates 

not only the second time derivative of the constraints *&($>, t), but also the first 

time derivative of constraints 4?(<&,t) and the constraints *(<&,£) themselves. In 

Baumgarte stabilization, Equation 4.9 is replaced with the following [34]: 

* ( $ , t) + 2 a * ( $ , t) + /3 2 *($, t)=0 (4.15) 

where a and /3 are appropriately chosen constants. 

The general solution to Equation 4.15 is [34]: 

* ($ ,£ ) = aie
Slt + a2e

S2t (4.16) 

where a^ and a2 are again constant vectors depending on initial conditions, and Si 

and s2 are roots of the characteristic equation. 

Setting a and /3 to positive constants ensures that both si and s2 will have a negative 

real part; this guarantees that Equation 4.16 is stable about zero [34]. The constants 

a and (5 are usually set to equal one another [34]. Substituting Equations 4.8 and 4.9 

into Equation 4.15 gives: 

* t + * # 4 + * # $ + 2a (tyt + * * * ) + / 3 2 * = 0 (4.17) 

Rearranging Equation 4.17 for \I/$<3E> and substituting it into Equation 4.13, the 
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Baumgarte stabilized system of equations that represents the dynamic system is: 

" 

H 

* * 

* * T 

0 

|~ 

When solved through matrix inversion, Equation 4.18 allows the accelerations in gen

eralized co-ordinates 3? to be solved for in a manner that both satisfies the constraints 

and is immune to the destabilizing effects of numerical roundoff error. 

4.2 Two-Dimensional Rocker-Bogie Simulation 

A rover with a rocker-bogie suspension system comprises an articulated multibody 

system with a moving base. With slight modifications to include the moving base, 

Lagrangian mechanics can be used to deduce Equation 4.18 for an articulated rover 

driving over rolling terrain. The most challenging environment in terms of traction 

is one in which the rover is traversing slopes. For this reason, the two dimensions in 

which the simulation is performed are the world horizontal direction Xw and world 

vertical direction Zw. The third axis in the Cartesian co-ordinate system Yw is directed 

into the page, making clockwise the positive direction for rotational values. 

In the two-dimensional simulation, a single side of the rocker-bogie suspension system 

is considered. This is equivalent to the three dimensional case in which the terrain 

extends infinitely into the page, and is a good approximation for slowly changing 

terrain on which the roll of the rover is negligible. The rocker-bogie's differential 

mechanism ensures that the rocker angle on one side is equal and opposite to the rocker 

angle on the other side. Given the assumption that the terrain extends infinitely into 

the page, the configuration of the suspension will be identical on both sides. This 

means that in order to satisfy the opposite angle constraint for rocker joint angle, the 

Ta-H3> dL 
<9<fc 

(4.18) 

* t - * # $ - 2a ( * t + **<& / 3 2 * 
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rocker angle must be zero on each side. As a result, the rocker is treated as part of 

the body. 

4.2.1 Co-ordinates, Naming Convention, and Configuration 

The co-ordinates and naming conventions for the simulation are shown in Figure 4.1. 

The combined center of mass of the body and the rocker is at 0; the rocker joint 

is designated r; the bogie joint/link is denoted 1; the wheel joints/links are given 

by 2, 3, and 4', joints/links 2, 3, and 4 a r e a l s o referred to as wheels 1, 2, and 3 

respectively; the wheel-terrain contact points are called el, e2, and e3. A vector ltj 

represents the vector from i to j when the rover is resting on level ground. The vector 

Cn represents the vector from joint 1 to the center of mass of the associated bogie 

link. The wheel centers of mass are located at the wheel joints, so the vectors from 

the wheel joints to their centers of mass are zero (i.e. c22 = C33 = C44 = 0). The 

angular displacement of the rover body from the world horizontal, also termed pitch, 

is given by 9Q . Joint angles {qi, q2, 93, q^} represent the angle of rotation of the bogie 

and three wheels respectively. The wheel-terrain contact angles from the horizontal 

at el, e2, and e3 are given by {71,72,73} respectively. In deformable terrain, the 

wheel does not have a single discrete contact point. However, in simulation, a single 

effective point of contact can be used [5]. 

The configuration of the rover at any given time can be fully described by the vector: 

$ = 
-|T 

xo Vo zo 90x 90 90z q1 q2 q3 <?4 (4.19) 

where {XQ, yo,Zo} are the Cartesian co-ordinates of the combined body/rocker center 

of mass in the world coordinate system, {9ox,9oy,90z}
 a r e the rotation angles of the 

body about the world {Xw, Yw, Zw} axes respectively, and {qx, q2, q3, g4} are the joint 
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(a) . . (b) 

Figure 4.1: Two-dimensional rocker-bogie system configuration variables, vectors, 
and forces. 

angles. Note that co-ordinates y0, 90x, and 9QZ are not required to describe the two-

dimensional system. These co-ordinates are included because they facilitate easy 

rotations and cross products. 

4.2.2 Formulation of Dynamic Equations 

The goal of the following section is to describe the two-dimensional rocker-bogie sys

tem by the matrix relation in Equation 4.18 in order to solve for $ . The methodology 

to do this is developed in a similar manner as in Section 4.1. 

The rocker-bogie mobility system as simulated in two dimensions consists of a moving 

base (the lumped body and rocker 0), four links (the bogie 1 and the three wheels 

2, 3, and 4), and four revolute joints (the bogie joint 1 and the three wheel joints 2, 

3, and 4)- Therefore the number of bodies rib is five and number of joints nv is four. 



The kinetic energy, required for the Lagrangian, L is then: 
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*"U -1 

^ = E ? {^ViTvi + UiTIiUi) 
i=0 

h r T = -<j> [J2 raJ^J^ + JvJliJ^ <& 
s i = 0 

1 -T • 
(4.20) 

where n„ = 4. 

In order to solve for the system inertia matrix H it is necessary to solve for the linear 

and angular velocity Jacobians JVi and JUJi for each body i. To solve for Jv% and 

JU>1, an expression for the linear and angular velocities Vi and Wj of the mass centers 

of each body is required. The velocities must be described in terms of generalized 

velocity <j> for the rover body (i = 0) and all links (i = {1, 2, 3,4}). 

The velocity and angular velocity Jacobians for the body 0 are easily deduced since 

its velocity and angular velocity are explicitly included in the generalized velocity 

vector 4>. 

Jv0 — 

JulO ~~ 

-̂ 3x3 03X3 03x4 

03x3 -̂ 3x3 0 3 x 4 

where Ipxp is a p x p identity matrix, 0pxp is a p x p zero matrix. 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

Finding the velocity and angular velocity Jacobians of the links 1, 2, 3 and 4 is more 

involved. Define the position of joint i to be p^. Define the position of the center of 

mass of the link corresponding to joint i to be pc%. Define the position of point 0 to 

be 7V These vectors all refer to positions in world co-ordinates. The velocity of the 
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center of mass of a single link Vi is given by: 

v, = v0 + u0x(Pcz-r0) + Y^Ll!jNjx(pCz-pj)qJ | i = {1,2,3,4} (4.23) 

where v0 is the velocity of the lumped body/rocker 0, WQ is the angular velocity of 

the lumped body/rocker 0, L is a matrix where LhJ = 1 if j is on the kinematic chain 

from 0 to i and LhJ = 0 otherwise, Nj is the normal vector along the axis of rotation 

of joint j , and q3 is the time rate of change of joint angle for joint j . 

The angular velocity of joint i is given by: 

(4.24) 

The matrix L for the two-dimensional rocker-bogie system is shown in Appendix C.3. 

A skew symmetric matrix can be used to turn the cross product into matrix multi

plication. With two vectors a = [ax a2 a3] and b = [&i b2 b3] , a skew symmetric 

matrix a can be constructed with the following properties [18]: 

a x b = ab = 

0 - a 3 a2 

a3 0 —a\ 

—a2 d\ 0 

&i 

b2 
b x a = —ab = aTb (4.25) 
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Using the insights from above, the Jacobians describing the velocity of the center of 

mass and angular velocity for a single link can be found such that Vi = JVz& and 

< î = Ju,J& 

•J v. — -̂ 3x3 r~oiT •C't.iJVi x (pCi -px) ... LlANA x (pCz - p 4 ) 

03x3 -̂ 3x3 LhiNx LlAN4 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

where r0i = pc% — r0 is the vector from 0 to the center of mass of link i = {2, 3,4}. 

Stacking the Jacobians allows for the creation of a link Jacobian Ja which when 

multiplied by the generalized velocity vector 4> gives a vector containing the full 

set of link center of mass velocities Xa. These velocities are useful in net traction 

estimation. 

Xn 

Vl 

W l 

Vr 

W r 

= Jn$ = 

'V\ 

J, u>\ 

$ (4.28) 

The MATLAB code used to evaluate Ja is included in Appendix C.6. 

To find the system inertia matrix H, the values of Jv% and JWi derived above for the 

body and each link are substituted into the expression for H implied by Equation 4.20. 

Note that the system inertia matrix H is exclusively a function of the configuration 

vector $ . 

H = J2 mtJVt
TJv% + JUi

TIiJUl (4-29) 
i=0 
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The matrix H for this system is shown in Appendix C.7. 

The gravitational potential energy is found by applying Equation 4.3 to the two-

dimensional rocker-bogie system: 

V = g PcOz Pclz Pc2z Pc3z Pc4z m0 mi m2 m3 m4 

T 
(4.30) 

where pclz is the z component of position of the center of mass of body i in world 

co-ordinates. 

To finish the formulation of Equation 4.18 the following additional variables are re

quired: H, * , * t , * t , * * , * # , and f § . 

The time rate of change of the system inertia matrix H is found by applying chain 

rule differentiation to Equation 4.29. 

** = E m^t
Jvl

TJvl + mlJVi
T — JVi + —J^JliJ^ + J*/Ii-7^JUt (4.31) 

i = 0 

The MATLAB code used to evaluate H for this system is shown in Appendix C.8. 

The constraints on the system \£ are found by considering that the wheels must 

follow the terrain. A path for the wheel centroids is created using a continuously 

differentiable function zwc(xwc). The terrain is then formed by creating an offset 

function from the wheel centroid path. This offset function is displaced one wheel 

radius rw downwards from the wheel centroid path. The wheel joints (2, 3, and 4) 

are constrained to the wheel centroid path zwc(xwc). Given a wheel centroid path 

zwc(xwc), the corresponding terrain co-ordinates xt and zt are given by the offset 
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function: 

dxwc tx™£ 

Xt 

Zt 

Xq, 

zy^wc) 

+ rv 
1 + dzu 

(4.32) 

The motion constraints *$> for the two-dimensional rocker-bogie simulation are: 

* 

* 3 

P2Z ~ Zwc(p2x 

P3Z ~ Zwc(p3x 

P4Z - Zwc(p4x 

0 3x1 (4.33) 

where plz is the z component of joint €s position and plx is the x component of joint 

i's position. 

The MATLAB code used to evaluate the rover constraints is included in Ap

pendix C.9. These constraints assure that the wheel centroids follow the wheel cen

troid path. Figure 4.2 illustrates the wheel centroid path and the corresponding offset 

function representing the terrain. 
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Figure 4.2: Wheel constraints. 
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Since the constraints are unchanging with time, ^t = 0; thus $ t = 0 as well. The 

Jacobian of the constraints with respect to the configuration vector V^̂  is non-zero 

since the constraints \1/ are dependent on the configuration vector 3? through the 

terms plz and plx. 

* < 
a* 
dx0 

a* 
dy0 

d^ 

dz0 

a* 
d9Qx 

a* 
090y 

a# 
d90z 

a* 
dqi 

a* 
dq2 

a* 
dq3 

a* 
dqi 

(4.34) 

The term ^ $ is found by differentiating Equation 4.34 with respect to time. The 

MATLAB code used to evaluate \&$, and Ŝ ,̂ is included in Appendices CIO and 

C.ll respectively. 

To calculate the derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to the configuration vector 

| ^ , the partial derivatives of kinetic energy T and potential energy V with respect 

to configuration $ are required. 

dL_=dT_dV 

d$ d$ d$ ^ ' ' 

The partial derivative of kinetic energy T with respect to configuration <E> is given by: 

dT 1-rdH. 
= - q > cf> 

a$ 2 a$ 
ar i p d (^ T TT _ TT _ \ • 
a$ = 2* a¥ ( J - J m ^ J^ + Juh h ^) 

i=0 

- + ^ T ^ + J - . r / . ^ ) * (4.36) 

The partial derivative W is performed item by item for all of the bodies in the system; 

<9# the results are then summed. The output | J is a (6 + nv) x 1 vector representing 
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the sensitivity of kinetic energy to each variable in the configuration vector 3>. The 

partial derivative of potential energy V with respect to configuration $ is given by: 

dV_ 

a¥ = 9 
dpcoz dpclz dpc2z dp, c3. dp, c4z 

a<i> a<i? a $ a $ a$ 

1 T 

777.Q m i m2 m3 m 4 (4.37) 

The MATLAB code to evaluate | J and | ^ is included in Appendices C.12 and C.13 

respectively. Apart from the generalized applied forces r a , considered in the next 

section, all of the terms required to solve the dynamic system using Equation 4.18 

have been derived. 

4.2.3 Applied Forces and Torques 

The non-gravitational forces and torques applied to the rover are shown in Figure 4. Id. 

The drawbar pulls {DP\, DP2, DP3}, normal load reaction forces {W\, W2, W3}, mo

tor torques {jwx, Tw2,
 Tw3}, and resistive torques {TR^ , TR2 , TR3 } are all applied at the 

wheel joints. The generalized forces rg are divided into applied forces r a and con

straint forces TC = \I/$, A. The constraint forces TC deliver zero power and represent 

the effect of the normal load reaction forces {W\, W2, W3} in generalized co-ordinates. 

They are found by solving Equation 4.18 for A. The Lagrange multipliers A repre

sent the magnitude of the constraint forces in the constraint "directions". Note that 

|^- = 1, meaning that Xz represents the Zw component of the normal reaction force 

Wt for wheel i. 

\ = W% cos 7J {1,2,3} (4.38) 

The Xw component of Wt can also be found for wheel i: 

^ # 1 , ^ = - W j S i n 7 j i = {1,2,3} (4.39) 
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The set of generalized applied forces Ta consists of the effect of resistive wheel torques 

TR, the effect of drawbar pulls TOP, and the effect of wheel torques T\y- Note that 

generalized forces represent forces and moments in the co-ordinates of the configura

tion vector $ . 

Ta = TR + TDP + TW (4.40) 

The generalized forces TR and Tp>p are external and the generalized forces Tw are 

internal. The generalized external forces TR and TDP are found using Algorithm 2.1 

in combination with calculated normal loads, wheel centroid velocities, and wheel 

angular velocities. The external forces, which are applied at the wheel joints, can be 

expressed in world co-ordinates as follows: 

" ext 

F T = 
± Wi 

wWi
T = 

F T 

-*• Wl 

F 
1 w*x 

Mw 

1\/T T IP 
1VJ-W\ *• W2 

F F 
rwly

 rwlz 

MWly MWlz_ 

MW2
T FWJ MW3

J 

i = {1,2,3} 

z = {1,2,3} (4.41) 

where Fw% is the external linear force vector exerted on wheel joint i, and Mw% is 

the external moment exerted on wheel joint i; both are expressed in the world frame 

X^-w, * w, ^w f • 

In order to be applied to the simulation, the external forces need to be converted from 

the world co-ordinate frame into the generalized co-ordinate frame of the configuration 

vector $ . This is accomplished through the use of a wheel force Jacobian Jw. 

TR — Jw F-i W *• T R 

TDP — Jw -Fj DP 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

where FTR and FDP are the set of external forces and moments in the form of Fext. 
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The external force vector from resistive torques in world co-ordinates FTR is 

TR 0 0 0 0 -TRI 0 0 0 0 0 -TR2 0 0 0 0 0 -TRa 0 (4.44) 

The external force vector from drawbar pulls in world co-ordinates FDP is: 

DP DP1COS71 0 - D P i s i n 7 i 0 0 0 DP2cos^2 0 - P > P 2 s i n 7 2 . . . 

- i T 

. . . 0 0 0 DP3COS73 0 - D P 3 s i n 7 3 0 0 0 (4.45) 

The wheel force Jacobian Jw is shown in Appendix C.5. Note that it is exclusively a 

function of configuration vector <fr. 

The internal forces consist of the set of wheel torques {TW1,TW2,
TW3} and viscous 

damping torques {bdq2, bdq3, b^qi} on joints 2, 3, and 4, where bd is the experimentally 

determined viscous damping coefficient. The bogie joint, joint 1, is not actuated. A 

bearing facilitates smooth motion of this joint, and the internal torque on joint 1 is 

assumed to be negligible. The wheel torques can be applied directly to the generalized 

forces: 

TW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (TWI - bdq2) (TW2 - bdq3) (rW3 - bdq4) (4.46) 

Equation 4.40 can be rewritten as: 

Ta — Jw F-rR + Jw Fp,P + Tw (4.47) 

Equation 4.12 can be rewritten as: 

dL_ 

a¥ 
H$ + H$ - ^r = JW

TFTR + JW
TFDP + TW + # * T A (4.48) 
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Finally, Equation 4.18 can be be rewritten to the form used in simulation: 

~ 

H 

* * 

* * T 

0 

r~ 

4.2.4 Simulation Implementation 

The result of the preceding section is a solution to the second time derivative of 

configuration <£. For the purposes of propagating forward the configuration, a "con

figuration state vector" $ s is created: 

_ 

6 

$ 

r~ 

* = 

Each evaluation of $ s is a function of <E>S, the applied wheel torques {TW1,TW2,
TW3), 

and the previously evaluated generalized constraint forces r c . The term $ is acquired 

from the solution to Equation 4.49, and the term $ is acquired directly from the 

input argument <&s. Numerical integration is then used to propagate forward the 

configuration state vector 3>s. A block diagram of the simulation implementation is 

shown in Figure 4.3. 

In simulation, proportional integral derivative (PID) controllers were used to set the 

approximate wheel angular velocities qw to the desired velocity divided by the wheel 

radius —. The controller was run at a frequency of 50 Hz; the configuration state 

vector $ s and all values of interest were also recorded at this frequency. Because of 

the sensitivity of drawbar pull DP and resistive torque TR to slip i, the MATLAB 

ordinary differential equation solver ode45 was used for integration between timesteps. 

Over the duration of a single timestep the control input torques {TW1 , Tw2, Tw3} and 

Jw FTR + Jw FDP + TW — F[<& + ^ 

* t - * $ $ - 2a * t + * # $ - /32* 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 
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Vd 

Desired no-slip 
velocity 

j t fyY c { r w q 2 > rw(l3 ' r w ( i4} 

Kp, Ki, Kd 
PID Controller 

{TWi, TW2, TW3} 

ODE Solver 

<£>s, T c 

H($), H($s), * ( $ ) , *t, *t, 
*#($) , $*(*s), dL/d$($s), Jw(*) 
TR($s,Tc), TDP($s,Tc,7), Tw($s) 

Solve for $s and Tc 
Integrate <f>s 

Record $s, 
5 ^ -r- -^ 1 <Ps, T c , TR, 
j T R l , TR2, TR3} , . < _ 

{DPi,DP2,DP3}, T D P ' T W 

{Wl,W2,W3} 

Figure 4.3: Block diagram of simulation implementation. 

normal loads {Wi, W2, W3} were presumed to be constant. 

The partial derivative of kinetic energy with respect to configuration vector -^ in

volves the calculation of the partial derivative of the system inertia matrix -^. This 

step is computationally expensive, and was found to account for approximately one 

third of the computation time. The term ^ is typically very small, as is the gen

eralized velocity $ for the slowly moving rover. As a result, the term J J a s defined 

in Equation 4.36 was found to be negligible and was excluded from the simulation in 

order to reduce computation time. 

4.2.5 Simulation Parameters 

The parameters used in the simulation were selected to represent one side of the 

Kapvik micro-rover and are shown in Table 4.1. Inertias were evaluated about the Yw 
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axis only. The wheel dimensions from Table 2.1 were used. Gradually rolling terrain 

was created for simulation, with a wheel centroid path given by: 

zwc(xwc) = 0.12 cos (-xwc- 1.6 ) + 0.01 xwc (4.51) 

Table 4.1: Parameters used in simulation. 

Parameter 

Mass of body and rocker mo 

Mass of link 1 mi 

Mass of links 2 ,3 , and 4 m2 , m.3, 
771,4 (wheel mass) 

Inertia of body and rocker IQ 

Inertia of link 1 I\ 

Wheel inertia Iw 

Wheel and gear inertia referred 
to wheel Iwg 

Wheel angular viscous damping 
coefficient bd 

Vector Cu 

Vector c22 = c3 3 = c44 

Baumgarte stabilization con
stant a 

Baumgarte stabilization con
stant ft 

Desired velocity vd 

Proportional control gain Kp 

Integral control gain Ki 

Derivative control gain Kd 

Value 

12.49 

1.562 

0.3174 

0.5045 

0.05248 

0.003584 

1.082 

2 

c 

.28855 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

00 

0.07322 

500 

2 

25 

0.5 

12.5 

Uni t s 

kg 

kg 

kg 

kgm 2 

kgm 2 

kgm 2 

kgm 2 

N m s 

m 

m 

-

-

cm/s 

-

-

-

Source 

SolidWorks model 

SolidWorks model 

SolidWorks model 

SolidWorks model 

SolidWorks model 

SolidWorks model and 
drivetrain manufacturers 

SolidWorks model and 
drivetrain manufacturers 

Experiment 

SolidWorks model 

SolidWorks model 

Trial and error 

Trial and error 

Design speed 

Trial and error 

Trial and error 

Trial and error 
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4.2.6 Simulation Results 

The simulation was run for 200 s at a desired velocity of 2 cm/s following the imple

mentation details outlined in Section 4.2.4, and the simulation parameters shown in 

Section 4.2.5. The results of the simulation are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The 

simulation performs well and produces results within the range of expected magni

tudes; this simulation is used later in this thesis to test the net traction estimation 

algorithm. 

o.6 
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Wheel Slips [-] 

2 

3 
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Wheel Drawbar Pulls [N] 
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0.015 

0.005 

Resistive and Commanded Wheel Torques [Nm] 

Rover at Beginning, Middle and End of Traverse 

Figure 4.4: Results from the 200 s simulation of the rover traversing gently rolling 
terrain. Time is shown on the x axis in seconds. Wheel powers were calculated from 
the mechanical power delivered and Joule losses to heat caused by current flowing 
through the motor windings; the drivetrain's mechanical efficiency was incorporated 
into the calculation. 
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Figure 4.5: Configuration results from the 200 s simulation of the rover traversing 
gently rolling terrain. 



Chapter 5 

Net Traction Estimation 

This chapter develops an estimator for the two key net traction relationships: resistive 

torque TR and drawbar pull DP. For wheels of fixed dimensions driving on homoge

neous terrain with constant soil properties, TR and DP will be functions of normal 

load W and slip i exclusively. The estimator is developed for the two-dimensional 

rocker-bogie simulation presented in Chapter 4. It is assumed that there is no a priori 

knowledge of soil properties or net traction relationships; the estimator builds a net 

traction model from scratch. Two separate estimation techniques have been devel

oped, depending on the type of force sensors installed above the wheel hubs: one 

technique for two-axis force sensors, and one technique for single-axis force sensors. 

Kapvik currently is equipped with single-axis force sensors. 

5.1 Optimal State Estimation 

A Kalman Filter is a mathematical method used to estimate variables, or "states" in 

a real system. A model of reality, termed the process model, is used to predict the 

states; measurements are used to verify this prediction. Since reality does not exactly 

follow the process model, and since the measurements carry with them inherent noise, 

neither calculation is perfectly accurate. States are grouped into a vector and treated 

73 
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as random variables with a mean and co-variance. The application of statistical 

mathematics allows the prediction and measurement to be combined in a weighted 

fashion, resulting in an optimal estimate of the desired states. The Kalman Filter 

also allows states that are not directly measured to be estimated; when it is possible 

to obtain a stable estimate of a state, the state is said to be "observable". 

The original Kalman filter assumed that the process being estimated was entirely 

linear. However, most real world systems, including the one studied in this thesis, are 

non-linear. The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) addressed this concern by locally 

linearizing the system about the current state estimate. The EKF has two main 

downfalls. Firstly, it requires the calculation of large Jacobian matrices. Secondly, 

it is inaccurate to propagate the probability density function of highly non-linear 

system through its linear approximation; doing this can introduce large errors which 

can jeopardize the stability of the estimate. 

The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), used for estimation in this thesis, works around 

these downfalls by eliminating the need to linearize the system. Using the UKF, it is 

not necessary to calculate large Jacobian matrices, and some of the error associated 

with propagating probability density functions through linear approximations is mit

igated. The development of the Unscented Kalman Filter below closely follows that 

in Dan Simon's book "Optimal State Estimation" [35]. 

5.1.1 Unscented Transform 

The Unscented Transform is a method for propagating a random variable through 

a non-linear function. Consider a vector x containing nx states with a mean x and 

covariance matrix P. A set of 2nx "sigma points" X can be formed that approximates 

the random variable x [35,36]. Together, these sigma points have an ensemble mean 
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x and covariance P equal to that of the state vector x [35,36]. 

X% = x + [ynxPJ | i = {!,... ,nx) 

Xnx+t = x - \y/nxP] | i = {!,... ,nx] (5.1) 

where [y/nxP') is the ith row of the matrix square root of nxP. 

This set of 2nx vectors, termed sigma points X, can then be propagated one at a 

time through a non-linear function / to give another set of sigma points Y. 

Yx = f(Xt) | i = {!,... ,2nx} (5.2) 

The mean y and covariance Pyy of the transformed sigma points Y can then be 

recovered using weighted averages [35]. 

2nx 

2nT v = ^rT,Y* (5-3) 
1 2n. 

pyy = ^-x/2 <y* - y) (y» - y) (5-4) 
1=1 

To determine the cross-covariance of two sets of sigma points X and Y, Equation 5.4 

is extended [35]. 
1 2n* 

p-y = ̂ rzZ (x* - *) (y» - w) (5-5) 

5.1.2 Unscented Kalman Filter 

The Unscented Kalman Filter is very similar to the original Kalman Filter, except 

that it uses the Unscented Transform in order to propagate the mean and covariances. 

Consider a non-linear system with nx states that can be modelled as a discrete-time 
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xk+1 = f (xk, uk, tk) + wk 

yk = h(xk,tk) +vk 

wk~N(0,Qk) 

vk~N (0, Ryk) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

where x is the state vector, / is the discrete-time process model, u is the control 

vector, t is the time, w is the normally distributed process noise with covariance 

Q, y is the measurement vector, h is the measurement model, v is the normally 

distributed measurement noise with covariance Ry, and k is the current timestep. 

The filter is initialized with the state x$ and state covariance estimate PQ. The 

"+" superscript indicates an a posteriori estimate, and the "-" superscript indicates 

an a priori estimate. Following initialization, the estimator repeats the steps below 

indefinitely. 

The previous a posteriori estimate xk is transformed into sigma points Xk using 

Equation 5.1. These sigma points are then passed through the discrete-time process 

model / . This constitutes the prediction step, and forms the a priori state estimate 

sigma points Xk+l. 

Xt, - &k + nxPt 

X{nx+i)k ~ Xk nxPt 

xzk+1 = f(x;k,Uk,tk 
,--+ 

i = {!,... ,nx} 

i = {!,... ,nx} 

i = {!,... ,2nx} 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 
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The a priori state covariance Pk+1 can now be determined using Equation 5.4 and 

adding the process noise covariance Qk. 

p w = ̂ r E (*rfc+1 - **+i) (*rfc+1 - **+ i)+Q. (5.i2) 
^ i = i 

where the mean xk+1 is recovered using Equation 5.3. 

Here, a new set of sigma points can be created using the a priori state estimate 

covariance Pk+i, or the previous sigma points can be used to save computational 

effort at the expense of performance [35]. In this thesis, a new set of sigma points 

is not created. Estimated measurement vector sigma points Y are calculated by 

propagating the a priori state estimate Xlk i through the non-linear measurement 

model h. 

Y^k+^h{xl+^ I i = {l,...,2nx} (5.13) 

The Kalman gain Kk+\ is given by the cross-covariance between the a priori state 

estimate xk+l and the estimated measurement vector yk+x divided by the covariance 

of (yk+\—2/fc+i) [35]. The mean of the estimated measurement vector yk+l is recovered 

using Equation 5.3. 

P — 
JJ. x

k+iVk+l 
-ft-fc+1 P (yk+\-Vk+i)iyk+i-yk+\) 

2nxJ2{xik+1
 xk+i) [Yik+i Vk+i) 

Kk+l = 2nx *=; — — (5.14) 

2 ^ S \¥ik+i ~yk+i) \Yik+i -yk+ij + Rvk 
i=i 

The Kalman gain Kk+i is used to weight the prediction against the measurement and 
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form the a posteriori state estimate xk+1 and a posteriori state covariance Pk+1 [35]. 

xt+i = xk+i + Kk+i {yk+i ~ Vk+i) (5-15) 

Pk+1 = Pk+1 ~ Kk+iP{yk+1-yk+1)(yk+1-yk+1)
Kk+l ( 5 - 1 6 ) 

where yk+i are the actual measurements. 

The algorithm is then restarted at Equation 5.10 and run recursively to obtain a state 

estimate x at every timestep. 

5.2 Estimator Outline 

Net traction estimation is accomplished in this thesis through the use of two Un

scented Kalman Filters running simultaneously. A total of three estimators are pre

sented. Estimator 1, with state vector Xi, is a general estimator which estimates 

a large set of states essential for net traction estimation, including resistive torques 

{TR1,TR2,TR3} and wheel slips {ii,i2,i3}. It is run regardless of the type of force 

sensors available. Estimator 2, with state vector x2, estimates wheel-terrain contact 

angles {71,72,73}, normal loads {W\, W2, W3}, and drawbar pulls {DPX, DP2, DP3} 

in the case where two-axis force sensors are available. Estimator 3, with state vector 

x3, estimates wheel-terrain contact angles {71,72,73}, normal loads {W\, W2, W3}, 

and drawbar pulls {DPi, DP2, DP3} in the case where only single-axis force sensors 

are available. 

A set of sensor measurements z is taken; each is assumed to be a Gaussian random 

variable. The sensor measurements are used to create the measurement vector yx for 

use in Estimator 1. Some of the measurements in y\ are taken directly from the sensor 

measurements, and some are calculated using a combination of sensor measurements. 
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The measurement vectors y2 and y3, used in Estimators 2 and 3 respectively, contain 

sensor measurements as well as measurements calculated using a combination of state 

estimates from Estimator 1. The motivation behind having two estimators running 

simultaneously is twofold: some estimated states from Estimator 1 are used in the 

measurement vectors of Estimators 2 and 3; and in order to separately consider the use 

of two-axis and single-axis force sensors in this thesis it was instructive to separate the 

two cases. Figure 5.1 illustrates the flow of information in the net traction estimator. 

Sensor 
Measurements 

Net Traction Estimation Algorithm 

out Estimator 1 

UKF 
-»-| xi State Estimates |-

Estimator 2 t * . 
or 

Estimator 3 f 
UKF 

out 
xia State Estimates [ 

out 
Important State Estimates 

TRl, TR2, TR3, 11, 12, 13, y\, yi, yi, 

W l , W2, W3, D P l , D P 2 , DP3 

Figure 5.1: Block diagram of information flow through the estimator. 

5.3 Sensors 

To perform accurate net traction estimation a comprehensive suite of sensors is re

quired. Fortunately, several of these sensors are typically included on planetary rover 

platforms. The required measurements include wheel angular velocity, bogie angle, 

rover accelerations, rover pitch rate, forward velocity, and force above the wheel hubs 

(either two-axis or single-axis). The set of measurements is illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

In this thesis a measurement of x is denoted x and the current timestep is denoted k. 
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wheel 3 

Figure 5.2: Sensor measurements. The wheel angular positions {92,93,94} are mea
sured by motor encoders. The bogie joint angle 91 is measured by a potentiome
ter or an absolute encoder. The forward velocity of the rover in rover co-ordinates 
xR is measured by a downward facing camera-based velocimeter. The wheel forces 
{FLI,FL2, FL3, FJ_15 .Fj_2, Fig} are measured using force sensors. Note that the forces 
{F±1,F±2,F±3} are only measured if two-axis force sensors are available. The lin
ear body accelerations in rover co-ordinates {xR, zR} are measured by accelerometers 
in the inertial measurement unit (IMU). The pitch rate 9QU is measured by a rate 
gyroscope in the IMU. 

5.3.1 Motor Encoders 

Wheel angle measurements {92,93,94} are provided by motor encoders that measure 

the number of "counts" traversed by the wheel. The encoders used on Kapvik were 

Maxon magneto-resistant encoders with a total of 2000 counts per motor revolution 

(500 counts per turn with quadrature) shown in Figure 5.3 [28]. With the Kapvik gear 

ratio of 1400:1, the resolution of a single count is 1.286xl0-4 °. The encoder position 

noise is approximated by a normal distribution for which the quantization error 3 a 

bounds are given by: ± 3cr = ± | resolution. This concept is shown in Figure 5.4 and 

results in a wheel angle standard deviation of o~q2 = a$3 = a 4̂ = 2.143 x 10~5 °. 
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Figure 5.3: Maxon magneto-resistant motor encoder. 

-1/2 digital 

resolution 

+ 1/2 digital 

resolution 

- 5 a - 4 c -3a - 2 c - l a Oo l a 2a 3a 4o 5a 

Figure 5.4: Treatment of quantization noise as a normal distribution. 

5.3.2 Bogie Angle Measurement 

An accurate absolute measurement of bogie angle 91 is required for the estimator 

to succeed in measuring wheel centroid velocities and in estimating slip and wheel-

terrain contact angles for wheels 1 and 2. On Kapvik, Inscale GL60 hollow-shaft 

potentiometers, shown in Figure 5.5a, are used to sense this angle. The repeatability 

of this sensor is 0.1° [37]; although sufficient for normal operation, this was found to 

be inadequate for net traction estimation. As a result, a more capable sensor was used 

in simulation: the Avago AEAS-7000 16-bit grey code hollow-shaft absolute encoder, 

depicted in Figure 5.5b. The dimensions of this absolute encoder [38] are such that 

they could be incorporated into a later generation of Kapvik with minimal modifica

tions. Using the treatment of quantization error shown in Figure 5.4, the standard 

deviation of the 16-bit absolute encoder noise a^ was found to be 9.155x10' -4 o 
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Figure 5.5: Bogie angle measurement. 

5.3.3 Force Sensors 

The single-axis force sensors used on Kapvik to measure {F^, FL2, FL3} are Sherborne 

Sensors S4000M miniature universal load cells (shown in Figure 5.6a). They operate 

in tension and compression, accommodating a full range load of ±200 N [31]. The 

load cell output is sampled by a 10-bit analog to digital converter. The noise is taken 

to be the quantization error of this signal, giving a noise standard deviation of <JF 

of 3.255 xlO"2 N. 

A two-axis load cell yields better performance of the net traction estimator, but was 

not included on Kapvik. The ATI Nano25 six-axis force transducer is of the appropri

ate size and range to be used on Kapvik, and could be incorporated into a later gen

eration with some modifications to the chassis. The main sensing axis, which would 

measure {FLl, FL2, FL3} in Figure 5.2 has a sensing range of 500 N, whereas the sec

ondary sensing axis, which would measure {F±t, F^2, Fj_3} in Figure 5.2 has a sensing 

range of 125 N [39]. The specified resolution in the main sensing axis is 6.25 xl0~2 N 

and 2.083xl0~2 N in the secondary sensing axis [39]. Using the quantization error 
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approach of Figure 5.4 to find the standard deviation of this error yields a result more 

accurate than the Sherborne Sensors S4000M miniature universal load cell. However, 

the noise in all force sensors were set to the same value in simulation to allow a proper 

comparison of the two estimation techniques. Thus aF = aF^ = 3.255 x 10~2 N for 

the two-axis force sensor. 

(a) Sherborne Sensors S4000M (b) ATI Nano25 six-axis force/torque trans-
miniature universal load cell. ducer. 

Figure 5.6: Force sensors. 

5.3.4 Inertial Measurement Unit 

The inertial measurement unit (IMU) used on Kapvik is a Memsense H3-IMU HP02-

0300, shown in Figure 5.7. It is equipped with three orthogonal accelerometers and 

three orthogonal rate gyroscopes. The accelerometers have a dynamic range of ±2.9, 

and a typical noise standard deviation a«R = a*R = 1.27 x 10~4<7 [40]. The rate 

gyroscopes have a typical noise standard deviation o~~- of 0.56°/s [40]. 

5.3.5 Velocimeter 

A velocimeter is a device that measures velocity independently of wheel angular ve

locity or integration of acceleration. It is an invaluable sensor when slip is being 
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Figure 5.7: Memsense H3-IMU HP02-0300 inertial measurement unit. 

estimated. Although currently not implemented on Kapvik, a vision-based velocime

ter is under development at Carleton University. The velocimeter uses the optic flow 

from a sequence of images to measure the forward speed of the rover xR. A low-cost 

rangefinder could be used to measure the distance from the camera to the ground and 

accurately scale the optic flow measurements from camera co-ordinates to world co

ordinates. The velocimeter could be mounted to the bottom of the rover and pointed 

at the ground. Preliminary tests have been promising, with a conservatively esti

mated noise of <J*R = 1 mm/s: this noise is used in simulation. An image illustrating 

how the velocimeter functions is shown in Figure 5.8. 

Figure 5.8: Velocimeter principles of operation. (Left) A red box surrounding a 
central region of the image is considered. (Middle) An algorithm searches within the 
green search window for a region resembling that within the red box. It finds one 
and identifies it as the blue box. (Right) The flow vector, displayed as an arrow, is 
determined using the difference in position between the red and blue boxes. Image 
courtesy of Adam Mack. 
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5.3.6 Sensor Measurement Vector and Noise Summary 

In reference to the two-dimensional rocker-bogie simulation, a vector of sensor mea

surements z can be formed: 

9! 90y x£ x£ z£ 92 93 94 FLl Fh2 FLz Fu F±2 F± (5.17) 

where q\ is the bogie potentiometer angle, 90y is the pitch rate measured by the 

IMU, xR is the forward speed of the rover measured by the velocimeter, {xR, zR} 

are the rover accelerations measured by the IMU along its x and z axes respec

tively, {92,93,94} are the angular positions of the wheels measured by the motor 

encoders, {FLl, FL2, FL3) are the sensed wheel loads along the primary sensing axis, 

and { F i p ^ i j j f i j } are the sensed wheel loads along the secondary sensing axis, 

available only when the rover is equipped with two-axis force sensors. 

The noise of each term in the sensor measurement vector z is summarized in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Sensor measurement noises. 

Measured Variable (*) 

Bogie angle 91 

Pitch rate 90 
Uj, 

Velocity in rover co
ordinates XQ 

Accelerations in rover co
ordinates {xR, zR} 

Wheel positions {92, 93, 94} 

Wheel vertical loads 
{FLl,FL2,FL3} 

Wheel perpendicular loads 
{F±1,F±2,F±3} 

Sensor 

16-bit Absolute encoder 

H3-IMU-HP02-0300 

Velocimeter 

H3-IMU-HP02-0300 

Motor encoders 

Force sensor 

Force sensor 

Noise Std. 
Deviation. 
(CT*) 

9.155xl0"4 

0.56 

1 

1.245xl0"3 

2.143xl0"5 

3.255xl0"2 

3.255xl0"2 

Units 

0 

% 

mm/s 

m/s2 

0 

N 

N 
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5.4 Estimator 1: The General Estimator 

The general estimator estimates 22 states related to net traction estimation. In this 

thesis an estimate of x is denoted x. Observability of the general estimator is proved 

in Appendix D.l. 

5.4.1 States and Process Model 

The states estimated by the general estimator are: 

Xl = 92 93 94 TRI TR2 TR3 90y 9i 90y 9i 90y 9i 

T 
. . . x0 z0 M0fw Mlfw FxU Fzfw ±K h i2 23 j (5.18) 

where M0fw is the net moment exerted about the lumped body/rocker center of 

mass 0 by wheel forces, MXfw is the net moment exerted about the bogie joint 1 by 

wheel forces, Fxfw is the net force in the world horizontal direction Xw exerted by 

wheel forces, Fzfw is the net force in the world vertical direction Zw exerted by wheel 

forces, and {i\,i2, i3} are the wheel slip(s)/skid(s). Note that {Mofw, Mlfw, Fxfw, Fzfw] 

describe the net effects of wheel linear forces, but do not include the net effects of 

wheel resistive torques. 

An estimated configuration $ can be calculated for subsequent use. The estimated 

configuration $ will be used below in the calculation of variables H, | ^ , Jw, and Ja. 

Since the wheel mass centers lie directly at the wheel joints (i.e. c22 = c33 = C44 = 0), 

none of the above variables to be calculated are dependent on wheel angles {92, 93, 94}. 

The position of the rover in the world frame, given by {x0,y0, z0}, is also irrelevant. 

Thus it is sufficient to include just 90yk and qik in the estimated configuration $ : 

$k = 0 0 0 0 90yk 0 qlk 0 0 0 (5.19) 
T 
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Similarly, the estimated generalized velocity vector $ is given by: 

$* ^ c o s ^ 0 -±£sin0<,Vfc 0 0Ol/fc 0 glfc 92fc q3k q4k (5.20) 

Note that the estimate $ involves the assumption that the velocity in the rover's z 

direction zR is zero. This approximation is reasonable when the rover is traversing 

gently rolling terrain. It is unreasonable in rough terrain such as in rock fields; 

however, in this sort of terrain the soil is unlikely to be homogeneous and thus net 

traction estimation should not be performed. 

The process model is a non-linear discrete-time model. The state is propagated 

forward using the function f\\ 

xik+i = fi(xXk,uk) (5.21) 

where u is the control vector, equal to the set of input wheel torques: 

u = [rWl TW2 TW3] (5.22) 

The first three states are wheel angular velocities {q2, q3, 94}. Their process model is 

straightforward, propagating the previous velocity forward by the estimator timestep 

Te using the estimated angular acceleration. 

L+i=L + LTe I ^ = {2,3,4} (5.23) 

k+i = (^,_ l f c - tRi_lk - kbd) j ^ - I i = {2, 3, 4} (5.24) 

where q\ is the estimated angular acceleration; although not a state, it is calculated 

using other states and control inputs and is used multiple times in the process model. 
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All accelerations calculated in the estimator use a particular row of Equation 4.48, 

solved for the acceleration of interest. When using the dynamic equations in the 

estimator, the terms HG> and | ^ are not included. In Equation 5.24, rows 8-10 

of Equation 4.48 are solved for {92,93,94}; negligible inertial terms in H relating 

{92,93,94} to 90y and q\ are neglected. The wheel angular accelerations are depen

dent on the applied wheel torques {TWX ,TW2 ,TW3 }, the estimated resistive torques 

{TRI ,TR2 ,TR3 }, the estimated wheel angular velocities {92fc, 93fc, 94fc}, the viscous an

gular damping coefficient bd, and the inertia of the gear train and the wheel referred 

to the wheel output Iwg. 

The next three estimated states are the resistive torques exerted on the wheels 

{TR\ ,TR2 ,TR3 }. As the estimator has no a priori knowledge of the model for re

sistive torque TR, a random walk is assumed. Thus the predicted value for the next 

resistive torque is simply the previously estimated resistive torque: 

^ f c + 1 = ^ f c I * = {1,2,3} (5.25) 

The resistive torques {TR1,TR2,TR3}, wheel angular accelerations {92, 93, 94}, and 

wheel angular velocities {92, 93, 94} are all observable through measurement of the 

wheel angular velocities [11]. The wheel angular velocity measurements are obtained 

using the finite difference method; this is shown in the next section. 

The process models for 9$y and 91 use second order Taylor series approximations; the 
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process models for 90y, and 91 use first order Taylor series approximations. 

T2 

e \k+i - 90yk + 9°ykTe + e°yk^t 

Qlk+1 = qik + qikTe + q\k'-

e%k+i ~ e%k + °0yk
Te 

k+l = k + kTe 

T? 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

The process models for 90y and 91 use rows 5 and 7 from Equation 4.48, solved for 

the terms 90 and q\ respectively. 

JVk+l ^Wi — \M0fwt ~~ Jw5,5k
TR!. - Jwll,5k

TR2, ~ Jwl7,5kTR. 3fc ' ti3k 

8V_ 
H$Ak%0k 

1 
H5,3kz0k - H5Jkq\k - Hbfikq2k - H5tgkq3k - H5A0kq4k ) -^ (5.30) 

' dV 
H5,5k 

9lfc+l - {Mlf™k ~ Jw5JkTRlk ~ Jwll,7kTR2 - d$ — H7,lk%0k • • • 

H7)3kz0k - H7j5k90y - H7t8kq2k - H7t9kq3k 
1 

-HV,7 
(5.31) 

where | ^ , H, and Jw are obtained using the estimated configuration <£, and the 

terms H<& and | J are not included. 

The process models for x0 and z0 use rows 1 and 3 from Equation 4.48 solved for the 

terms x0 and z0 respectively. All terms except for H<& and | ^ are included. 

%ok+1 - [FXw. ~ Hly5k90y - H1Jkq\ 
Hi, 

Z0k+i ~ [ ^zw 

dV 
- H3j5k90yk - H3Jkq\k J -T-

' tl3 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 
3,3 j . 
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The net moments {M0fw,Mifw} and forces {FXfw,Fzfw} resultant from the wheel-

terrain interaction forces {DPX, DP2, DP3, W\, W2, W3} are assumed to follow a ran

dom walk. Their process models are then: 

Mof = M0f Mu = Mi* Fxf = Fxf Fzf = Fzf (5.34) 
"J^k+i U H LJwk+i iJwk xJwk+i xl™k zJ™k+i zJwk y ' 

The process model for the velocity along the rover xR is a first order Taylor series 

approximation using the estimated acceleration of the rover along the rover body. 

^ok+i = %ok + (̂ ofc cos 9Qyk - z0k sin 0Oj/fc) Te (5.35) 

The slip(s)/skid(s) of the rover wheels are assumed to follow a random walk. 

Wi=**fc I « = {1,2,3} (5.36) 

5.4.2 Measurements 

The measurement vector yx for the general estimator is given by: 

2/i 92 93 94 90y 9i x0 z0 x0 ii i2 i3 (5.37) 

The first three measurements are wheel angular velocities. These are obtained by 

applying the first order finite difference method to the wheel angle measurements. 

k - ^ " 9 V l I ^ = {2,3,4} (5.38) 
J- e 

A measurement of the rover's pitch angle 90y is required in order to make the system 

observable. To accomplish this, a measurement of rover pitch is constructed using the 

direction of the gravity vector as sensed by the IMU; this will be accurate under slow 
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acceleration and steady-state conditions. Since net traction estimation is nominally 

performed when the rover is in steady-state, and not when it is undergoing large 

accelerations, it is typically accurate when required. The measurement of the pitch 

angle is given by: 

The measurements 91, xR, zR, and xR are taken directly from the sensor measurement 

vector z. 

To provide a measurement of wheel slips {ii,i2,i3}, the wheel centroid velocities 

must first be found. A measured configuration vector $ and its time derivative 4? 

are defined: 

0 0 0 0 90yk 0 qlk 0 0 0JT (5.40) 

Xokcos90y 0 -xR
ksin90y 90yk 0 qlk q2k q3k qik (5.41) 

Note that the measured pitch rate 80 is utilized in the measured generalized velocity 

vector 4>. The measured link Jacobian Jak and measured set of link center of mass 

velocities Xak can then be calculated as in Equation 4.28. 

Xak = Jakk (5.42) 

Since the distances from joints 2, 3, and 4 to their corresponding link centers of mass 

are zero (c22 = C33 = C44 = 0) the wheel centroid velocities are given by {^2, v$, V4} 

in Equations 4.28 and 5.42. The measurements of slip can be calculated using the 

wheel linear and angular velocity magnitudes found above, and Equation 2.23. It is 
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assumed that the rover is moving in the direction of positive Xw 

k = z ( s e n (•X"a(6i+i)fc) l # . + i j . kik) I * = {1,2, 3} 

where Vz+ik is the wheel centroid velocity vector of wheel i, a term m Xa (see 

Equations 4 28 and 5 42), note that the angular velocities {9oy,qi} are treated as 

negligible m comparison with the wheel joint velocities {92, 93, 94} when inputting the 

wheel angular velocities to this equation 

5.4.3 Measurement Model 

The measurement model hi predicts the expected set of measurements y\ based on 

the estimated state vector X\ In this thesis, the expected measurement of a variable 

x is denoted x 

Vik = hi (xik) (5 43) 

The wheel angular velocities {92,93,94}, rover pitch 6Q and bogie joint angle 91 are 

states m X\ and thus have a simple measurement model 

9 2 , = 92fc k = k 94fc = 94fc 90yk = 90yk qlk = qlk (5 44) 

The estimated accelerations m world co-ordmates {x0, z0} must be rotated into rover 

co-ordinates to match the measurements {xR, zR} The effect of gravity, which is 

measured by the accelerometers, must also be included Note that gravity, although 

directed downwards, produces the same signal as an upward acceleration g 

*ok = xok cos 90yk - zQk sin 9%k - g sin 9%k (5 45) 

Zok = xok sin 90yk + z0k cos 90yk + g cos 90yk (5 46) 
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The slips {ii,i2,h} are states in xx and thus have a simple measurement model. 

k = *ik k = i2k k = isk (5.47) 

5.5 Estimator 2: Wheel Force Estimator with 

Two-Axis Force Sensors 

Estimator 2 estimates the wheel-terrain contact angles and the wheel forces when two-

axis force sensors are available above each wheel. The observability of Estimators 2 

and 3 is proved in Appendix D.2. 

5.5.1 States and Process Model 

The two wheel force estimators, Estimator 2 and Estimator 3, both estimate 

nine states: the wheel-terrain contact angles {71,72,73}, the wheel normal loads 

{Wi, W2, W3}, and the wheel drawbar pulls {DP,, DP2, DP3}. 

x2 = x3= [71 72 73 Wi W2 W3 DP, DP2 DP3] (5.48) 

The process model is a non-linear discrete-time model. The state is propagated 

forward using the function f2: 

x2k+i = f2 (x2k) (5.49) 

The technique used to estimate wheel-terrain contact angles {71,72,73} is identical 

for both Estimators 2 and 3. An accurate estimate of the wheel-terrain contact angles 

{71,72,73} is essential to properly apportion the sensed forces into normal load W 

and drawbar pull DP. The wheel-terrain contact angles are also important when 
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optimally distributing tractive forces in traction control [5, 16]. Evolution of the 

terrain is assumed to be a random process since it is inherently unpredictable [5]. 

Without a detailed model of the terrain ahead, reasonable predictions of the wheel-

terrain contact angle at the next timestep are not feasible. Thus, the process model 

for the wheel-terrain contact angles is assumed to be a random walk: 

7,fc+1=7,fc I * = {1,2,3} (5.50) 

Since the estimator has no a priori knowledge of the net traction relationships, both 

normal load W and drawbar pull DP are unmodelled phenomena; their process model 

is also assumed to be a random walk: 

Wlk+1=Wlk | * = {1,2,3} (5.51) 

DPlk+1=DPlk | t = {l,2,3} (5.52) 

5.5.2 Measurements 

The measurement vector y2 contains wheel-terrain contact angle measurements and 

force sensor measurements. 

2/2 7i 72 73 FLl FL2 Fh3 F±1 F±2 F±3
 T (5.53) 

The measurements of the wheel-terrain contact angles {71,72,73} are obtained from 

the kinematics of the rover. The velocity of the wheel centroid will be parallel to the 

slope of the terrain at the wheel-terrain contact point. Thus if a wheel centroid has 

velocity vector vw, the wheel-terrain contact angle is given by: 

7 = tan"1 ( ^ ) (5.54) 
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The estimated configuration <& and estimated generalized velocity 4>, calculated in 

Estimator 1, are used in the measurement of wheel-terrain contact angles. Note 

that wheel-terrain contact angle estimation is very sensitive to the validity of the 

assumption that zR ~ 0, because an accurate estimate of the joints' velocity in Zw is 

required. The estimated joint velocities Xak can be found using the estimated joint 

velocity Jacobian Jak and the estimated generalized velocity $>k: 

Xak = Jak&k (5.55) 

This is identical to the manner in which measured joint velocities Xa were deter

mined for Estimator 1, but is more accurate since estimated values are used in place 

of measured ones. The additional accuracy is a benefit of separating the estima

tors. A measurement of the wheel-terrain contact angle for each wheel can then be 

determined: 

7ifc = tan'1 ( ^ A = tan"1 ( ~ X ° ^ | | i = {1,2,3} (5.56) 
V Vi+lxk J \ xa{6l+1)k 

where Jak is a function of <&k, and i)z+ix and vl+iz are respectively the Xw and Zw 

components of wheel ^'s centroid velocity. 

The wheel-terrain contact angle estimation presented above is similar to the method 

used by lagnemma et al. [5,16]. lagnemma et al. use the rover pitch, rover pitch 

rate, and no-slip wheel velocities to kinematically determine the wheel-terrain contact 

angles of a simulated two wheeled rover [5,16]. Unlike lagnemma et al.'s method, and 

owing to the addition of a velocimeter, the method presented in this thesis does not 

rely on the assumption of low slip. The measurements {F^, FL2, FL3, F±X, F±2, F±3} 

are taken directly from the force sensors. 
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5.5.3 Measurement Model 

The measurement model h2 predicts the expected set of measurements y2 based on 

the state vector x2. 

The wheel-terrain contact angles are states in x2 and thus have a simple measurement 

model. 

%k=% I » = {1,2,3} (5.57) 

In order to predict the force sensor measurements {FL1, FL2, FL3, F±X, FJ_2, F±3}, it is 

necessary to consider the angle between the estimated forces and the measured forces. 

The drawbar pulls {DPi, DP2, DP3} will act parallel to the ground, at angles of 

{7i, 72,73} with respect to the world horizontal Xw. The normal loads {Wi, W2, W3} 

will act perpendicular to the ground, at angles of {71,72,73} from the world vertical 

Zw. Forces along the primary sensing axes {F^, Fi2, FL3} will be sensed at angles 

presently defined as {ei, e2, e3} from the world vertical Zw; the angles {ei, e2, e3} are 

shown in Figure 5.9. Forces along the secondary sensing axes {F^, F±2, F±3} will be 

sensed at angles {ei ,e2 ,e3} from the world horizontal Xw. Thus, the expected force 

measurements are given by: 

Kk = Wlk cos (% - elk) - DPlk sin (% - ij \ 1 = {1, 2, 3} (5.58) 

Kk = K sin (% - iXk) + DPlk cos (% -elk) \ 1 = {1, 2, 3} (5.59) 

where elfc = e2fc = 90 + 9ik and e3k = 90 
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5.6 Estimator 3: Wheel Force Estimator with 

Single-Axis Force Sensors 

Estimator 3 estimates the wheel-terrain contact angles and the wheel forces when 

only single-axis force sensors are available above each wheel, as is the case on the 

Kapvik micro-rover. 

5.6.1 States and Process Model 

The state vector for Estimators 2 and 3 are identical. 

x3 = x2 7i 72 73 Wi W2 W3 DP, DP2 DP3 

-\T 
(5.60) 

The process models are also the same: all states are assumed to undergo a random 

walk. 

x3k+l = x3k (5.61) 

5.6.2 Measurements 

The measurement vector contains a set of measurements identical to Estimator 2; 

however, the perpendicular forces {F±i: F±2, F±3} are calculated artificially since they 

are not explicitly sensed. 

2/3 = 2/2 7i 72 73 FLl Fh2 Fh3 F±1 F±2 F±3 (5.62) 
T 

The procedure for calculating measurements of wheel-terrain contact angles 

{71,72,73} is the same as in Estimator 2 (see Equation 5.56). The measurements 

{ F L J , FL2, FL3} are taken directly from the force sensors. The wheel forces in the 

secondary sensing axes {F±1,F±2,F±3} must be solved for using the estimated net 
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effects of wheel forces {M0fw, M,fw, Fxfw, Fzfw} from Estimator 1. As shown in Fig

ure 5.9, the forces F±1 and F±2 share the same line of action. It is impossible to 

uniquely determine these two values with the observed net effects of wheel forces 

{Mofw, Mifw, Fxfw, Fzfw}, so they are combined into a single variable F±12. 

F±12 = FLl + Fu (5.63) 

With only two unknowns, F±12 and F±3, only two of the four net effects of wheel forces 

{M0fw, Mfw, Fxfw, Fzfw} need to be considered to find a solution. The equation for 

Mifw is used to solve for Fj_12. With knowledge of F±12, the equation for FXfw is used 

to solve for F±3. Referring to Figure 5.9, expressions for the forces F±12 and F±3 are: 

^ k = (-MifWk + (FLlk-FL2k)b)\ (5.64) 

F±3k = [Pxfwk - (PLlk + FL2k) sinelfc - FU2k coselfc - FL3k s i n e ^ ) ^ ^ - (5.65) 

Thus, it is possible to provide an accurate measurement of F±3. 

Figure 5.9: Forces applied at the wheel centroid shown in sensor directions. 

The lumped force F±12 can then be apportioned based on the sensed loads Fi1 and 

FL2, which up to moderate values of {ei, e2} approximately represent the normal loads 
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Wi and W2. 

^±i fc = ^ F± 2 f c = k „ (5.66) 

^ i l f c + FL2k
 k FLlk + FL2k 

The apportionment of forces is performed in this manner because the drawbar pull is 

larger for larger normal loads. However, assuming proportionality is an approxima

tion, since the relationship between drawbar pull and normal load is not a proportional 

one. Additionally, F±1 and F±2 do not directly represent the drawbar pull, as can 

be seen in Equation 5.59. Nevertheless, apportioning the forces in this way provides 

a reasonable approximation. Ray et al. use a similar method to apportion drawbar 

pulls based on normal loads [11]. 

5.6.3 Measurement Model 

The measurement model for the single-axis wheel force estimator h3 is identical to 

that for the two-axis wheel force estimator. 

y3k = h3(x3k) = h2(x3k) (5.67) 

5.7 Creating the Net Traction Model 

The result of running the estimators developed above is a set of estimated net traction 

values {TR, DP, W, 1} for each wheel. These are all treated as sample points in the two 

net traction relationships: resistive torque TR as a function of normal load W and slip 

i, and drawbar pull DP as a function of normal load W and slip i. The sample points 

are filtered to exclude data collected when the rover is accelerating or decelerating 

above a certain threshold. The reason for this is twofold: Wong's terramechanics 

equations describe constant velocity operation and cannot be expected to hold dur

ing periods of acceleration and deceleration; additionally, since the measurement of 
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rover pitch is based on the gravity vector from the IMU, the estimator performs 

better without a corrupting acceleration. The estimated wheel angular accelerations 

{92, 93, 94} are used to determine whether or not to keep a data point. 

Creating a two-dimensional polynomial fit with thousands of data points can be com

putationally expensive. To make it more manageable, sample data can be temporally 

averaged, decreasing the total number of sample points. 

After filtering and temporal averaging, a two-dimensional polynomial function is fit 

to the sample points. The best order O to use for the polynomial fit will depend 

on the separation of the data points obtained from different wheels and the size of 

the sampled parameter space. For example, it is possible that two wheels had a 

normal load of approximately 60 N and that the third wheel had a normal load of 

approximately 30 N for the entire sampling period. In this case there would be a 

large gap in the parameter space due to separation of the sampled data. The same 

scenario is possible with slip. A low order fit should be used for data sets with large 

sample separation; a low order fit should also be used for sample data spanning a 

small parameter space. Fits between 2nd and 4 th order were found to be appropriate. 

The drawbar pulls, and to a lesser extent the normal loads, estimated using single-

axis force sensors and Estimator 3 will be of lower accuracy on wheels 1 and 2 than 

on wheel 3. If desired, wheel 3 can be used exclusively to create the model, serving as 

a sensing wheel. Drawbar pull estimates using wheels 1 and 2 will be biased toward 

a proportional relationship between drawbar pull DP and normal load W because of 

the force apportioning performed using Equation 5.66. 
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5.8 Simulation Results and Discussion 

A 200 s simulation of the rover traversing the gently rolling terrain shown in Figure 4.4 

with a desired speed Vd of 2 cm/s was performed. White, Gaussian noise of the 

magnitude outlined in Table 5.1 was added to the sensor measurements. Figure 5.10 

shows the real values, estimated values, and 3 a uncertainty bounds of the resistive 

torques TR and drawbar pulls DP over the simulation time period. The average error 

of each estimate over the simulation is shown in the title block of each plot. 

Resistive torques are very well estimated because of the precise measurement of wheel 

angles {92,93,94} (Figure 5.10a-c). Drawbar pulls are well estimated by Estimator 2 

using a two-axis force sensor (Figure 5.10d-f). The small systematic error is caused by 

imperfect estimation of wheel-terrain contact angles {71,72,73}- The velocity of the 

rover in its z direction zR is closer to zero in some periods of the simulation than in 

others. Since zR = 0 is assumed in the estimate of generalized velocity <E>, the estimates 

of wheel-terrain contact angles, which are very sensitive to velocity in the Zw direction, 

will be inaccurate when zR is non-negligible. A systematic error in estimation of the 

wheel-terrain contact angles causes a similar error in the apportionment of sensed 

wheel forces into drawbar pulls and normal loads. 

The white noise in drawbar pull is more prevalent for wheels 1 and 3 than for wheel 2. 

This is because the estimated wheel-terrain contact angle 72 is less sensitive to noise 

in the estimated rover pitch rate 90y than the estimated wheel-terrain contact angles 

71 and 73. Since the estimated rover pitch rate 90y is noisier than the other variables 

affecting the estimate of wheel-terrain contact angle, estimated wheel-terrain contact 

angles 71 and 73 experience more white noise than does 72. 
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As expected, the performance of the wheel force estimator using single-axis force 

sensors is poorer than that using two-axis force sensors for wheels 1 and 2 (Fig

ure 5.10g-h). Since the drawbar pull and normal load do not follow a proportional 

relationship as implied by Equation 5.66, there is an additional source of systematic 

error for wheels 1 and 2. However, the drawbar pull for wheel 3 is estimated with an 

accuracy nearly identical to that when using two-axis force sensors. 

Figure 5.11 shows the estimated normal loads and slips over the 200 s simulation. 

Normal load is accurately estimated in both Estimator 2 and Estimator 3; since both 

estimators perform nearly identically, the results from Estimator 3 not shown. Normal 

load is far less sensitive than drawbar pull to the aforementioned errors in estimated 

wheel-terrain contact angles {71,72,73}- Additionally, it is nearly directly sensed by 

force sensors in both estimators. 

Slips are also accurately estimated, with some white noise. Slip measurements are 

much less sensitive to the assumption that zR = 0 than are the estimates of wheel-

terrain contact angles; as a result, slip estimates have minimal systematic error. 
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Figure 5.10: Estimated resistive torques TR and drawbar pulls DP over the 200 s 

simulation. Time is on the x axis in seconds, (a)-(c) Resistive torques estimated 

using Estimator 1 [Nm]. (d)-(f) Drawbar pulls estimated with two-axis force sensors 

and Estimator 2 [N]. (g)-(i) Drawbar pulls estimated with single-axis force sensors 

and Estimator 3 [N]. The average error of each estimate over the simulation is shown 

in the title block of each plot. 
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Figure 5.11: Estimated normal loads W and slips i over the 200 s simulation. Time 
is on the x axis in seconds, (a)-(c) Normal load estimated using Estimator 2 [N]. 
(d)-(f) Slip estimated using Estimator 1 [-]. The average error of each estimate over 
the simulation is shown in the title block of each plot. 

The estimated data was filtered to exclude data for which the estimated wheel accel

erations were greater than 6.079 x lO - 3 radians/s. To reduce the amount of data, the 

estimates were temporally averaged to 5 samples/s from the original sampling rate of 

50 samples/s. 

Figures 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14 depict the reformulated net traction models alongside 

their true local models; the estimated fits are formed entirely using estimated data 

points, with no a priori knowledge of the net traction relationships. Figure 5.12 shows 

the resistive torque data and models using Estimators 1 and 2; Figure 5.13 shows the 
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drawbar pull data and models using Estimators 1 and 2; and Figure 5.14 shows the 

drawbar pull data and models using Estimators 1 and 3. The estimated points, shown 

as blue o's, represent the estimated resistive torques and drawbar pulls in terms of 

estimated slip and estimated normal load; the co-ordinates of the estimated points 

are then (i, W, fR) in the resistive torque plot, and (i, W, DP) in the drawbar pull 

plots. Data from all three wheels is used. The ground t ru th points, shown as green 

x 's, represent the true resistive torques and drawbar pulls experienced on the rover's 

traverse in terms of true slip and true normal load; the co-ordinates of the ground 

t ruth points are then (i, W, TR) for the resistive torque plot, and (i,W,DP) for the 

drawbar pull plots. Data from all three wheels is again used. A two-dimensional, 

2nd order, polynomial function, with the same form as Equation 2.28, was fit to 

the estimated data; the estimated fit is represented by a blue surface and is formed 

entirely from scratch using only estimated data from the rover's traverse. The actual 

terramechanics models were approximated using 2n d order polynomial fits over the 

same parameter space; they are represented by red surfaces. Thus, there are two 

types of polynomial functions that can be compared in order to judge the efficacy of 

the estimation algorithm: the estimated fits (blue) and the true local models (red). 

The coefficients for the estimated models are compared with the true local models in 

Table 5.2. 

Examining the plots and the coefficients of the polynomial functions, it is clear that 

the estimated fits provide a good approximation of the actual net traction relation

ships over the traversed parameter space of (—0.2 < i < 0.6) and (30 N < W < 70 N). 

As would be expected, the estimated fits are more accurate for normal loads and slips 

close to the sampled data. The ability to reconstruct accurate net traction models 

for resistive torque TR and drawbar pull DP as a function of normal load W and slip 

i, using the estimators presented in this thesis, has been demonstrated. 
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Table 5.2: Coefficients of the 2nd order polynomial true local model and 2nd order 
polynomial fit to the estimated data. The coefficients describe the fits shown in 
Figures 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14. 

Poo 

PlO 

Poi 

P20 

Pll 

P02 

TR True Lo
cal Model 

-0.36555 

2.1782 

0.013773 

-2.7207 

0.026712 

8.2251 xlO" 5 

TR Fi t , Esti
m a t o r 1 

-0.1486 

2.5482 

0.0013583 

-2.5991 

0.014448 

2.6943 xl0~ 4 

DP True Lo
cal Model 

-4.1510 

31.811 

-3.3989 xl0~ 2 

-39.134 

0.27556 

-1.6247 xlO"4 

DP Fi t , Esti
m a t o r 2 

7.0170 

41.150 

-0.55302 

-41.883 

0.068862 

5.9339 x lO- 3 

DP Fi t , Esti
ma to r 3 

11.652 

45.136 

-0.73482 

-41.933 

-2.0886 xlO"2 

7.7134 x l O - 3 

Resistive Torque Data and Models 

O Estimated 
x Ground Truth 

^ ^ B Estimated Fit 

^ _ True 
Local Model 

Normal load W [N] S h p i H 

Figure 5.12: Resistive torque data and polynomial fits using Estimators 1 and 2. 

Estimator 1 was used for the slip i and resistive torque TR data; Estimator 2 was used 

for the normal load W data. 
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Drawbar Pull Data and Models 

Normal load W [N] Slip i [-3 

O Estimated 

* Ground Truth 

H H Estimated Fit 

^ H H True 
Local Model 

Figure 5.13: Drawbar pull data and polynomial fits using Estimators 1 and 2. 

Estimator 1 was used for the slip i data; Estimator 2 was used for the normal load 

W and drawbar pull DP data. 

Drawbar Pull Data and Models 

Normal load W [N] Slip i t-] 

o 
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^M 
WM 

Estimated 

Ground Truth 

Estimated Fit 

True 
Local Model 

Figure 5.14: Drawbar pull data and polynomial fits using Estimators 1 and 3. 

Estimator 1 was used for the slip i data; Estimator 3 was used for the normal load 

W and drawbar pull DP data. 
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5.9 Proposed Usage of Estimator 

Ideally, the estimator would be run in real-time, providing current estimates of resis

tive torques, drawbar pulls, wheel normal loads, wheel slips, and wheel-terrain contact 

angles, amongst other states. Knowledge of these states could be used to perform 

real-time traction control, with forces being optimally applied, or high slip conditions 

being avoided [5,16,41]. An algorithm estimating all of these mobility-related states 

in unison does not, to the author's knowledge, yet exist; thus there exists great poten

tial for the development of new traction control algorithms. The estimator simulated 

in MATLAB in this thesis is not capable of running in real-time; its optimization for 

speed is outside of the scope of this thesis. 

The end result of the net traction estimation algorithm will be polynomial models of 

resistive torque TR and drawbar pull DP as functions of normal load W and slip i. It is 

possible that the polynomial models created could contain information about the soil 

properties of the terrain, whose recovery would represent increased scientific return 

of a mission. Creating these models using polynomial fitting techniques requires 

numerous estimated data points; it is necessary that the rover drive for a certain 

amount of time in order to collect enough estimated data. The net traction estimator 

is controller independent, meaning that data collected using anything from simple 

PID control to sophisticated traction control can be used. Creation of the polynomial 

model from estimated data would likely be performed when the rover is stopped. The 

net traction estimation algorithm requires that the terrain be homogeneous and gently 

rolling. Forward looking range data could be used to assess the character of the terrain 

ahead, and perhaps to autonomously make a decision about whether or not to perform 

net traction estimation. Throughout the rover's mission, the soil properties of the 

terrain over which it is driving may change, changing the net traction relationships. 

To mitigate the negative consequences of using an outdated net traction model, only 
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a certain number of the latest estimated data points could be used. This way, the 

model would gradually adjust itself to match the new net traction relationships. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The goal of this thesis is to develop a method to perform terrain estimation using the 

rocker-bogie mobility system This problem was approached from the perspectives of 

terramechanics, hardware, simulation, and software A net traction model was pre

sented in Chapter 2 Polynomial fitting of terramechanics equations provided a means 

to perform faster simulations, as well as to rebuild the net traction model The design 

of Kapvik'''s rocker-mobility system hardware was presented m Chapter 3 Analysis 

of the drive system, differential mechanism, structural integrity and static stability 

were presented Force sensors above the wheel hubs were added to the typical rocker-

bogie design to facilitate future work on net traction estimation The application 

of multibody dynamics to articulated mobile robots was presented m Chapter 4 A 

fully dynamic two-dimensional simulation of a rocker-bogie equipped rover traversing 

rolling terrain with a proper wheel-soil interaction model was created Net trac

tion estimation was developed for two different classes of force sensors m Chapter 5 

Two-dimensional polynomial models of the critical net traction relationships, resis

tive torque TR and drawbar pull DP, were constructed without a priori knowledge 

of the soil properties using estimators developed in this thesis Performance of the 

net traction estimation algorithm was validated m simulation using realistic sensor 

noises and soil properties Thus, the goal of this thesis was fulfilled 
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6.1 Summary of Contributions 

1. The creation of a method to accurately approximate the net traction relation

ships for resistive torque TR and drawbar pull DP using a two-dimensional 

polynomial approximation. This method of approximation both expedites sim

ulation and allows for the net traction relationships to be reformulated from 

estimated data points. 

2. The detailed design of a rocker-bogie mobility system for the Kapvik micro-

rover, including: design of the wheel drive system; design the differential mech

anism; integration of force sensors above the wheel hubs; structural analysis; 

and static stability analysis. 

3. The development of a fully dynamic, two-dimensional multibody simulation of 

a rover with a rocker-bogie mobility system traversing rolling terrain. Realistic 

wheel-soil interaction forces are obtained using Wong's terramechanics formulae. 

4. An algorithm for net traction estimation using the rocker-bogie mobility system 

and a suite of sensors. The estimator can be used either with two-axis or single-

axis force sensors above the wheel hubs. Wheel-soil contact angles and wheel 

slips, important variables in traction control, are also estimated. 

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

This thesis involved several disciplines and the creation of Kapvik, a terrestrial proto

type of a planetary micro-rover. As a result, there are a large number of opportunities 

for future work. 

Investigation into whether soil properties can be recovered from the estimated net 

traction data points and/or the two-dimensional polynomial net traction model could 
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be undertaken. Since the data points contain a full record of resistive torques TR and 

drawbar pulls DP as a function of normal loads W and slips i, it is quite possible that 

several important soil properties could be extracted, increasing the scientific return 

of Kapvik, or a similar rover. A method similar to lagnemma et al.'s least squares 

estimation is a likely starting point [10]. 

A more detailed study of the appropriate order O of the polynomial approximation 

to use in different separations of estimated data would help to automate the creation 

of the net traction model. Creating a grid system in the parameter space of normal 

load W and slip i would allow for assessment of data sparsity or separation. By 

studying an occupancy grid, it is possible that through trial and error or through a 

mathematically rigorous method, an optimal order O could be found that decreases 

the likelihood of inaccurate interpolation between data points. 

If net traction estimation is desired on future iterations of Kapvik, some improvements 

to the sensors should be implemented. A two-axis force sensor equivalent to that 

shown in Figure 5.6b should be installed; the hollow shaft potentiometers should be 

replaced by 16-bit grey code hollow-shaft absolute encoders as shown in Figure 5.5b; 

a downward facing velocimeter should be installed to measure the rover's forward 

velocity. These changes would make it possible to experimentally achieve the same 

performance as the net traction estimator presented in this thesis. 

Extending the multibody simulations to three dimensions would be laborious but pos

sible. The treatment of constraints may need to be changed and side-slip of wheels 

would need to be considered. Ishigami presents a three dimensional simulation of 

a four wheeled rover with a rocker and differential in his thesis [2]. Extending the 

simulation environment to three dimensions would allow for a full comparison of sim

ulated and real-world results. A well instrumented "Mars yard", under construction 

at Carleton University at the time of writing, would provide an ideal test environment 
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for net traction estimation. 

Creating a traction control algorithm is far easier when a model for the net traction 

relationships is available than when it is not. The net traction estimation algorithm 

presented in this thesis could be run under PID control for a short period of time 

to establish the polynomial model. Once the model has converged acceptably, the 

PID controller could be switched off, and a traction controller, using the acquired 

model, could be switched on. Since the estimator is controller independent, it could 

continue to run; thus, continually updated models of the net traction relationships 

would be available to the controller. The net traction model would be most accurate 

in predicting performance close to the rover's current or previously seen operating 

point. A method for optimal traction control is outlined by lagnemma [5]. 

For rovers performing long traverses, net traction relationships can change with loca

tion. When this arises, it may be advantageous to form the net traction model based 

solely on recent data points. Older data points could be decreased in significance 

until they are completely excluded from the formation of the polynomial model. This 

possibility could be investigated, particularly for rovers performing long traverses, or 

driving in an area with small patches of dissimilar soil. Additionally, net traction 

models could be monitored for potentially dangerous terrain. For example, when in 

a soil for which positive drawbar pull DP is only possible with high slip i, the rover 

is more likely to dig itself into a rut and become permanently stuck. In dangerous 

cases such as this, the rover could reverse or proceed cautiously. 
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Appendix A 

Polynomial Traction Approximations 

A.l Ding Soil Simulant 

The coefficients for the 4 t h order polynomial approximation to the traction parameters 

using the lunar soil simulant properties from Table 2.2 are shown in Table A. l . 

Table A . l : Coefficients of the 4 t h order polynomial model of drawbar pull DP and 

resistive torque TR for Ding et al.'s soil simulant. Evaluation is performed using 

Equation 2.28, and the equivalent equation for TR. 

Coefficient 

Poo 

PlO 

Poi 

P20 

Pll 

P02 

P30 

P21 

Pl2 

P03 

P40 

P31 

P22 

P13 

P04 

Drawbar Pull DP 

-0.6941499871492659 

12.356691584745722 

-0.14547626576234601 

-51.172683793239997 

1.0186604150069647 

0.00077088050338964945 

73.685592302972822 

-0.92078957333278266 

-0.0037098437195073634 

-7.6064003510828028 xlO7 

-33.969670188744821 

0.2697640745286296 

0.0011396447157889238 

4.0276952489236379xl06 

-2.3251679995188414xl09 

Resistive Torque TR 

-0.074692940580283043 

0.87250171008904021 

0.0025510696731966612 

-3.5754007449661298 

0.077927916745546 

0.00022574422704184664 

5.113008216555694 

-0.066560998614018846 

-0.00026073204427577175 

-6.9834433035713326x 107 

-2.3538819513518461 

0.020589265359729405 

0.00010285518082128865 

2.9133317838241482 xlO7 

9.9975206352688892xlO10 
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A.2 Lunar Soil 
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The coefficients of the 4 order polynomial approximation to the traction parameters 

using the recommended lunar soil properties from the "Lunar Sourcebook" [26] are 

shown in Table A.2. The lunar soil properties used were: cohesion c = 170 Pa; internal 

friction angle <f>s = 35°; shear deformation parameter Ks = 17.8 mm; deformation 

exponent ns = 1; modulus of cohesion kc = 1.4 kPa; and modulus of friction k^ = 

820 k P a / m [26]. Dry sand values for c, and c2 were used (i.e. c, = 0.18 and c2 = 0.32) 

[7]. The average errors in the approximated functions were 0.037682 N for drawbar 

pull, and 0.0023752 Nm for resistive torque. Plots of the polynomial approximations 

are shown in Figure A.l . The parameter space was restricted to 0 < i < 1 and 

0.1 N < W < 75 N because above 75 N of normal load, the wheel-soil contact angle 

90 exceeded 90°. 

Table A .2 : Coefficients of the 4 t h order polynomial model of drawbar pull DP and 
resistive torque TR for lunar soil. Evaluation is performed using Equation 2.28, and 
the equivalent equation for TR. 

Coefficient 

Poo 

PlO 

Poi 

P20 

Pll 

P02 

P30 

P21 

P12 

P03 

P40 

P31 

P22 

P13 

P04 

Drawbar Pull DP 

-0.32105374537956471 

3.9731094735808967 

-0.15332437307337637 

-12.465213892689725 

0.76462077735366407 

0.0023582023048187048 

14.899457777750635 

-0.474149273373837 

-0.011223389436071415 

-1.0014815342230956 x 10~5 

-5.8783305810824125 

0.061512790614153663 

0.0022124624564960828 

3.6344047637651598x 10"5 

-6.6123839669122175xl0"8 

Resistive Torque TR 

-0.030083337889648551 

0.21914763075672361 

0.0048677080187868567 

-0.69783601074798929 

0.06322086975638018 

0.00080963089584658548 

0.85322110414713626 

-0.040696869962136409 

-0.00085335807749506865 

-7.0299522227661702 x 10~6 

-0.34550123020828138 

0.0089135686199323539 

0.00029053384009854216 

3.3660207854645556 x 10"6 

2.5930452515527823x 10"8 
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(b) Resistive torque TR true model (black) and polynomial approximation (green). 

Figure A. l : Net traction parameters as a function of W and i, and their corre

sponding 4th order polynomial approximation for lunar soil. 
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A.3 Dry Sand 

The coefficients of the 4 t h order polynomial approximation to the traction parameters 

using dry sand soil properties in are shown in Table A.3. The dry sand soil properties 

used were: cohesion c = 1040 Pa; internal friction angle 0S = 28°; shear deformation 

parameter Ks = 17.5 mm; deformation exponent ns = 1.1; modulus of cohesion 

kc = 0.99 k P a / m " s _ 1 ; and modulus of friction k<p = 1528.43 k P a / m [6]. Dry sand 

values for ci and c2 were used (i.e. c, = 0.18 and c2 = 0.32) [7]. The average errors in 

the approximated functions were 0.081406 N for drawbar pull, and 0.0040465 Nm for 

resistive torque. Plots of the polynomial approximations are shown in Figure A.2. 

Table A.3: Coefficients of the 4 t h order polynomial model of drawbar pull DP and 
resistive torque TR for dry sand. Evaluation is performed using Equation 2.28, and 
the equivalent equation for TR. 

Coefficient 

Poo 
PlO 

Poi 

P20 

Pll 

P02 

P30 

P21 

Pl2 

P03 

P40 

P31 

P22 

Pl3 

P04 

Drawbar Pull DP 

-0.43634860986048812 

8.0391549475404549 

-0.15964302178324102 

-26.88374042429561 

0.70331116406455385 

-0.00019112338240838124 

35.311211792900018 

-0.49679615820237949 

-0.0031864658669679821 

3.3460890098786386 x 10"6 

-15.038162064115175 

0.095561833031966165 

0.00057418539873414689 

3.564385354916015xl0~6 

-1.0626391803475609x 10"8 

Resistive Torque TR 

-0.048548957940936721 

0.44477880843841894 

0.0034437525653181339 

-1.5306057969972653 

0.058235021532663821 

0.00020026074414595776 

2.0841767416645345 

-0.04089965845449986 

-0.00023359914680999097 

-5.4199020346198563xl0"7 

-0.91747236834681123 

0.010706738123251739 

8.3146573858595469xl0"5 

3.0533571621104358X10"7 

6.5654910931650938xl0~10 
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Figure A.2: Net traction parameters as a function of W and i, and their corre

sponding 4 th order polynomial approximation for dry sand. 



Appendix B 

Kapvik Chassis Design Documentat ion 

B.l Overall Dimensions 

The overall dimensions of the Kapvik chassis are shown in Figure B.l. 
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Figure B. l : Overall Kapvik chassis dimensions. 
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B.2 Rocker Assembly 

An exploded view of the rocker assembly is shown in Figure B.2. The wheel drive 

system mounts to the front of the rocker via five screws: four to mount the linear 

guide rail and one to mount the single-axis force sensor. The rocker is connected 

to the differential at its center using just three screws. Kapvik was designed to be 

modular at this point, so that future generations can use tracks or an elastic loop 

mobility system. Requiring only three screws at the interface ensures the ability to 

quickly change the chassis. The potentiometer is attached to a flat on a mounting 

bracket with a single screw. These two parts together are mounted to the rocker using 

four screws. Five wiring clips are placed along the rocker for routing of the motor 

power, the encoder signals, the load cell signals, and the potentiometei signals. 

Figure B.2: An exploded view of the Kapvik rocker assembly. 
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B.3 Bogie Assembly 

An exploded view of the bogie assembly is shown in Figure B.3. A wheel drive system 

is mounted to each end of the bogie in an identical manner as to the rocker assembly. 

At its center, the bogie mounts to a small shaft using a single screw and two dowel pins 

that ensure alignment and transfer rotational motion. Two wiring clips are placed 

along the bogie for routing of the motor power, the encoder signals, and the load cell 

signals. 

Figure B.3: An exploded view of the Kapvik bogie assembly. 

B.4 Bogie Joint 

An exploded view of the bogie assembly side of the bogie joint is shown in Figure B.4a, 

and an exploded view of the rocker assembly side of the bogie joint is shown in 

Figure B.4b. The shaft attached to the bogie is fit through a shielded ball bearing 
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with a tight sliding fit. It is retained on the other side with an external retaining 

ring. The shaft extends through the hollow shaft potentiometer; the potentiometer's 

rotating component is coupled to the central shaft using a set screw. The motion of the 

bogie is limited to ±30° in order to prevent dangerous configurations of the mobility 

system; this is done through the use of hard stops pictured in Figure B.4. Four 

optional screw holes were kept on the rocker to accommodate the future possibility 

of locking bogie joint's motion entirely. 

(a) Bogie assembly side of the bogie joint. (b) R o c k e r assembly side of the bogie joint. 

Figure B.4: Exploded views of the Kapvik bogie joint. 

B.5 Wheel 

The wheel design used on Kapvik is shown in Figure B.5. The wheel diameter at the 

base of the grousers is 145 mm. The grousers are 5 mm high and 3 mm wide, giving 

the wheel an outer diameter 155 mm and an average diameter of 150 mm. The wheel 

was designed to have low mass, and the wheel rim is just 2 mm thick. Slanting of 

the grousers has been shown to produce an application of forward force that is closer 

to continuous [12]. This is equivalent to the operation of a helical gear in which the 

teeth are gradually engaged versus that of a spur gear which in which the teeth are 

abruptly engaged. The grousers were angled by 19.4° on Kapvik, and the direction of 

the helix was designed to be opposite on the left and right wheels for symmetry. 
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Figure B.5: The Kapvik wheel. 

B.6 Preliminary Testing 

At the time of thesis submission, the chassis has been fully assembled and undergone 

some initial testing, with good results. The mobility system has demonstrated that it 

can traverse obstacles up to 21 cm (or 1.4 wheel diameters) in height. It can success

fully climb a 30° grade and has yet to be tested in a situation where its mobility is 

limited by motor torque. Bogie and rocker potentiometers as well as load cells have 

been connected and tested using amplification circuits. The outputs from these sen

sors are within the expected ranges. Photographs of Kapvik during outdoor testing, 

performed on Petrie Island on September 16th and 17th, are shown in Figure B.6. 
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Figure B.6: Photographs of the Kapvik micro-rover during outdoor testing. Kapvik 
negotiates a 21 cm obstacle (top-left). Kapvik climbs a 30° slope (top-right). The 
Kapvik micro-rover equipped with a laser scanner, GPS, and stereoscopic cameras 
(bottom-left). The author with the Kapvik micro-rover (bottom-right). 



Appendix C 

Dynamic Simulation Variables 

This appendix outlines the dynamic simulation variables. Certain less involved dy

namic simulation variables are included as mathematical markup accompanied by 

MATLAB code. The more involved dynamic simulation variables are included using 

only the MATLAB code used to calculate their values in simulation. 

C.l Common Functions 

Listing C.l presents some MATLAB functions which are used in the subsequent 

evaluation of dynamic simulation variables. These functions are part of the c class, 

and are referred to in future functions as c.function. 

Listing C.l: Common functions. 
% Forms a rotation matrix of angle about the specified axis 
function r = rot(a.axis) 
Z Inputs: Angle, a [rad], Axis of rotation ('x','y','z') 
Z Outputs: Rotation matrix to perform transformation, r 3x3 

if strcmp(axis,'x') 
r = [1 0 0; 0 cos(a) -sin(a); 0 sm(a) cos(a)]; 

elseif strcmp(axis,'y') 
r = [cos(a) 0 s m ( a ) ; 0 1 0 ; -sm(a) 0 cos(a)]; 

elseif strcmp(axis,'z') 
r = [cos(a) -sm(a) 0; sm(a) cos(a) 0; 0 0 1] ; 

end 
end 
7. Forms the derivative of a rotation matrix with respect to its rotation angle 
function r = drotda(a,axis) 
Z Inputs: Angle, a [rad], Axis of rotation ('x','y','z') 
Z Outputs: Derivative of the rotation matrix wrt a, r 3x3 
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Z Notes: See: http://naif.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/naif/toolkit_docs/FORTRAN/spicelib/ 
drotat.html 

if strcmp(axis,'x ') 
r = [0 0 0; 0 -sm(a) -cos(a); 0 cos(a) -sin(a)]. 

elseif strcmp(axis,'y') 
r = [-sm(a) 0 cos(a); 0 0 0; -cos(a) 0 -sin(a)] 

elseif strcmp(axis,'z ') 
r = [-sm(a) -cos(a) 0; cos(a) -sm(a) 0; 0 0 0] 

end 
end 
'/. Forms the derivative of a rotation matrix with respect to time 
function r = drotdt(a,adot,axis) 
Z Inputs: Angle, a [rad], rate of change of angle, Axis of rotation ('x','y','z') 
Z Outputs: Derivative of the rotation matrix wrt time, r 3x3 

r = c.drotda(a,axis)*adot; Z derivative with respect to time 
end 
Z Forms the derivative of the derivative of the rotation matrix with respect to it 

rotation angle d/dt(drot/da) 
function r = ddrotdadt(a,adot,axis) 
Z Inputs: Angle, a [rad], rate of change of angle, Axis of rotation ('x'.'y'.'z') 
Z Outputs: Derivative of the rotation matrix wrt time, r 3x3 

if strcmp(axis,'x') 
r = [ 0 0 0 ; 0 -cos(a) sin(a); 0 -sin(a) -cos(ajJ*adot; 

elseif strcmp(axis,'y ') 
r = [-cos(a) 0 - s m ( a ) ; 0 0 0; sin(a) 0 -cos (a) ] * adot ; 

elseif strcmp(axis,'z ') 
r = [-cos(a) sm(a) 0; -sm(a) -cos(a) 0; 0 0 0]*adot; 

end 
end 
Z Forms a skew symmetric cross product matrix a" 
function ssm = skew(a) 
'/. Inputs : Vector a = [al a2 a3] 
Z Outputs: Skew symmetric cross product matrix a" [0 -a3 a2; a3 0 -al; -a2 al 0] 

ssm = [0 -a(3) a(2); a(3) 0 -a(l); -a(2) a(l) 0]; 
end 

function s = sym(a) 
Z Inputs: Upper triangular square matrix, a 
Z Outputs: Symmetric matrix, s 
s = a + a' - diag(diag(a)); Z add the matrix to its transpose and subtract the extr 

diagonal terms 
end 
Z Find the clockwise angle between two vectors in two dimensions where the 

dimensions are x and z 
function a = ang(u.v) 

cr = cross(u,v); 
a = sign (cr(2) )*acos(dot(u,v)/(norm(u)*norm(v))); Z find the angle from the 

inverse cos of the dot product 
end 
Z Get the cross product in a faster way than done by MATLAB's native "cross" 
function cp = cross(u,v) 
Z Inputs: Vectors u and v 
Z Outputs: Cross product u x v 

cp = c.skew(u)*v; 7. multiply v by the skew symmetric matrix of u 
end 

Z Get the subarray of A from rows a to b and columns c to d 
function arr = subarray(A,a,b,c,d) 
Z Inputs: A two dimensional array, A 
7. Bounds of the subarray, a,b,c,d 
7. Outputs: A(a:b,c:d) 

arr = A(a:b,c:d); Z get the subarray 
end 

http://naif.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/naif/toolkit_docs/FORTRAN/spicelib/
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C.2 World Functions 

Listing C.2 presents the MATLAB functions pertaining to the environment in which 

the rover is driving, such as terrain and wheel contact path functions. These functions 

are part of the w class, and are referred to in future functions as w. func t ion . 

Listing C.2: World functions. 
Z Find the elevation of the wheel center path at a row vector of xO values 
function e = zw(x) 

e(l,:) = x; Z xO values 
e(2,:) = 0.12*cos(2*pi/4*x - 1.6) + 0.01*x; 7. function for wheel center 

path elevation 
end 
Z Find the slope of the wheel center path at a row vector of xO values 
function d = dzwdx(x) 

d(l,:) = x; Z xO values 
d(2,:) = -0.12*2*pi/4*sin(2*pi/4*x - 1.6) + 0.01; 7. derivative of wheel 

center path function wrt x 
end 
Z Find the angle of the wheel center path at a row vector of xO values 
function g = gw(x) 

g(l,:) = x; Z xO values 
dzwdx = w.dzwdx(x); Z get the slope at xO 
g(2,:) = atan(dzwdx(2,:)); Z wheel center path angle [rad] 

end 
Z Find the (xl,zl) coordinates of the terrain when the wheel center is at a row 

vector of xO values 
function e = zt(x) 

dzwdx = w.dzwdx(x); Z derivative of wheel center path wrt xO 
zw = w.zw(x); 7. wheel center elevations at xO 
e = [x; zw(2,:)] + r.rw*[dzwdx(2,:); -ones(1,length(x))]./[sqrt(1"2+dzwdx 

(2,:)."2); sqrt(1"2 + dzwdx(2,:)."2)]; Z terrain elevation (xl.zl) 
end 
7. Find the slope of the terrain (dzl/dxl) at a row vector of xO values 
function d = dztdx(x) 

zt = w.zt(x); 7. use the terrain elevation function to 
find the corresponding xl value 

dzwdx = w. dzwdx (x); '/, get the slope of the wheel center path at 
xO 

d(l,:) = zt(l,:); Z xl value for xO inputs 
d(2,:) = dzwdx(2,:); '/, the slope of the terrain at xl is the 

same as the slope of the terrain at xO 
end 
Z Find the angle of the terrain at a row vector of xO values 
function g = gt(x) 

dztdx = w.dztdx(x); Z get the slope at xO 
g(l,:) = dztdxd,:); '/, xl values for xO inputs 
g(2,:) = -atan (dztdx (2,:)) ; 7. terrain angle angle [rad] 

end 
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C.3 Link Matrix 

The link matrix L is a matrix of zeros and ones where Ltj indicates whether j is on 

the kinematic chain from 0 to i. In the MATLAB code, it is referred to as r . L. 

L = 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 

(C.l) 

C.4 Joint and Link Positions 

Listing C.3 presents the MATLAB code to find the world co-ordinates of the rover's 

joints Pi and link centers of mass pCi. 

Listing C.3: Joint and link positions. 
Z Find the joint positions in inertial coordinates given phi 
function pp = p(phi) 
Z Inputs: Configuration, phi [(DxO (2)y0 (3)z0 (4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z (7) 

ql (8)q2 (9)q3 (10)q4]> 
7. Outputs : Joint positions , pp [ [plx ply plz] ' [p2x p2y p2z] ' [p3x p3y p3z] ' [p4x 

p4y p4z] ' ] 
Rql = c . rot (phi (7) , 'y ' ) ; '/, rotation by ql 
101 = r.101, 7. vector from body to link 1 
1( 
1( 
1( 
1( 

,1) = 101; 
,2) = 101 + Rql*r.ll 
,3) = 101 + Rql*r.ll 
,4) = r.104, 

7. vector to link 1 rover coords 
7. vector to link 2 rover coords 
7. vector to link 3 rover coords 
'/. vector to link 4 rover coords 

rO = phi (1:3), 7. rover position inertial coords 
pp = [rO rO rO rO] + c . rot (phi (5) , ' y ') *1; Z link positions [pi p2 p3 p4 p5] 

inertial coords 
end 
Z Find the link CG positions in inertial coordinates given phi 
function pp = pc(phi) 
Z Inputs: Configuration, phi [(l)xO (2)y0 (3)z0 (4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z (7) 

ql (8)q2 (9)q3 (10)q4]> 
Z Outputs: Link CG positions, pp [ [pclx pcly pclz]' [pc2x pc2y pc2z]' [pc3x pc3y 

pc3z]' [pc4x pc4y pc4z]' ] 
p = r.p(phi), 

Z vectors to links 
RtOy = c.rot(phi (5) ,'y') ; 
Rql = c.rot(phi (7) , 'y ') , 
pp(:,l) = p(:,l) + Rt0y*Rql*r.ell; 

inertial coords 
pp(:,2) = p(:,2) + RtOy*Rql*c.rot(phi(8),'y')*r.c22; 

inertial coords 
pp(:,3) = p(:,3) + Rt0y*Rql*c.rot(phi(9),'y')*r.c33, 

inertial coords 
pp(:,4) = p(:,4) + Rt0y*c.rot(phi (10) , 'y')*r.c44, 

inertial coords 
end 

7. vector to link 1 CG 

7. vector to link 2 CG 

7. vector to link 2 CG 

Z vector to link 4 CG 
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C.5 Wheel Force Jacobian 

The wheel force Jacobian Jw in Equation C.2 was developed using the MATLAB 

Symbolic Math Toolbox. Listing C.4 presents the MATLAB function used to evaluate 

the wheel force Jacobian. This function is part of the r class, so is referred to as r . Jw. 

1 0 0 o 
0 1 0 -r02z 

0 0 1 
o o o 
o o o 
o o o 
1 o o 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

-ro3z 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

0 1 0 - r 0 4 z 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 

•0 0 0 0 

ro2z 
0 

~r02x 

0 
1 
0 

r_3_ 
0 

-r03x 
0 
1 
0 

04=2 

0 
- r 0 4 x 

0 
1 
0 

0 
-r02x 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

-r03x 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

-roix 

0 
0 
0 
1 

P 2 . - P 1 ; 
0 

V\x-V2, 
0 
1 
0 

P 3 z - P l 2 
0 

P l „ - P 3 a 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 0' 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0' 

(C.2) 

where ro% = (pt — 7*o), To is the position of the rover lumped body/rocker center of 

mass, and pt is the position of joint 1, all in the world frame. 

Listing C.4: Wheel force Jacobian. 
Z Find the wheel jacobian given phi 
function j = Jw(phi) 
7. Inputs: Configuration, phi [(l)x0 (2)y0 (3)z0 (4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z 

(7)ql (8)q2 (9)q3 U0)q4] ' 
Z Outputs: Sensitivity of the system to forces and moments applied at the wheel 

centroids, j [Jwl; Jw2; Jw3] where Ji = [JBT JMT; JBR JMR] 
7. Notes: This jacobian is used in the following expression Fsys = Jw'*[Fwl Nwl Fw2 

Nw2 Fw3 Nw3] 
JMT = zeros(3,r.nv); Z jacobian dv/dqdot 
JMR = zeros(3,r.nv), Z jacobian dom/dqdot 
J = zeros(6,6+r.nv,r.nw); Z whole jacobian for each joint 
p = r.p(phi); Z position of the links in 

inertial coords 
rO = phi (1:3); Z position of the rover in 

inertial coords 
Y = [0 1 0] ; 7. out of the plane joint vector 
L = r.L - eye(r.nv); Z since the force is being 

applied at the wheel centroid and not the wheel CG, take the joint off 
the kinematic chain of its own link 

JBR = [zeros(3) eye(3)]; Z create jacobian dom/d(vc,omc) 
for 1 = 1: r. nw 7. for each wheel 

JBT = [eye (3) c . skew (p (: , l + l)-rO ) ' ] ; 7. create jacobian dv 
/d(vc,omc) 

for j = 1: r. nv 7. for each link 
JMT(. ,j) = L(l + l,j)*c . cross(Y,p(: ,l + l)-p(: ,j)) ; Z create a column 

of jacobian dv/dqdot 
JMR(:,j) = r.Ld+1,j)*Y; Z create a column of 

jacobian dom/dqdot (here we use the original r.L since the 
torque applied still affects the rotation) 

end 
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end 

J(:,:,l) = [JBT JMT; JBR JMR] 
jacobian for the wheel 

end 
j = [J(:,:,1); J(:,:,2); J(:,:,3)]; 

Jw 

Z combine into the whole 

Z stack the jacobians to form 

C.6 Link Jacobian 

Listing C.5 presents the MATLAB function used to evaluate the velocity Jacobian 

for the link centers of mass Ja. This function is part of the r class, so is referred to 

as r. Ja. 

Listing C.5: Link Jacobian. 
7. Find the link jacobians given phi 
function j = Ja(phi) 
7. Inputs: Configuration, phi [(l)xO (2)y0 (3)z0 (4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z 

(7)ql (8)q2 (9)q3 (10)q4]' 
Z Outputs: Jacobian of link centroids, j [Jl; J2; J3] where Ji = [JBT JMT; JBR JMR] 
Z Notes: This jacobian is used in the following expression Xadot = Ja*phidot. 

JMT = zeros(3 , r . nv) ; Z jacobian dv/dqdot 
JMR = zeros (3 , r . nv) ; '/, jacobian dom/dqdot 
J = zeros(6,6+r.nv,r.nv); Z whole jacobian for each joint 
pc = r.pc(phi) ; Z position of the endpomts m 

inertial coords 
p = r.p(phi); Z position of the links in inertial 

coords 
rO = phi(1:3); Z position of the rover in inertial 

coords 
Y = [0 1 0] ; '/, out of the plane joint vector 
JBR = [zeros(3) eye(3)]; Z create jacobian dom/d(vc,omc) 
for l = 1:r.nv Z for each link 

JBT = [eye (3) c.skew(pc(:,i)-r0)']; 7. create jacobian dv/d(vc,omc) 
for j = 1: r . nv "/, for each link 

JMT(: , j) = r.Ld,j)*c.cross(Y,pc (: ,l)-p(: , j )) ; Z create a column 
of jacobian dv/dqdot 

JMR(:,j) = r.L(i,j)*Y; '/, create a column of jacobian 
dom/dqdot 

end 
J(:,:,i) = [JBT JMT; JBR JMR]; 7. combine into the whole 

jacobian for the system 
end 
j = [J(:,:,D; J(:,:,2); J(:,:,3); J(:,:,4)]; Z stack the jacobians to form 

Ja 
end 
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C.7 System Inertia Matrix 

The system inertia matrix H, developed in the MATLAB Symbolic Math Toolbox, is 

given row by row in Equation C.3. Listing C.6 presents the MATLAB function used 

to evaluate the system inertia matrix H. This function is part of the r class, so is 

referred to as r . H. 

H = [HX H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 Ha Hg Hw ] T 

H 

H T 

Hi 

Hi = 

m0+mi+m2+m3+m4 
0 
0 
0 

mir0ciz +m2r0c2z +m3r0c3z +m4r0c4z 

0 
- m i (pi_ -Pdz) -m2 (piz -Vc2z) -m3 {piz -pc3z) 

0 
0 
0 

0 
m0+mi+m2+m3+m4, 

0 
-mi fOc i z -m2r0c2z -m3r0c3z - m 4 r o c 4 z 

0 
-m1r0c-ix -m2roc2x -rn3r0c3x -mAr0cix 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

mo+mi+m2+m3+m4, 
0 

- m i r 0 c i _ -»"2' ,oc2 I -m3r0c3x -m4r0cix 
0 

m l ( P l x - P c l x ) + m 2 ( P l x - P c 2 x ) + m , 3 ( P l x - P c 3 „ ) 
0 
0 
0 

0 
-m1TQCiz -m2r0c2z -m3r0c3z -m4r0c4z 

0 
m-LrOclz +m^rlc2z +m3rlc3z +m4rlciz 

0 
mir0cix r0ciz +m2r0c2x roc2z +m3roc3x roc3z +m4'"0c4I r0c4z 

0 
0 
0 
0 
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Hi 

Hi = 

Hi 

miroc\z +m2r0c2z +m3r0c3z +m4r0c4z 

0 
-mirocix -rn2r0c2x -m3r0c3x -m4r0c4x 

0 
mlrOclx +m2r0c2x + m l r O c l 2 +

mZrlc3x +m2rlc2z +m4rlc4x 

+ni3rQc3z+m4r%c4z+Io2i2+I12i2+3Iw 

0 
Il2,2+2Iw-rnir0clx(j3lx-pclx)-rnir0clz{plz-pclz)-m2r0c2x(pix-Pc2x) 

-m2r0c2z (piz ~Pc2z)-m3r0c3x (pix ~pc3x)-m3roc3z (Pi2 ~Pc3z) 
iw 

±w 
0 

-m\rocix -m2r0c2x -™3n>c3x -m4r0c4x 
0 

mirocix H)ciz +m2roc2x roC2z +m3roc3x ro c3 z +m4r0c4x r0c4z 
0 

TOirOci_ + m 2r-g c 2 i +m3rlc3x +m4r£c4x 
0 
0 
0 
0 

- m i ( p i 2 - p c i 2 ) - m 2 ( p i z - p c 2 z ) - m 3 ( P i z - P c 3 z ) 
0 

mi (pi- - p c i - ) + m 2 (pi_ -pC2_ ) + m 3 ( p i - -pC3_ ) 
0 

_ 12,2+2-fu;-mir0ci_ (pi_ - P c l _ ) - m i r 0 c i z ( p i z - P c i z ) - m 2 r 0 c 2 x (__x ~Pc2„ ) 
-m2r 0 c2 z (Plz - P c 2 z ) - r n 3 r 0 c 3 x (plx ~pc3x)-m3r0c3z (___ ~Pe32) 

0 
J l 2 , 2 + 2 / l „ + m 1 ( p 1 _ - p c i x ) 2 + m i ( p i 2 - p c i z ) 2 

+ m 2 ( p i - -Pc2 x )
2+m2(plz - p C 2 2 )

2 +m 3 (p i a . - p c 3 _ ) 2 + m 3 ( p i 2 -Pc3 z )2 

J W 

iyj 

o 

H8 

__Z"10 = [ o o o o J™ O O O O Iu (C.3) 

where T*OCJ = (p_t ~ ro), ro is the position of the rover lumped body/rocker center 

of mass, pCi is the position of the center of mass of joint i, and Ii22 represents the 

inertia of body i in the Yw axis. 

Listing C.6: System inertia matrix. 
Z Find the system inertia matrix given phi 
function h = H(phi) 
7. Inputs: Configuration, phi [(DxO (2)y0 (3)z0 (4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z 

(7)ql (8)q2 (9)q3 (10)q4]' 
7. Outputs: System inertia matrix H (6 + nv) x (6+nv) 
7. Notes: The inertia matrix is used in the expression for kinetic energy. T = 

l/2*phidot' * H * phidot 
h = r. HO ; 7. body inertia matrix 
Ja = r.Ja(phi); Z get the link jacobian matrix 
for l = 1:r.nv Z for all of the links, add the jacobian of the link 

to the system inertia matrix 
h = h + r .ml(i)*Ja(l + 6*d-l) :3 + 6*(i-l) , l:6+r .nv) ' * Ja (1 + 6* (l-l) :3 + 6*(i 

-1) ,l:6 + r.nv) + Ja(4 + 6*(i-l) :6 + 6*(i-l) ,l:6 + r.nv) '*r.11(1:3,1:3,l) 
*Ja(4 + 6*(i-l) :6 + 6*(i-l) ,l:6 + r.nv); 
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end 

end 
h(end-r.nw+1:end,end-r.nw+1:end) = diag([r.lwg r.Iwg r.Iwg]); Z different 

inertias for wheel rotation 

C.8 Time Derivative of the System Inertia Matrix 

Listing C.7 presents the MATLAB function used to evaluate the time derivative of 

system inertia matrix H. This function is part of the r class, so is referred to as 

r.Hdot. 

Listing C.7: Time derivative of the system inertia matrix. 
7. Get the time derivative of inertia matrix H 
function dhdt = Hdot (phi.phidot) 
Z Inputs: Configuration, phi [(DxO (2)y0 (3)z0 (4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z 

(7)ql (8)q2 (9)q3 U0)q4]' 
7, Time rate of change of configuration, phidot [(l)vOx (2)v0y (3) vOz (4) 

thetadotOx (5)thetadotOy (6)thetadotOz (7)qdotl (8)qdot2 (9)qdot3 (10)qdot4]' 
7. Outputs: Time derivative of system inertia matrix H, Hdot (6+nv)x(6+nv) 
7. Notes: The time derivative of the inertia matrix is used in the Euler-Lagrange 

equation: H*qddot + Hdot*qdot - dL/dq = tau + tauC 
Y = [0 1 0] ' ; 7. 
RtOy = c.rot(phi(5) ,'y 
Rql = c .rot (phi (7) , 'y ' 
Rq2 = c . rot (phi (8) , 'y ' 7. 
Rq3 = c.rot(phi (9) , 'y ' 
Rq4 = c.rot(phi(10) , 'y 
dRtOydt = c.drotdt(phi(5) ,phidot(5) , 'y ') ; 
dRqldt = c.drotdt(phi(7),phidot(7),'y'); Z d/dt(Rql) 
dRq2dt = c . drotdt (phi (8) , phidot (8) ,' y ') ; 7. d/dt(Rq2) 
dRq3dt = c . drotdt (phi (9) , phidot (9) ,' y ') ; 7. d/dt(Rq3) 
dRq4dt = c.drotdt(phi(10),phidot(10),'y'); Z d/dt(Rq4) 

y unit vector 
Z thetaOy rotation matrix 
7. joint angle ql rotation matrix 

joint angle q2 rotation matrix 
7. joint angle q3 rotation matrix 
Z joint angle q4 rotation matrix 

7. d/dt (RthetaOy) 

Z rover body position 
7. joint positions inertial coords 

, 1 ) p ( 
, 2 ) p( 
• 3) p( 
, 4 ) p( 

,1) p( 
, 2 ) p ( 
, 3 ) p( 
, 4 ) p( 

,1 ) p( 
,2 ) p( 
,3 ) p( 
,4 ) p( 

, i ) ] ; 
, 2 ) ] ; 
, 3 ) ] ; 
, 4 ) ] ; 

rO = phi (1:3) ; 
p = r .p (phi) ; 
pc = r.pc(phi); 
rOl = pc - [rO rO rO rO] ; 
rll = pc - [p( 
r21 = pc - [p( 
r31 = pc - [p( 
r41 = pc - [p( 

JvO = [eye(3) zeros(3,r.nv+3)]; Z velocity Jacobian for body 0 
dhOdtV = zeros(6+r.nv,6+r.nv); 7. d/dt(JvO'*JvO) = d/dt(JvO')*JvO + Jv0'*d/dt( 

JvO) 

Jvl = [eye (3) c . skew (rOl ( : , 1) ) ' c . cross (Y , rll (:, 1) ) zeros (3 ,3) ] ; 7. 
velocity Jacobian for link 1 

dJvldt (1:3,1:3) = zeros(3,3); 7. d(eye(3))/dt 
dJvldt(1:3 ,4:6) = c . skew( dRtOydt*(r.101 + Rql*r.ell) + Rt0y*dRqldt*r.ell ) ' ; Z 

d/dt(r" ') 
dJvldt(1:3,7) = c.cross(Y, dRtOydt*Rql*r.ell + RtOy*dRqldt*r.ell ); Z d/dt(Y 

x (pcl-pl)) 
dJvldt (1:3 ,8:6 + r. nv) = zeros(3,3); 7. links 2, 3 and 4 are not on the 

kinematic chain of 1 
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dhldtV = r.ml(l) * ( dJvldt' * Jvl + Jvl ' * dJvldt ); 7. chain rule 
differentiation d/dt(Jvl '*Jvl) = d/dt(Jvl ')*Jvl + Jvl '*d/dt(Jvl) 

Jv2 = [eye(3) c.skew(rOl(: , 2) ) ' c.cross(Y,r11 ( : , 2) ) c.cross(Y,r21 (: , 2) ) 
zeros(3,2)]; Z velocity Jacobian for link 2 

dJv2dt(1:3 , 1:3) = zeros(3,3); Z d(eye(3))/dt 
dJv2dt(1:3,4:6) = c.skew( dRtOydt*(r.101+Rql*(r.112+Rq2*r.c22)) + Rt0y*dRqldt 

*(r.112+Rq2*r.c22) + RtOy*Rql*dRq2dt*r.c22 ) ' ; Z skew(d/dt(r"')) 
dJv2dt (1:3 ,7) = c.cross(Y, dRtOydt*Rql*(r.112 + Rq2*r.c22) + RtOy*dRqldt*(r.112 

+ Rq2*r.c22) + Rt0y*Rql*dRq2dt *r. c22 ); 7. d/dt(Y x (pc2-pl)) 
dJv2dt(1:3,8) = c.cross(Y, dRtOydt*Rql*Rq2*r.c22 + RtOy*dRqldt*Rq2*r.c22 + 

Rt0y*Rql*dRq2dt*r. c22 ); 7. d/dt (Y x (pc2-p2)) 
dJv2dt (1:3 ,9:6 + r.nv) = zeros(3,2); Z links 3 and 4 are not on the kinematic 

chain of 2 
dh2dtV = r.ml(2) * ( djv2dt ' * Jv2 + Jv2 ' * dJv2dt ); '/, chain rule 

differentiation d/dt(Jv2'*Jv2) = d/dt(Jv2')*Jv2 + Jv2'*d/dt(Jv2) 

Jv3 = [eye(3) c.skew(rOl(: , 3)) ' c.cross(Y,rll(: ,3)) zeros(3,l) c. 
cross(Y,r31(: , 3)) zeros(3,l)]; Z velocity Jacobian for link 3 

dJv3dt(1:3 , 1:3) = zeros(3,3); Z d(eye(3))/dt 
dJv3dt(1:3,4:6) = c.skew( dRtOydt*(r.101+Rql*(r.113+Rq3*r.c33)) + Rt0y*dRqldt 

*(r . 113 + Rq3*r . c33) + RtOy *Rql *dRq3dt *r . c33 ) ' ; 7. skew ( d/dt (r "') ) 
dJv3dt(1:3,7) = c.cross(Y, dRtOydt*Rql*(r.113+Rq3*r.c33) T RtOy*dRqldt*(r.113 

+Rq3*r.c33) + RtOy*Rql*dRq3dt*r.c33 ); Z d/dt(Y x (pc3-pl)) 
dJv3dt(1:3,8) = zeros(3,l); Z link 2 is not on the kinematic chain of 3 
dJv3dt(1:3,9) = c.cross(Y, dRtOydt*Rql*Rq3*r.c33 + RtOy*dRqldt*Rq3*r.c33 + 

Rt0y*Rql*dRq3dt*r. c33 ); 7. d/dt (Y x (pc3-p3)) 
dJv3dt(1:3,10) = zeros(3,l); Z link 4 is not on the kinematic chain of 3 
dh3dtV = r.ml(3) * ( djv3dt' * Jv3 + Jv3' * dJv3dt ); Z chain rule 

differentiation d/dt(Jv3'*Jv3) = d/dt(Jv3')*Jv3 + Jv3'*d/dt(Jv3) 

Jv4 = [eye(3) c.skew(rOl(: ,4))' zeros(3,3) c.cross(Y,r41 (: , 4))]; Z 
velocity Jacobian for link 4 

dJv4dt(1:3,1:3) = zeros(3,3); Z d(eye(3))/dt 
dJv4dt (1:3 ,4:6) = c.skew( dRtOydt*(r.104 + Rq4*r.c44) + Rt0y*dRq4dt*r.c44 ) ' ; Z 

d/dt(r~') 
djv4dt(1:3 ,7:9) = zeros(3,3); Z links 1, 2 and 3 are not on the kinematic 

chain of 4 
dJv4dt(1:3,10) = c.cross(Y, dRtOydt*Rq4*r.c44 + RtOy*dRq4dt*r.c44 ); 7. d/dt(Y 

x (pc4-p4)) 
dh4dtV = r.ml(4) * ( dJv4dt ' * Jv4 + Jv4 ' * dJv4dt ); '/. chain rule 

differentiation d/dt(Jv4 ' *Jv4) = d/dt(Jv4')*Jv4 + Jv4'*d/dt(Jv4) 

JomO = [ zeros (3) eye (3) zeros (3,4) ]; 7. angular velocity Jacobian of link 
2 

dhOdtOm = zeros (6 + r. nv , 6 + r. nv) ; 7. none of the terms in JomO are time 
dependent 

Joml = [ zeros (3) eye (3) Y zeros(3,3)]; Z angular velocity Jacobian of 
link 1 

dhldtOm = zeros(6+r.nv,6+r.nv); Z none of the terms in Joml are time 
dependent; the normal Y is time independent because we are in 2D 

Jom2 = [ zeros(3) eye(3) Y Y zeros(3,2)]; Z angular velocity Jacobian 
of link 2 

dh2dt0m = zeros(6+r.nv,6+r.nv); Z none of the terms in Jom2 are time 
dependent; the normal Y is time independent because we are in 2D 

Jom3 = [ zeros (3) eye (3) Y zeros (3,1) Y zeros (3,1)]; 7. angular 
velocity Jacobian of link 3 

dh3dt0m = zeros (6 + r . nv , 6 + r. nv) ; 7. none of the terms in Jom3 are time 
dependent; the normal Y is time independent because we are in 2D 

Jom4 = [ zeros (3) eye (3) zeros (3,3) Y ]; '/, angular velocity Jacobian of 
link 4 

dh4dt0m = zeros(6+r.nv,6+r.nv); Z none of the terms in Jom4 are time 
dependent; the normal Y is time independent because we are in 2D 
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dhdt = dhOdtV + dhldtV + dh2dtV + dh3dtV + dh4dtV + dhOdtOm + dhldtOm + 
dh2dt0m + dh3dt0m + dh4dtOm; Z the sum of the derivatives is the 
derivative of H with respect to time 

end 

C.9 Rover Constraints 

Listing C.8 presents the MATLAB function used to evaluate the rover constraints \1/. 

This function is part of the r class, so is referred to as r .Psi. 

Listing C.8: Rover constraints. 
Z Get the constraints on the rover 
function ps = Psi(phi) 
7. Inputs: Configuration, phi [(l)xO (2)y0 (3)z0 (4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z (7) 

ql (8)q2 (9)q3 U0)q4] ' 
Z Outputs: Constraints to keep the wheel centers on the wheel center path, Psi [(1) 

p3z-zw(p3x) (2)p4z-zw(p4x) (3)p5z-zw(p5x)]' 
p = r.p(phi); 7. joint positions inertial coords 
zw = w.zw(p(1 , 2:4)) ; Z wheel center z coordinates 
ps = p(3,2:4)' - zw(2,:)'; 7. contsramt vector Psi (should be = 0) 

end 

C I O Jacobian of Constraints with respect to Con

figuration 

Listing C.9 presents the MATLAB function used to evaluate the Jacobian of con

straints with respect to configuration ^ $ . This function is part of the r class, so is 

referred to as r.Psiphi. 

Listing C.9: Jacobian of constraints with respect to configuration. 
Z Get the Jacobian of rover constrains wrt phi 
function psp = Psiphi(phi) 
7. Inputs: Configuration, phi [(DxO (2)y0 (3)z0 (4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z 

(7)ql (8)q2 (9)q3 (10)q4]' 
7. Ouputs: Jacobian of constraints wrt phi, psp (m x (3+nv)) where m is the number 

of constraints 
Z Notes: This function finds the Jacobian of the constraints below. These 

constraints assure that the z position of the wheel centers is on the 
7. wheel center path, as desired. By default gte is not required, but if 

calling from an estimator it must be provided because the function 
Z dzwdx is unavailable. 
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Z Joint 3 Constraint: Psi3 = zO + [RtOy*(101+Rql*112)]_z - w.zw(x0+[RtOy*( 
101+Rql*112)]_x) 

Z Joint 4 Constraint: Psi4 = zO + [RtOy*(101+Rql*113)]_z - w.zw(x0+[RtOy*( 
101+Rql*113)]_x) 

7. Joint 5 Constraint: Psi5 = zO + [Rt0y*104]_z - w. zw (x0+[Rt0y*104] _x) 
p = r.p(phi); 7. joint positions inertial 

coords 
RtOy = c.rot(phi(5),'y'); Z thetaOy rotation matrix 
Rql = c . rot (phi (7) , ' y ') ; 7. joint angle ql rotation matrix 
dRtOy = c . drotda (phi (b) , ' y ') ; 7. derivative of rotation matrix thetaOy wrt 

thetaOy 
dRql = c . drotda(phi (7) , ' y ') ; 7. derivative of rotation matrix ql wrt ql 
dzwdx = w. dzwdx ( [p(l ,2) p(l,3) p(l,4)]'); 7. the slope of the 

wheel path at the wheel positions 
dPsidxO = [-dzwdx(2,1) -dzwdx(2,2) -dzwdx(2,3) ] ' ; Z dPsi/dxO = -(dzw/dx 

)*(dx/dO) = -dzw/dx*l 
dPsidyO = [ 0 0 0 ] ' ; 7. dPsi/dyO = 0 
dPsidzO = [1 1 1]'; Z dPsi/dzO = 1 
dPsidthetaOx = [ 0 0 0 ] ' ; Z dPsi/dthetaOx = 0 
dPsidthetaOy(1,1) = dRtOy(3,:)*(r.101+Rql*r.112) - dzwdx(2,1)*dRt0y(1,:)*(r. 

101+Rql*r.112); Z dPsi/dthetaOy = [dRtOy/dtOy*pr]_z - (dzw/dx)*(dx/dtOy) 
dPsidthetaOy(2,1) = dRtOy(3,:)*(r.101+Rql*r.113) - dzwdx(2,2)*dRtOy(1,:)*(r. 

101+Rql*r.113); 
dPsidthetaOy(3 ,1) = dRtOy(3 , :)*r.104 - dzwdx(2,3)*dRt0y(1 , :)*r.104; 
dPsidthetaOz = [ 0 0 0 ] ' ; 7. 

dPsi/dthetaOz = 0 
dPsidql(l.l) = RtOy (3 , :)*dRql*r . 112 - dzwdx (2 , 1) *Rt0y ( 1 , : ) *dRql *r . 112 ; 7. 

dPsil/dql = [Rt0y*(dRql/ql)*112]_z - (dzw/dx)*(dx/dql) 
dPsidql(2,l) = RtOy (3 , :)*dRql*r . 113 - dzwdx (2 , 2) *Rt Oy (1 , :) *dRql *r . 113 ; 7. 

dPsi2/dql = [Rt0y*(dRql/ql)*113]_z - (dzw/dx)*(dx/dql) 
dPsidql(3,l) = 0; V. dPsi3/dql = 0 

Z dPsi/dq2 = 0 
7. dPsi/dq3 = 0 
7. dPsi/dq4 = 0 

psp = [dPsidxO dPsidyO dPsidzO dPsidthetaOx dPsidthetaOy dPsidthetaOz dPsidql 
dPsidq2 dPsidq3 dPsidq4]; Z concatenate sensitivities to form Jacobian 

end 

dPsidq2 = [ 0 0 0] 
dPsidq3 = [ 0 0 0] 
dPsidq4 = [ 0 0 0] 

C. l l Time Derivative of the Jacobian of Con

straints with respect to Configuration 

Listing C.IO presents the MATLAB function used to evaluate the time derivative of 

the Jacobian of constraints with respect to configuration ^ ^ . This function is part 

of the r class, so is referred to as r .Ps iphidot . 

Listing C.IO: Time derivative of the Jacobian of constraints with respect to config
uration. 
Z Get the time derivative Jacobian of rover constrains wrt phi 
function dpspdt = Psiphidot(phi,phidot) 
7. Inputs: Configuration, phi [(l)xO (2)y0 (3)z0 (4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z 

(7)ql (8)q2 (9)q3 (10)q4]' 
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the 
Ouput 
whe 

Notes 
in 

end 

Tim 
tadotOx 
s : Tim 
re m is 
: Thi 
Psiphi 
P = r.p 
RtOy = 
Rql = c 
dRtOy = 

the 
dRql = 
dRtOydt 
dRqldt 
ddRtOyd 
ddRqldt 
dzwdx = 

cen 
ddPsidx 
ddPsidy 
ddPsidz 
ddPsidt 
ddPsidt 

- d 

Z 
ddPsidt 

- d 
ddPsidt 
ddPsidt 

e rate of change of c 
(5)thetadotOy (6)thet 
e derivative of Jacob 
the number of constra 
s function finds the 

onfiguration, phidot [(l)vOx (2)v0y (3)v0z (4) 
adotOz (7)qdotl (8)qdot2 (9)qdot3 (10)qdot4]' 
lan of constraints wrt phi, dpspdt (m x (3+nv)) 
ints 
time derivative of the constraint Jacobian found 

(phi) 
c . rot 

. rot ( 

c . dr 

taOy 

c . dro 

= c . 

= c . d 

t = c 

= c . 

w. dz 

troid 

Odt = 

Odt = 

Odt = 

Oxdt 

Oydt ( 

zwdx ( 
d/dt ( 
Oydt ( 
zwdx ( 
Oydt ( 
Ozdt 

(phi(5) , 'y'); 
phi(7) , 'y ') ; 
otda(phi (5) , 'y ') 

7. joint positi 
Z thetaOy rota 
Z joint angle 
7. derivative o 

ons inertial coords 
tion matrix 
q l r o t a t i o n m a t r i x 
f r o t a t i o n m a t r i x t h e t a O y wr t 

t d a ( p h 
d r o t d t 
r o t d t ( 
. d d r o t 
d d r o t d 
wdx ( [p 

p a t h 
[0 0 
[0 0 
[0 0 

= [0 0 
1 ,1) = 
2 , 1 ) * ( 
d P s i / d 
2 , 1 ) = 
2 , 2 ) * ( 
3 , 1 ) = 
= [0 0 

i ( 7 ) , ' y ' ) ; 
( p h i ( 5 ) , p h 
p h i ( 7 ) , p h i 
d a d t ( p h i (5 
a d t ( p h i ( 7 ) 
( 1 , 2 ) p ( l 

0] ' 
0] ' 
0] ' 

0] 
ddRtOydt( 

ddRtOydt (1 
thetaOy) 
ddRtOydt ( 

ddRtOydt(1 
ddRtOydt( 
0] 

of 7. derivative 
idot(5) , 'y') ; 
dot (7) , 'y') ; 
) ,phidot (5) , 'y ') ; 
,phidot(7),'y'); 
3) p(l,4)] ') ; 

3,:)*(r.101+Rql*r.1 
,:)*(r.101+Rql*r.11 

3,:)*(r.101+Rql*r.1 
,:)*(r.101+Rql*r.11 
3,:)*r.104 - dzwdx( 

dPsi/dthetaOz) 
ddPsidqldt (1 , 1) = dRtOydt(3,:)*dRql*r.112 + RtO 

(2,l)*(dRt0ydt(1,:)*dRql*r.112 + Rt0y(l,:)* 
dql) 

ddPsidqldt(2,1) = dRtOydt(3,:)*dRql*r.113 + RtO 
(2,2)*(dRt0ydt(1,:)*dRql*r.113 + Rt0y(l,:)* 
dql) 

,1) = 0; 
[0 0 0] 

ddPsidqldt(3 
ddPsidq2dt = 
ddPsidq3dt = [0 0 0]' 
ddPsidq4dt = [0 0 0]' 
dpspdt = [ddPsidxOdt ddPsidyOdt ddPsidzOdt ddPs 

ddPsidtOzdt ddPsidqldt ddPsidq2dt ddPsidq3d 
sensitivities to form Jacobian 

rotation matrix ql wrt ql 
Z d/dt(RthetaOy) 
Z d/dt(Rql) 
Z d/dt(dRthetaOy/dthetaOy) 
Z d/dt(dRql/dql) 
7. d/dx(zw) slope of wheel 

7. d/dt (dPsi/dxO) 
7. d/dt (dPsi/dyO) 
Z d/dt(dPsi/dzO) 
Z d/dt(dPsi/dthetaOx) 

12) + dRtOy(3,:)*dRqldt*r.112 
2) + dRtOy(1,:)*dRqldt*r.112); 

13) + dRtOy(3,:)*dRqldt*r.113 
3) + dRtOy(1,:)*dRqldt*r.113); 
2,3)*ddRtOydt(1,:)*r.104; 

7. d/dt( 

y(3,:)*ddRqldt*r.112 - dzwdx 
ddRqldt*r . 112) ; 7. d/dt(dPsil/ 

y(3,:)*ddRqldt*r.113 - dzwdx 
ddRqldt*r . 113) ; 7. d/dt(dPsi2/ 

7. d/dt (dPsi3/dql) 
Z d/dt(dPsi/dq2) 
Z d/dt(dPsi/dq3) 
Z d/dt(dPsi/dq4) 

ldtOxdt ddPsidtOydt 
t ddPsidq4dt]; Z concatenate 

C.12 Derivative of Kinetic Energy with respect to 

Configuration 

Listing C.ll presents the MATLAB function used to evaluate the derivative of kinetic 

energy with respect to configuration | J . This function is part of the r class, so is 

referred to as r.dTdphi. 



Listing C . l l : Derivative of kinetic energy with respect to configuration. 
Get the derivative of kinetic energy T with r 

unction dtdp = dTdphi (phi,phidot) 
Inputs: Configuration, phi [(DxO (2)y0 (3)z0 

(7)ql (8)q2 (9)q3 (10)q4]' 

_ \j iiav,u vo._.__a._Jj,c j- _i u m , _. _; _ u 

approach used is the following 
l/2*phidot'*dH/dphi(1)*phidot 

Y = [ 0 1 0 ] ' ; 7. y unit vector 
RtOy = c.rot(phi(5) , 'y') 
Rql = c.rot(phi(7) ,'y'); 
Rq2 = c . rot (phi (8) , 'y') ; 
Rq3 = c.rot(phi(9) , 'y ' ) ; 
Rq4 = c.rot(phi(10),'y') 
dRtOy = c.drotda(phi(5) , 

thetaOy 
dRql = c.drotda(phi (7) ,'y') 
dRq2 = c.drotda(phi(8) ,'y ') 
dRq3 = c.drotda(phi(9),'y') 
dRq4 = c.drotda(phi (10) ,'y ') 
pc = r.pc(phi); Z link CG positions 
p = r.p(phi); 7. joint positions inertial 
rO = phi(1:3);Z rover body position 
rOl = pc - [rO rO rO rO] ; 

with respect to phi 

(4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z 

phidot [(l)vOx (2)v0y (3)v0z (4) 
1 (8)qdot2 (9)qdot3 (10)qdot4]' 
LI (6+nv)xl 
lergy T (which is a scalar) with 
:olumn matrix. The 
'2*phidot'*H*phidot. dT/dphi(i) = 

7. thetaOy rotati 
7. joint angle ql 
7. joint angle q2 
7. joint angle q3 
; 7. joint angle q4 
'y'); Z derivative 

7. derivative 
Z derivative 
Z derivative 
Z derivative 

on matrix 
rotation matrix 
rotation matrix 
rotation matrix 
rotation matrix 
of rotation matrix thetaOy wrt 

of rotation matrix ql wrt ql 
of rotation matrix q2 wrt q2 
of rotation matrix q3 wrt q3 
of rotation matrix q4 wrt q4 

coords 

rll = 
r21 = 
r31 = 
r41 = 

pc - [p( 
pc - [p ( 
pc - [p( 
pc - [p ( 

1) p( 
,2) p( 
,3) p( 
,4) p( 

1) p( 
,2) p( 
,3) p( 
,4) p( 

,1) p( 
,2) p( 
,3) p( 
,4) p( 

,1)] 
,2)] 
,3)] 
,4)] 

Z Find the derivative of the angular velocity Jacobians with respect to phi 
where dJomidphi(:,:,j) dJomi/dphi(j) 

JomO = [ zeros (3) eye (3) zeros(3,4) ];Z angular velocity Jacobian of link 
2 

dJomOdphi (1: 3 ,1: 6 + r . nv , 1: 6 + r . nv) = zeros (3 , 6+r . nv , 6+r . nv) ; 7. d/dphi(JomO) 
Joml = [ zeros(3) eye(3) Y zeros(3,3)]; Z angular velocity Jacobian of 

link 1 
dJomldphi(1:3,1:6 + r.nv,1:6 + r.nv) = zeros(3 , 6+r.nv,6 + r.nv); Z d/dphi(Joml) 
Jom2 = [ zeros(3) eye(3) Y Y zeros(3,2)]; 7. angular velocity Jacobian 

of link 2 
dJom2dphi (1 : 3 , 1: 6 + r . nv , 1: 6 + r .nv) = zeros (3 , 6 + r . nv , 6 + r . nv) ; '/, d/dphi(Jom2) 
Jom3 = [ zeros(3) eye(3) Y zeros(3,l) Y zeros(3,1)];Z angular velocity 

Jacobian of link 3 
dJom3dphi (1:3 , 1:6 + r.nv,1:6 + r.nv) = zeros(3 , 6 + r.nv,6 + r.nv); Z d/dphi(Jom3) 
Jom4 = [ zeros (3) eye (3) zeros (3,3) Y ]; 7. angular velocity Jacobian of 

link 4 
dJom4dphi (1:3 , 1 :6 + r.nv,1:6 + r.nv) = zeros(3 , 6 + r.nv,6 + r.nv) ; 7. d/dphi(Jom4) 

Z Find the derivative of the velocity Jacobians with respect to phi where 
dJvidphi(:,:,j) dJvi/dphi(j) 

JvO = [eye(3) zeros (3, r. nv + 3) ] ; 7. velocity Jacobian for body 0 
dJvOdphi = zeros(3 , 6+r.nv,6 + r.nv) ; 

Jvl = [eye(3) c.skew(rOl(: , 1)) ' c.cross(Y,rll (:, 1)) zeros(3,3)]; Z 
velocity Jacobian for link 1 [eye (3) r"' (Y x (pcl-pl)) zeros(3,3)] 

dJvldphi (1 : 3 , 1:3 , 1:6 + r .nv) = zeros (3 , 3 , 6 + r . nv) ; 7. d(eye (3) )/dphi 
dJvldphi(1:3,4:6,1:4) = zeros(3,3,4); 7. d/dx0(r"'), d/dy0(r"'), d/dx0(r"'), d 

/dt0x(r"') 
dJvldphi (1:3 ,4:6 ,5) = c . skew ( dRtOy * (r . 101 + Rql*r . cl 1) ) ' ; 7. d/dt0y(r"') 
dJvldphi(1:3,4:6,6) = zeros(3,3); Z d/dt0x(r"') 
dJvldphi(1:3,4:6,7) = c.skew( RtOy*dRql*r.cl1 ) ' ; 7. d/dql(r"') 
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dJvldphi(1:3 ,4:6 ,8:6 + r.nv) = zeros(3,3,r.nv-1) ;Z d/dq2(r~'), d/dq3(r~'), d/ 
dq4(r" ') 

dJvldphi (1:3,7 ,1:4) = zeros (3 ,1 ,4); 7. d/dxO(Y x (pcl-pl)), d/dy0(Y x (pcl-pl) 
) , d/dxO(Y x (pcl-pl)), d/dtOx(Y x (pcl-pl)) 

dJvldphi(1:3,7,5) = c.cross(Y, dRtOy*Rql*r.c11 ); Z d/dtOy(Y x (pcl-pl)) 
dJvldphi (1:3,7 ,6) = zeros(3,l); 7. d/dtOx(Y x (pcl-pl)) 
dJvldphi(1:3,7,7) = c.cross(Y, RtOy*dRql*r.ell ); Z d/dql(Y x (pcl-pl)) 
dJvldphi (1:3 ,7 ,8:6+r.nv) = zeros (3 , 1 , r . nv-1) , '/. d/dq2(Y x (pcl-pl)), d/dq3(Y 

x (pcl-pl)), d/dq4(Y x (pcl-pl)) 
dJvldphi(1:3,8:6 + r.nv,1:6 + r.nv) = zeros(3,3 , 6 + r.nv); Z d(zeros(3,4)/dphi 

Jv2 = [ 

dJv2dph 
dJv2dph 

/dt 
dJv2dph 

dtO 
dJv2dph 
djv2dph 
dJv2dph 
dJv2dph 
dJv2dph 

) 
dJv2dph 

pc2 
dJv2dph 
dJv2dph 

pc2 
dJv2dph 
djv2dph 

x ( 
djv2dph 

) , 
dJv2dph 
dJv2dph 
dJv2dph 
dJv2dph 
dJv2dph 

x ( 
djv2dph 

dph 

eye(3) 
zeros(3 , 
1(1:3,1: 
1(1:3,4: 
Ox(r~') 
i(l:3,4: 
y(r"') 
i(l:3,4: 
1(1:3,4: 
i(l:3,4: 
1(1:3,4: 
i(l:3,7, 
d/dxO(Y 
1(1:3,7, 
-pi)) 
1(1:3,7, 
1(1:3,7, 
-pi)) 
1(1:3,7, 
l (1:3,7, 
pc2-pl)) 
(1:3,8, 

d/dxO(Y 
i(l:3,8, 
i(l:3,8, 
1(1:3,8, 
1(1:3,8, 
1(1:3,8, 
pc2-p2)) 
(1:3,9: 

l 

c. skew (rOK: ,2)) ' c . cross (Y , rll (: , 2) ) c . cross (Y , r21 (: , 2) ) 
2)]; Z velocity Jacobian for link 2 
3,1:11) = zeros(3,3 ,11) ; Z d(eye(3))/dphi 
6,1:4) = zeros (3 ,3 ,4) ; 7. d/dxO(r~'), d/dyO(r"'), d/dxO(r"'), d 

6.5) = c.skew( dRtOy* (r . 101 + Rql * (r . 112 + Rq2*r . c22) ) ) ' ; 7. d/ 

6.6) = zeros(3,3); 7. d/dtOx(r"') 
6.7) = c.skew( RtOy*dRql*(r.112+Rq2*r.c22) ) ' ; Z d/dql(r~') 
6.8) = c.skew( RtOy*Rql*dRq2*r.c22 ) ' ; Z d/dq2(r~') 
6,9:6+r.nv) = zeros(3,3,r.nv-2);Z d/dq3(r~'), d/dq4(r"') 
1:4) = zeros (3 , 1 ,4) ; 7. d/dxOU x (pc2-pl)), d/dyO(Y x (p_2-pl) 
x (pc2-pl)), d/dtOx(Y x (pc2-pl)) 
5) = c.cross(Y, dRtOy *Rql * (r. 112 + Rq2*r. c22) ); 7. d/dtOy(Y x ( 

6) = zeros(3,l); Z d/dtOz(Y x (pc2-pl)) 
7) = c.cross(Y, RtOy*dRql*(r.112+Rq2*r.c22) ); Z d/dql(Y x ( 

8) = c.cross(Y, RtOy*Rql*dRq2*r.c22 ); Z d/dq2(Y x (pc2-pl)) 
9:6+r.nv) = zeros (3 , 1 , r . nv-2) ; V. d/dq3(Y x (pc2-pl)), d/dq4(Y 

1:4) = zeros (3 , 1 ,4) ; 7. d/dxO(Y x (pc2-p2)), d/dyO(Y x (pc2-p2) 
x (pc2-p2)), d/dtOx(Y x (pc2-p2)) 
5) = c.cross(Y, dRtOy *Rql*Rq2*r. c22 ); 7. d/dtOy(Y x (pc2-p2)) 
6) = zeros(3,l); 7. d/dtOx(Y x (pc2-p2)) 
7) = c.cross(Y, RtOy*dRql*Rq2*r.c22 ); Z d/dql(Y x (pc2-p2)) 
8) = c.cross(Y, RtOy *Rql *dRq2*r . c22 ); 7. d/dq2(Y x (pc2-p2)) 
9:6+r.nv) = zeros(3,1,r.nv-2); Z d/dq3(Y x (pc2-p2)), d/dq4(Y 

6+r.nv,1:6+r.nv) = zeros(3,r.nv-2,6+r.nv); Z d(zeros(3,2))/ 

Jv3 = [e 
(Y,r 

dJv3dphi 
djv3dphi 

/dtO 
djv3dphi 

dtOy 
djv3dphi 
dJv3dphi 
dJv3dphi 
dJv3dphi 
djv3dphi 
dJv3dphi 

) , d 
djv3dphi 

pc3-
djv3dphi 
dJv3dphi 

pc3-
djv3dphi 
dJv3dphi 
dJv3dphi 

ye(3) 
31(: ,3) 
(1:3,1: 
(1:3,4: 
x(r"') 
(1:3,4: 
(r"') 
(1:3,4: 
(1:3,4: 
(1:3,4: 
(1:3,4: 
(1:3,4: 
(1:3,7, 
/dxO(Y 
(1:3,7, 
pi)) 
(1:3,7 , 
(1:3,7, 
pi)) 
(1:3 
(1:3 
(1:3 

,7, 
,7, 
,7 , 

c.skew(rOl ( : ,3)) ' c.cross(Y,rll(: ,3)) zeros(3,l) c.cross 
) zeros(3,l)]; 7. velocity Jacobian for link 3 
3,1:11) = zeros(3 ,3 , 11) ; Z d(eye(3))/dphi 
6,1:4) = zeros (3 ,3 ,4) ; 7. d/dx0(r~'), d/dyO(r"'), d/dxO(r~'), d 

6.5) = c.skew( dRtOy*(r.101+Rql*(r.113+Rq3*r.c33)) ) ' ; Z d/ 

6.6) = zeros(3,3); Z d/dtOx(r~') 
6.7) = c.skew( RtOy*dRql*(r.113+Rq3*r.c33) ) ' ; Z d/dql(r~') 
6.8) = zeros(3,3); Z d/dq2(r"') 
6.9) = c.skew( RtOy*Rql*dRq3*r.c33 ) ' ; Z d/dq3(r"') 
6.10) = zeros(3,3); 7. d/dq4(r~') 
1:4) = zeros(3,l ,4) ; Z d/dx0(Y x (pc3-pl)), d/dyO(Y x (pc2-pl) 
x (pc3-pl)), d/dtOx(Y x (pc3-pl)) 
5) = c.cross(Y, dRtOy *Rql* (r. 113 + Rq3*r. c33) ); 7. d/dtOy(Y x ( 

6) = zeros(3,l); 7, d/dtOx(Y x (pc3-pl)) 
7) = c.cross(Y, RtOy *dRql* (r. 113 + Rq3*r. c33) ); 7. d/dql(Y x ( 

8) = zeros(3,l); Z d/dq2(Y x (pc3-pl)) 
9) = c.cross(Y, RtOy*Rql*dRq3*r.c33 ); Z d/dq3(Y x (pc2-pl)) 
10) = zeros(3,l); 7. d/dq4(Y x (pc3-pl)) 
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dJv3dphi (1 :3 ,8 ,1: 6+r .nv) = zeros (3 ,1 , 6 + r . nv) ; */, d (zeros (3 , 1)/dphi 
dJv3dphi(1:3,9,1:4) = zeros(3,1,4); 7. d/dxO(Y x (pc3-p3)), d/dyO(Y x (pc3-p3) 

), d/dxO(Y x (pc3-p3)), d/dtOx(Y x (pc3-p3)) 
dJv3dphi(1:3,9,5) = c.cross(Y, dRtOy*Rql*Rq3*r.c33 ); 7. d/dtOy(Y x (pc3-p3)) 
dJv3dphi (1:3,9 ,6) = zeros(3,l); 7. d/dtOz(Y x (pc3-p3)) 
dJv3dphi (1 :3 ,9 ,7) = c.crossCY, RtOy*dRql *Rq3*r. c33 ); Z d/dql (Y x (pc3-p3)) 
dJv3dphi (1:3 ,9 ,8) = zeros(3,l); 7. d/dq2(Y x (pc3-p3)) 
dJv3dphi(1:3,9,9) = c.cross(Y, RtOy*Rql*dRq3*r.c33 ); 7. d/dq3(Y x (pc3-p3)) 
dJv3dphi(1:3,9 , 10) = zeros(3,l); Z d/dq4(Y x (pc3-p3)) 
dJv3dphi (1:3 ,10 , 1 :6+r .nv) = zeros (3 , 1 , 6+r . nv) ; '/, d(zeros (3 , 1) )/dphi 

Jv4 = [eye(3) c.skew(rOl(: ,4)) ' zeros(3,3) c.cross(Y,r41(: , 4))]; Z 
velocity Jacobian for link 1 [eye(3) r"' (Y x (pcl-pl)) zeros(3,4)] 

dJv4dphi (1 :3 , 1 : 3 , 1:6 + r .nv) = zeros (3 , 3 , 6 + r . nv) ; 7. d( eye (3) )/dphi 
dJv4dphi (1:3,4:6 , 1:4) = zeros(3,3 , 4) ; Z d/dx0(r~'), d/dy0(r"'), d/dx0(r~'), d 

/dt0x(r~') 
dJv4dphi(1:3,4:6,5) = c.skew( dRtOy*(r.104+Rq4*r.c44) ) ' ; Z d/dt0y(r"') 
dJv4dphi (1:3 ,4:6 ,6:9) = zeros(3,3,4) ; Z d/dt0x(r"'), d/dql(r~'), d/dq2(r~'), 

d/dq3(r~') 
dJv4dphi (1 :3,4:6 , 10) = c.skew( Rt0y*dRq4*r.c44 ) ' ; Z d/dq4(r~') 
dJv4dphi(1:3,7:9,1:6+r.nv) = zeros(3,3,6+r.nv);Z d(zeros(3,3)/dphi 
dJv4dphi(1:3,10 ,1:4) = zeros(3,1 ,4) ; 7. d/dxO(Y x (pc4-p4)), d/dyO(Y x (pc4-p4 

)), d/dxO(Y x (pc4-p4)), d/dt0x(Y x (pc4-p4;) 
dJv4dphi (1:3,10 ,5) = c.cross(Y, dRtOy*Rq4*r.c44 ); 7. d/dt0y(Y x (pc4-p4)) 
dJv4dphi(1:3,10 ,6:9) = zeros(3,1,4) ; Z d/dt0x(Y x (pc4-p4)), d/dql(Y x (pc4-

p4)), d/dq2(Y x (pc4-p4)), d/dq3(Y x (pc4-p4)) 
dJv4dphi(1:3,10 ,10) = c.cross(Y, RtOy*dRq4*r.c44 ); 7. d/dq4(Y x (pc4-p4)) 

dhdphi = zeros(6+r.nv,6+r.nv,6+r.nv); Z dH/dphi wrt each phi 
dtdp = zeros(6+r.nv,1); Z dT/dphi wrt each phi 
for j = l:6+r.nv Z for all phi 

dhdphi(:,: ,j) = r.mO*(dJvOdphi(: ,: ,j) ' *JvO + JvO'*djv0dphi(: ,: ,j)) + 
dJomOdphi(: ,: ,j) '*r.10*JomO + JomO'*r.I0*dJomOdphi(: , : ,j) ; Z get 
dH/dphi(j) for body 

dhdphi(:,:,j) = dhdphi(:,:,j) + r.ml(1)*(dJvldphi(:,:,J)'*Jvl + Jvl'* 
dJvldphi(:,: ,j)) + dJomldphi(: ,: ,j) '*r.II(1:3,1:3,1)*Joml + Joml 
'*r.II(1:3,1:3,1)*dJomldphi(:,:,j); Z get dH/dphi(j) for joints 

dhdphi(:,: ,j) = dhdphi(:,:,j) + r.ml(2)*(dJv2dphi(: ,: ,j) ' *Jv2 + Jv2'* 
dJv2dphi(:,:,j)) + dJom2dphi(:,:,j)'*r.II(1:3,1:3,2)*Jom2 + Jom2 
'*r.11(1:3,1:3,2)*dJom2dphi(:,:,j); 

dhdphi(:,: ,j) = dhdphi(:,:,j) + r.ml(3)*(dJv3dphi(: ,: ,j) ' *Jv3 + Jv3'* 
dJv3dphi(: , : ,j)) + dJom3dphi(: ,: ,j) '*r.II(1:3,1:3,3)*Jom3 + Jom3 
'*r.11(1:3,1:3,3)*dJom3dphi(:,:,j); 

dhdphi(:,:,j) = dhdphi(:,:, j ) + r.ml(4)*(dJv4dphi (: , : , j ) ' *Jv4 + Jv4 ' * 
dJv4dphi(: ,: ,j)) + dJom4dphi (: , : , j ) '*r.II(1:3,1:3,4)*Jom4 + Jom4 
'*r.11(1:3,1:3,4)*dJom4dphi (: ,: , j) ; 

dtdp(j) = 1/2 * phidot' * dhdphi(:,:,j) * phidot;Z dT/dphi(j) = 1/2 * 
phidot' * dH/dphi(j) * phidot 

end 
end 
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C.13 Derivative of Potential Energy with respect 

to Configuration 

Listing C.12 presents the MATLAB function used to evaluate the derivative of po

tential energy with respect to configuration | ^ . This function is part of the r class, 

so is referred to as r.dVdphi. 

Listing C.12: Derivative of potential energy with respect to configuration. 
Z Get the derivative of potential energy V with respect to phi 
function dvdp = dVdphi (phi) 
7. Inputs: Configuration, phi [(DxO (2)y0 (3)z0 (4)theta0x (5)theta0y (6)theta0z 

(7)ql (8)q2 (9)q3 (10)q4]' 
Z Ouputs : The derivative of potential energy V with respect to phi as a column 

vector, dvdp (6+nv)xl 
Z Notes: The derivative of potential energy with respect to phi is used in the 

euler lagrange equation d/dt(dL/dphidot)-dL/dphi = tau + tauC. It is 
7. in the equation for the Lagrangian, as: dL/dq = dT/dq - dV/dq. 

RtOy = c.rot(phi(5),'y'); Z body thetaOy rotation matrix 
Rql = c . rot (phi (7) , ' y ') ; '/, joint angle ql rotation matrix 
Rq2 = c.rot(phi(8) , ' y ') ; Z joint angle q2 rotation matrix 
Rq3 = c . rot (phi (9) , ' y ') ; 7. joint angle q3 rotation matrix 
Rq4 = c.rot(phi(10),'y'); 7. joint angle q4 rotation matrix 
dRtOy = c.drotda(phi(5) , ' y ') ; Z derivative of rotation matrix thetaOy 

wrt thetaOy 
dRql = c.drotda(phi(7),'y'); 7. derivative of rotation matrix ql wrt ql 
dRq2 = c . drotda (phi (8) ,'y') ; 7. derivative of rotation matrix q2 wrt q2 
dRq3 = c . drotda (phi (9) ,'y') ; 7. derivative of rotation matrix q3 wrt q3 
dRq4 = c . drotda (phi (10) ,' y') ; 7. derivative of rotation matrix q4 wrt q4 
Z xO , yO , zO , tOx , tOy , tOz , ql , q2 , q3 , q4 
dzOdphi = [ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ' ; 1 derivative of the height with respect to 

phi for the body and each link 
dzldphi = [ 0 0 1 0 dRtOy(3,:)*(r.101+Rql*r.ell) 0 

RtOy(3,:)*dRql*r.cll 0 0 0]'; 
dz2dphi = [ 0 0 1 0 dRtOy(3,:)*(r.101+Rql*(r.112+Rq2*r.c22)) 0 

RtOy(3 , :)*dRql*(r.112 + Rq2*r.c22) RtOy(3, :)*Rql*dRq2*r.c22 0 
0] '; 

dz3dphi = [ 0 0 1 0 dRtOy(3,:)*(r.101+Rql*(r.113+Rq3*r.c33)) 0 
RtOy(3,:)*dRql*(r.113+Rq3*r.c33) 0 RtOy(3,:)*Rql*dRq3*r. 
c33 0] ' ; 

dz4dphi = [ 0 0 1 0 dRtOy(3,:)*(r.104+Rq4*r.c44) 0 0 
0 0 RtOy(3,:)*dRq4*r.c44 

] '; 
dvdp = w.g*[dz0dphi dzldphi dz2dphi dz3dphi dz4dphi]*[r.mO; r.ml]; Z 

derivative of potential energy with respect to phi as a column vector 
end 



Appendix D 

Observability 

Observability for a discrete-time system is defined as the ability to uniquely determine 

the initial state XQ at some final time k for any initial state XQ given knowledge of the 

control inputs it; and measurements yi for all i £ [0,k] [35]. This appendix proves 

the observability of the Unscented Kalman Filters presented in this thesis. In a linear 

system, observability can be proved using an "observability matrix". Consider a linear 

discrete-time system similar to the non-linear discrete-time system in Equations 5.6 

and 5.7: 

xk+i 

yk 

df df 
T^-Xk + —Uk 
ox du 
dh 

dx xk 

(D.l) 

(D.2) 

For this system, the observability matrix E is given by: 

E = 

dh 
dx 

______ 
dx dx 

dh (dp1*-1 

dx \ dx 

(D.3) 
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The system is said to be observable if the observability matrix E has a rank equal 

to the number of states nx [35]. In this thesis the system being analyzed is non

linear. However, linearized observability will be proved by linearizing the process and 

measurement models, and proving that the linearized observability matrix has a rank 

of nx. The symbolic mathematics required for these proofs was performed using the 

MATLAB symbolic toolbox. Intuitive explanations of the observability of the filters 

are also provided. 

D.l Estimator 1: The General Estimator 

The state vector X\ was found to be observable using the measurement vector y\. The 

wheel joint angular velocities {q2, q3, q^} are directly observed through encoder mea

surements. When a certain state is observable in a Kalman Filter, its time-derivative 

is also observable. This is equivalent to the Kalman Filter being able to differentiate 

an observable state. In this manner, the wheel joint angular accelerations {q2, q3, g'4} 

are also observable. Despite the wheel joint angular velocities not being included in 

the state vector X\, their observability, combined with a knowledge of the commanded 

wheel torques {TWI,TW2-,TW3} renders the resistive torques {TR1,TR2,TR3] observable. 

The rover pitch 9QV and bogie angle qi are directly observed through measurements. 

From these measurements, the first and second time derivatives of these quantities are 

also observable {9oy, <ji, 9QV, q\}. The rover accelerations in the world frame {x0,z0} 

are observable through the accelerometer measurements {xR, xR} and the observable 

estimate of rover pitch 90y; the observability of rover pitch 90y allows the accelerations 

to be properly rotated from rover co-ordinates to world co-ordinates. The net effects 

of wheel forces {MQ, , M, , Fx , Fz } are observable because they are in the process 

model equations for {9QV, q\,x0, z0} respectively (Equations 5.30-5.33); since there are 

four unknowns with four equations and all of the other terms in the equations have 
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been confirmed to be observable above, the remaining terms are observable. The 

forward velocity of the rover xR and the wheel slips {ii,i2,i3} are directly observed 

through measurements. 

The observability matrix of Estimator 1 E\ is, for the sake of brevity, shown to have 

full rank using only the rows that were necessary; since there are 22 states in X\, there 

will be 22 rows in E1. The notation dh! 
9a:i refers to the sub-matrix which includes 

* j 

rows i to j inclusive of |^- . Note that the system inertia matrix H is symmetric (i.e. 

H ki Hik). The matrix E\ is shown row-by-row in Equation D.5. 

Ex 

dh! 
dx! 

dh! 
dx! 

1 7 

dhx 

dx\ 
47 

____ 
dx! 

dh} 
dx\ 

(D.4) 

[Ell ~-

[Ei}2 = 

[Ei]3 = 

[Ei}4 = 

[Ei}5 -

[Ei]6 ~-

[Ei}7 = 

[Ei]8 = 

[Ei]g = 

[^i l io 

lEi]a 

IE-l J l 2 

[Ei]13 

[l, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, o] 

[o, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o] 

[o, 0,1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 

[o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 

[o, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 

[o, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, -g cos 60y - z0 cos 60y - x0 sin 0Oy, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, cos . 0 y , - sin 0ov, 0, 0, 0, 0,0 0, 0, 0 

[o, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, xo cos 90y - g sin 90y - z0 sin 00y , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , 0, sin 80y, cos 60y , 0, 0, 0,0,0, 0, 0,0 

[o, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 

[o, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,1 , 0, 0 

= [o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,1,0 

= [o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

= [l - (Tbd)/Iwg,0, 0, T/Iwg,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 

= [o, 1 - {Tbd)/Iwg,0,0,T/Iwg,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 
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[f_i]14 = [o, 0, 1 - {Tbd)/Iwg,0, 0, T/Iwg,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o] 

[£a] i s = k 0,0, 0, 0, 0,1, 0, T, 0, T2/2, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o] 

[J_i]16 = [o, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0,1, 0, T, 0, T2/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o] 

[ i_i]1 7 = 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , - g c o s # o y - zocos0oy - xosin6>oM,0, —T{gcos90y + z0cos00y + x o sm0o y ) ,O, 

{H5i3sme0y)/H1:! -{H5,!cose0v)/H!:i -{T2{gcos0Oy +z0coSe0y + x0 s in.n v ) ) / 2 , 

- ( H 7 , i c o s _ o y - ii'7,3 s i n . o v ) / i f i , i , 0, 0, 0,0, c o s - o „ / i f i , i , - s i n . 0 j / / H i , i , 0 , 0 , 0 , o ] 

[-Ei]18 = 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, xocos6»0y - gsin0O y - z0sm9Qy,0, -T{g sm0Oy - x0cos6»oy + z0sm90y),0, 

- {T2{gsm00y -x0cos80y + z0 sm60y))/2 - {H 5,3 c o s . 0 y ) / H i , i - ( H s , i sm6>0y ) / f f 1,1, 

- ( i f 7,3 cos 0Oy + i f 7 i s i n . o ! ; ) / H i , i , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , s i n . o ! , / H i , i , c o s f l o s / H i , i , 0 , 0 , 0 , o ] 

[Ei]19 = [(Hs,8T2bd)/{2H5,5lwg), ( H 5 , 9 T 2 M / ( 2 H 5 , 5 W , {H5iWT2bd)/{2H5i5IWg), {T2{H5,8/Iwg - l ) ) / ( 2 i f 5 , s ) , 

(T 2 {H5 ,9 / / _ 9 - l ) ) / (2if5,5) , {T2{H5a0/Iwg - 1))/{2H5,5), 1, 0, 2T, 0, (3T 2 ) /2 , - ( i f 5 , 7 T 2 ) / ( 2 i f 5,5), 

- {H5,iT
2)/(2ff 5,5), - ( H 5 , 3 T 2 ) / ( 2 i f 5,5), T 2 / ( 2 i f 5,5), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] 

[_5i]20 = [ (H 7 , 8 T 2 b d ) / (2H 7 , 7 I W g) , (H 7 , 9 T 2 f e d ) / (2 i f 7 , 7 / t l , g ) , 0 , (T 2 ( i f 7 , 8 / f „ , 9 - l ) ) / ( 2 i f 7 , 7 ) , {T2{H7,9/Iwg - l ) ) / ( 2 i f 7 ? 7 ) , 

0, 0 ,1 , 0, 2T, -{H5JT
2)/(2H7J), (3T 2 ) /2 , -(JFf7 , iT2)/(2__"7 ,7), - ( i _ 7 3T

2)/{2HT 7), 0, T2/{2H7,7), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] 

[ E i ] 2 i = [ - ( M H 5 , 8 H 7 , 7 T 2 x o s i n 0 O y + H5,8H7JT
2gcos <?0y + H5,8H7JT

2z0 cos0Oy ) ) / ( 2 H s , s H 7 , 7 / „ s ) 

- {bd{2H5 iH5 ,8_f7,7 cos e0y + 2 i f 5 5 H 7 , i i f 7,8 cos 6>0y - 2 i f 5 , 3 H B 8 H 7 , 7 sin 0Oy - 2 i f 5 , S H 7 , 3 H 7 , 8 sin0O y)) 

/ ( 2 i f i , i i f 5 , s H 7 , 7 7 u , 9 ) , - ( 6 d ( i f s 9 H 7 7 T 2 x o s i n 6 » o y + H s t g H 7 , 7 T 2 g cos80y + i f 5 , 9 H 7 , 7 T 2 _ 0 cos0Oy)) 

/ ( 2 i f 5 , 5 H 7 , 7 f _ 9 ) - {bd{2H5i!H5,gH7 7 cos90y + 2 i f 5 , s H 7 , i i f 7 , 9 cos0Oy - 2 i f 5 , 3 ^ , 9 ^ , 7 sin 0Oy 

- 2 f f 5 , 5 H 7 , 3 H 7 , 9 S i n 6 l o y ) ) / ( 2 i f i , i i f 5 , 5 H 7 7 / W 9 ) , - ( H 5 , i o 6 „ ( T 2 g c o s 6 » o y + T 2 _ 0 cos0Oy + T 2 x 0 s m . 0 y ) ) 

/ (2f f5 ,5fu i 9 ) - (H 5 , io6„(2 i f5 , icos6lo y - 2 i _ - 5 , 3 s m . o v ) ) / ( 2 H i , i i f 5 , 5 f _ 9 ) , s i n . 0 ! / ( ( H 5 , 3 ( H 5 , 8 / i _ s - l ) ) / ( H i , i i f 5 , s ) 

+ (H7,3{HT,8/Iwg - l ) ) / ( i f i , i i _7 ,7 ) ) - c o s . o v ( ( H 5 , i ( H 5 , 8 / / _ 9 - l ) ) / ( H i , i i f 5 , 5 ) + ( H 7 !{H7,S/Iwg - 1)) 

/ ( f_ l , l f f 7 , 7 ) ) - {T2{H5,8/Iwg - l){gcose0y +zocos0Oy + x0 sin0Oy))/(2___,5), sin0Oy ({H5,3{H5,g/Iwg - l ) ) / ( i f 1 , 1 i f 5 , 5 ) 

+ ( H 7 , 3 ( H 7 , 9 / / _ g - l ) ) / ( H i , i i f 7 , 7 ) ) - c o s 0 o y ( ( H 5 , i ( H 5 , 9 / / „ g - l ) ) / ( H i , i i f 5 , 5 ) + (if7,1 {H7,g/IWg - l ) ) / ( H 1 , 1 i f 7 , 7 ) ) 

- (T 2 ( f f s , 9 / - _ 9 - l)(5cos6>0y + 20 cos0Oy + *o s i n . 0 y ))/(2/__ 5), - ( ( H 5 10 - i_ 9 ) 

{T2g cos0Oy +T2zocos0Oy + T2x0 sin 0Oy))/{2H 5 , 5 / _ 9 ) - ( ( H 5,10 - / _ 9 ) ( 2 i f 5 , i cos . 0 y - 2if5 ,3 sm0O y)) 

/ ( 2 f f i , i i f 5 , 5 / u , g ) , - gcos0 O y - - o c o s 0 O y — xo sm0 O y , 0, ( -2)T(gcos0o y + ~ocos0oy + xo sin6>oy), 0, 

( / _ _ , 7 H 7 , i c o s _ 0 y ) / ( H i , i H 7 , 7 ) - (3T2(gcos6»0y + _ocos0O y + x 0 s i n . 0 y ) ) / 2 

- ( i f 5 , 7 H 7 , 3 s m 6 > o y ) / ( H i , i i f 7 , 7 ) , ( H 5 , 7 ( T 2
g c o s e o y + T 2 _ 0 c o s 6 ' o y + T 2 x 0 s m e 0 y ) ) / ( 2 i _ 5 , 5 ) 

+ (__5,7(2H5,i cos0Oy - 2H 5 ,3 s i n . o y ) ) / ( 2 H i , i _ _ - 5 , 5 ) , c o s . o y ( H § i l / ( _ f i , i i f 5 , 5 ) + H2
7}1/{Hi,iH7,7)) 

- s m e o y ( ( H s , i H B , 3 ) / ( H i , 1 i f 5 5) + ( H 7 , i _ f 7 , 3 ) / ( K i i i f 7 7)) + (Hs , iT 2 ( 5 cos (?o y +2ocos(? 0 y + x 0 s i n e o y ) ) / ( 2 H 5 , 5 ) , 

CO S e 0 y ( ( i f5 , lH 5 ,3 ) / (H 1 , 1 i f5 ,5 ) + ( H 7 , 1 i f 7 , 3 ) / ( H i , i i f 7 , 7 ) ) - S m e o y ( H 2
! 3 / ( i f 1 , 1 i f 5 , 5 ) + H 2

i 3 / ( i f 1 , i i f 7 , 7 ) ) 

+ ( i f 5 , 3 T 2 (g cos 0Oy + z ocos0O y + x 0 sm0 O y ) ) / (2 f f 5,5), - ( (T 2 gcos6» 0 y ) /2 + (T 2 z 0 cos0Oy ) /2 + (T 2 x 0 sm0 O y ) /2 ) / f f 5 , 5 

- ( i f 5,1 cos0Oy - H 5 , 3 S i n e o y ) / ( H i , i i f 5 , 5 ) , - ( H 7 , i c o s e 0 y - H 7 , 3 s m . 0 y ) / ( H i , i H 7 , 7 ) , c o s . 0 y / H i , i , - s i n . 0 y / H M , 0, 0, 0, 0] 
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[Ei]22 = [ - {bd{H5,aH7,7T
2zosm0oy + i -S ,8H7 ,7T2

gsin0O y - H5^H7i7T
2xocoS0Oy))/{2H5,5H7,7Iwg) 

-(6_(2ff5 ,3ff5 ,8ff77cos0oy +2f_5,5H7,3H78cos6»oy + 2ff5 iH 5 , 8 H 7 , 7 sin0Oy + 2H5>5H7AH7,8sm0Oy)) 

/(2H!AH5t5H7jIWg),-(bd(H5t9H7,7T2zosin0Oy + H5igH7,7T
2gsme0y - H5i9H7,7T

2x0 cos0oy))/(2H5,5H7,7/ l„g) 

- {bd{2H5>3Hs,gH7jcos80y + 2H5>5H7,3H7,g cos90y + 2if 5,iHs,9H7,7 sin0Oy + 2ff 5,5^7,^7,9 sin«0,)) 

/{2HltlH5t5H7,7lwg),-{H5 !obd{T2gSm0Oy -T2x0coSe0y + T2z0sm90y))/{2H5i5Iwg) 

-{H5!obd{2H5,3cose0y +27_-5,isineoy))/(2Hi,i_fs,5f_9),-cosfloy((H5 ,3(H5,8//_9-l))/(Hi,iH5,5) 

+ (if7 ,3(H7 ,8 / /_.9 - l))/(ffi,1f_7,7)) - s in . 0 y ( (H s !{H5,8/Iwg - l))/(if1>1_f5,5) + (H 7 , i (H 7 , 8 / -_ 9 - l))/(Hi,iH7,7)) 

- (T 2 ( J_5 , 8 / - _ 9 - l ) (g sm0o y -x o cos0 O y + z0 sin.0y))/(2H5 ,5), - cos<?0y ({Hs,3{H5,g/Iwg - l ) ) / ( i f i.iifs.s) 

+ (H7,3(ff7,9/f„9 " l)) /(Hi, iff7 ,7)) - Sin.0y((H5,l(ff5 ,9//_9 " l))/(ffl,lif5,5) + (H7,1 {H7ig/Iwg - l ) ) / ( f f M i f 7 7)) 

- {T2{H5}9/Iwg - l){gsm0Oy - x0 cos6>oB + z0 sm6>0y))/(2ffs,5), - ( ( H 5 10 - Iwg){T2gsm0Oy - T2x0cos90y + T2zosm0Oy)) 

/(2__5,5_W9) - ((HB,io -f„9)(2ff5,3cos6loy +2if5,isin.oy))/(2Hi,i if5 i5/^9) ,_ocos-oy -gs in0 O y - zo sin 0Oy , 0, 

(-2)T(gsin.0y -Xncos^n^ + zo sin . 0 J , 0, {H 5 7H7 3 cos.0 y) / (Hi, iH7 ,7) - (3T2(gsm0Oy - _ o c o s . 0 y + _ 0sm. 0 y ) ) /2 

+ (if5,7H7,ismeoy)/(H1 ,1if7,7),(H5,7(r2
9sm0oy -T 2xocos0o y+r 2z os in0o y ) ) / (2H 5 ,5) + (ifs,7(2ifs,3COs6io!, 

+ 2if5,lSm0Oy))/(2Hi,1if5,s),COS0oy((H5,lH5,3)/(Hi,1if5,5) + (H7,1ff7,3)/(ffi,if/7,7))+Sin6loy(H2,1/(ifi,iif5,5) 

+ if?,1/(ifi,iif7,7)) + (H5,ir2(gsineoy-xocoseoy+zosmeoy))/(2jFf5 ,s),Sme0 y((if5,iH5,3)/(Hi,iif5 5) 

+ {H7,iH7,3)/{H!AH7,7)) +cos90y{H2
5 3/{H! !H5t5) + Hl3/{H1AH7,7)) + {H5,3T

2{gSm90y - xocos90y + z0sm90y)) 

/{2H5i5),~((T2gSm9oy)/2-{T2xocoS9oy)/2 + {T2zosm0oy)/2)/H5}5-(H5,3Cos9oy+H5t!sm9Ov)/{Hi,!Hs,5), 

- (ff7,3cos<?oy +/_-7 , is in.oy) /(Hi, i__-7 ,7) ,sm.0 y /Hi, i ,cos.oy /Hi,1 , 0,0, 0,o] (D 5) 

The observability matrix E\ has a rank of 22. This is equal to the number of states 

in Estimator 1, meaning that it is observable. 

D.2 Estimators 2 and 3: Wheel Force Estimators 

Estimators 2 and 3 possess the same process and measurement models, so will be 

considered together. In Estimators 2 and 3, the state vectors {x2,x3} are assumed 

to follow a random walk. The first three state variables, the wheel-terrain con

tact angles {71,72,73} are directly observable through measurements. Since these 

measurements are constructed using the rover kinematics, it can be said that these 

angles are only observable when the rover is in motion (i.e. when measurements 

of {71,72,73} are available). The next six state variables, the wheel normal loads 
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{Wi, W2, W3} and drawbar pulls {DPX, DP2, DP3} are made observable through the 

combination of observable wheel-terrain contact angles {71,72,73} and measured 

forces {F^, FL2, FL3, F±1, F±2, F±3}. The measured forces need only to be appor

tioned into forces perpendicular to the ground and forces parallel to the ground for 

the normal loads {Wi, W2, W3} and drawbar pulls {_D.Pi, DP2, DP3} to be obtained. 

Since the wheel-terrain contact angles {71,72,73} are observable, as are the rover 

pitch 6*o and bogie angle q\ (from Estimator 1), the measured forces can be properly 

apportioned, making the normal loads and drawbar pulls observable. 

Assuring full rank of the observability matrix of Estimator 2 E2 requires only the J^2-

term: 

__ __ dh2 r ,T 
E2 =E3 = = [lE2}!,lE2]2,[E2}3,lE2}4,lE2}5,lE2}6,lE2}7,lE2]8,lE2]g 

dx2 

[E2\l = 

[E2}2 = 

[E2}3 = 

M 4 = 

[E2]5 = 

[E2]& = 

[E2}7 = 

[E2}8 = 

[E2}9 = 

1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] 

0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] 

0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0] 

—DPi cos(7i—ei)—Wi sin(7i—ei),0,0,cos(7i—ei),0,0,—sin(7i—ei),0,0 

0,—DP2 cos(72—ei)—W_ sm(72 —-i),0,0,cos(72—£i),0,0,— sin(72—ei),0 

0,0,-DP3cos(73-e3)-H /3Sm(73-e3),0,0,cos(73-e3),0,0,—sm(73-e3) 

W\ cos(7i—ei)— DPi cos(7i—ei),0,0,sm(7i—ei),0,0,— sm(7i— ei),0,0 

0,W2 cos(72—£l)—DP2 cos(72 —-i),0,0,sin(72—ei),0,0,—sin(72—ei),0 

-DP3 cos(73-e3),0,0,sm(73-e3) ,0,0,- sin(73-_3) 0,0,W3 cos(73—£3)- (D.6) 

The rank of matrix E2 is nine, which is the number of states in Estimators 2 and 3. 

Therefore Estimators 2 and 3 are observable. 
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